Asher. Communications
management for your
computer and you.
Organize your personal and business communications quickly. effectively. With Asher by
Quadram. Snap Asher inside your PC for a
system that works the way you do. Asher
begins by partitioning system memory. Load all
your programs (Wordstar.* Lotus 1-2-3.' you
name it) just once then toggle between them
when your work calls for it. With Asher.
program selection is just a keystroke away.

Asher turns your PC into a
full-featured telephone.
Asher lets your PC become a computerized
telephone. too. Packed with all the featu res
you'd find in an advanced electronic key phone.
Place voice calls through the Asher handset
(works just like a desk phone) and exchange
files or send a screen to other systems through
the Asher modem. With Asher. you can even
talk and send data during the same call .
Plus. Asher comes with an electronic calendar
to track your daily schedule (It even beeps you
when an appointment time arrives). And a card
file that lets you record telephone numbers
and data from all your business transactions.

Effective communications
management for any
business environment.
Ashers power and ease-0f-use (most functions are executed with a single keystroke)
make it ideal for any business environment.
Because Asher integrates your system. Now
.................,r.. you can place a voice call . call
up a data base on your screen.
and transmit information t o
another system all in the
same operation. Its effecfll··~~ll~ tive communications
management at its best .
Visit your local authorized
Quadram dealer today and see how Asher
(and that famous Quad ram Quality) can go
to work for you . Asher. Powerful communications management for your personal
computer and you .

~
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Modems and stat
muxes, to go.
Infotron offers a
complete line. And now,
with our unique distributor warehousing
program , we can have
any of them on your
doorstep within 48
hours of your call. 48 hours,
max. Just say the word .
Full system flexibility.
lnfotron modems combine
advanced

r~~~ur~e;t ~~1?a-

bility. Our statistical
multiplexers handle
from 4 to 32 channels
in a range of models with full provision for
expansion .
All with the same
high quality that earns
us top marks in performance and reliability from
our present users.
Add competitive pricing , and
we start making real sense.
Then add our 48-hour delivery,
and we're

1-800-345-4636 fa~~~.
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hard

To find out more.
Your lnfotron distributor.
There are lnfotron distributors
nationwide, ready to give you
more information, provide
equipment and offer expert
advice on the best way to meet
your needs. For the name of
the distributor near you , dial
toll-free 1-800-345-4636
and ask for ISO. Or write
lnfotron Independent Sales
Organization, 9 North Olney
Avenue, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003.
lnfotron. First in
performance and reliability.
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Dual S new Superrnicro
Support Packagefor~.
The sklnt is on performance.
We know how tough it is to land
those big systems contracts. That's
why Dual proudly introduces its
Supermicro Support Package (SSP)the VAR program that gives you the
selling tools you need to win.
Powerful tools that include attractive volume discount programs. Coop advertising. Qualified sales leads.
Even evaluation units to help you
close the deal.
With SSP, you also get in-depth
documentation. Nationwide field
support through Braegen Corporation.
Quick access to our software and
applications engineers. And a link to
our electronic SSP bulletin board, a
new service that enables you to exchange information about Dual systems with other VARs.
Dual's 83/80: When the bottom
line is high_performance.
Our 83/80 is one of the fastest,
most versatile UNIX* supermicros on
the market.

For instance, it features an SMD
disk controller that reads and writes
data at sustained speeds of 800KB/sec.
and 560KB/sec. respectively. (Peak
speeds are even higher.)
Plus serial ports that permit transmission rates up to 38.4K baud.
In addition, there's a lOMHz
MC68000 CPU that runs the new
UNIX system V. And main memory
capacity for up to 6.SMB.
All this and much more make the
83/80 ideal for most office automation, medical, scientific, or analytical
applications.
For details about the SSP program
and our 83/80, call or write Dual
today. Because it's time to look at
UNIX systems from a different angle.

:>UAL

Dual Systems Corporation
2530 San Pablo Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94702

(415) 549-3854
*UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories
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Just by
stopping
bad
Disk&
Tape
Drives
at the
door
There's no need to pay
for defective drives if
incoming inspection can
find them fast. Our
Winchester, Cartridge
Tape and Floppy Drive
Analyzers excel at this ...
and, they're equally good
at finding the faults in
drives that can fail later
in use to cause problems
for your customers.
Our Analyzers save the
float costs of replacement
inventory, accounts
receivable time, disputes
with factory repair and
lost customer goodwill.

Wilson
can help
VARs

Lock

out
cost&

Lock

in profit
For customer service, the
Wilson Analyzers quickly
define equipment problems to help increase
service profits. We are
the 13-year leader in
Peripheral Test Equipment, with more products
to choose from, more
proven software, and
more experienced
support. Send today for
our complete VAR and
VAD cost saving information, and find the key
to solving your peripheral
problems.
MAD-1000
Winchester Media
Defect Analyzer
DTS-1000
Winchester Drive Test
Station (benchtop)
MFX-500
Floppy Drive Analyzer
(portable)
MQX-1000
Cartridge Tape Drive
Analyzer (portable)
MWX-1000
Winchester Drive
Analyzer (portable)

lllll!lhlm WILSON

WE TEST BETTER

The 13-year leader in Peripheral Test Equipment.
Wilson Laboratories, Inc.
2237 N. Batavia Street. Orange, Calif. 92665
Phone: (714) 998 -1980, Ext. 73 •TELEX 499 6059
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It's hard to believe all those people
who say they have an easy-to-use, inexpensive parallel computer. ·
~
That's probably because they don't. ~
But we do.
~E

It's based on standard UNIX.™And it's
totally transparent to existing applications,
while allowing access for large and fine
j,jl
grain parallel processes.
IM"'2
Best of all, you don't have to be one
"'
ill! iuJ
of the lunatic fringe to be crazy about it.
~IZ
The Practical Parallel™from Sequent. i
l.Zi .....
We already have sixty Practical
12
We're shipping a true parallel comParallels up and running at places like
puter that starts at - are you ready for this
Numbero1CPus
Hughes Aircraft Company. And Dataprod- fifty grand. It'll do l to 9 MIPs with 2 to
HOW WE MADE IT . ucts. And Ampex.And Lawrence
AROUND THE CURVE. Livermore Labs.
16 real 32-bit processors.
I

::0

hj

1

~

They're doing simulation, text processing,
microprocessor development,ATE, data base management, image rendering, software engineering.
And they're reporting price/performance gains
as high as 50x!
Okay, we know all this is hard to believe.
But if you really can build a family of products
based on one expandable computer, or expand
a single system as your needs grow, without ever
changing software, literature, spares, or training,
isn't that worth a phone call?

The number is 800-854-0428.Or write to
Sequent, 14360 N.W. Science Park Dr., Portland,
Oregon 97229. (In Europe, call EMS Ltd. at
01-499-6746.)
We've got a truly practical parallel computer.
And we've got it now.
Honest.

Ii a~e~yo~DJ;,
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EDITORIAL
BUSINESS GRAPHICS
PRESENT BRIGHT OUTLOOK
Graphics generated by today's
microcomputers and software for business
presentations produces detailed, high-quality
and inex pensive charts. These charts come in a
variety of styles, such as pie , bar and line.
More important to users, though, they make
charts. slides and layouts more effective, save
preparation time, allow fast changes and
permit close security. Of course, lower cost
than that charged by outside or inside graphics
departments helps too.
In fact, according to market research
company, Inte rnational Data Corp. (JDC), the
number of business microcomputer users
producing graphics should jump from 14
percent in 1984 to 21 percent in 1985. JDC also
predicts that more than a million users will
work with graphics on personal computers in
1985 . And their number should zoom to 11
million in 1989. As for software, sales of
specialized graphics packages will total more
than 0.5 million this year and soar to 7 million
in 1989. according to IDC.
Supporting that outlook is research company
Frost & Sullivan Inc . In their " Computer
Graphics in the Manufacturing Industries"
forecast. they state that the U.S. market will
expand approximately 14-fold from 1982 to
1992, or from $1 .7 billion to$ 23.3 billion.
And although computer-aided design will
dominate this market , its share will shrink from
53 percent to 43 percent. On the other hand ,
the only segment to show dramatic growth
over this time period will be business graphics.
This segment will more than double, jumping
from 17 percent to 35 percent.
Initi ally , business users lacked experience in
applying microcomputers. software and
graphics. But after a slow start,
microcomputer-based graphics quickly
attracted interest because of integrated
software packages, high-resolution monitors
and inexpensive hard-copy devices . These units
provide a range of predefined chart types that
can be customized as to color, layout and style.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

Many business users discovered
microcomputer graphics in Lotus Deve lopment
Corp.'s 1-2-3 integrated software package.
They easily transformed business data derived
from spreadsheets and databases into pictorial
representations. Indeed , users could now
convert business data into a range of graphical
forms for optimum display .
But they wanted more than relatively simple
analytical graphics. As a result, graphics users
generally manipulate several software packages
to gain the desired advantages of each one .
The next market breakthrough, therefore, wi ll
probably center on a single package that
incorporates all of the most wanted graphics
techniques .
Unfortunately, all is not what it appears. For
one thing, presentation quality remains highly
subjective to the observer. What seems
attractive to some, proves disappointing to
others. For another thing, graphics standards
lack universal implementation . Business users
want to tie into varied applications with diverse
peripherals . Fortunately, the proposed
graphical kernel system standard and its virtual
device interface have found favor with most
graphics manufacturers.
Yet another problem stems from the variety
of available output devices . Many display and
hard-copy peripherals contain incompatible
interfaces and, therefore, require special
software-driver routines . Consequently,
graphics-package developers must incorporate
several device-specific drivers to handle
common peripherals , thus adding cost and
complexity. Joining device drivers to specific
applications also proves difficult.
In summary, although beset with obstacles,
the microcomputer graphics market holds the
potential for rapid and lucrative expansion.
What's needed , though, is a concentrated
effort by system integrators. They must help
business users solve their graphics problems by
configuring. integrating and implementing
small systems.

George V. Kotelly
Editor-In-Chief
11
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The Firebreathers continue on the cutting edge
. of high performance computers.
The most powerful line of computer systems made.
Gould PowerNodes '" and CONCEPT/32s~ Any way you slice
it they beat VAX':' Not just by a little. By a lot. Whether you're
comparing po.ver, price
or availability, we've got
just the edge you
need to ax the VAX.
For starters, our mainframe PN9000 and CONCEPT
32197 are up to twice as fast as the
VAX 8600. And even though the mid-range
PN6000 and CONCEPT 32167 are 30-50% smaller than the
VAX 11/780, they're still up to three times more powerful.
Which means they'll run your applications faster, much faster,
than VAX.

More powertOr a slice of the price.
Despite their superior power, Gould computers cost quite
a bit less than the equivalent DEC computers.Just take a look
at the chart on your right.
Our mid-range models cost 40% less than the VAX 11/780.
Our mainframes cost about 30% less than the new VAX 8600.
In fact, all Gould computers come with a price that won't
come to blows with your budget. The bottom line is more
power for less money.You don't need acomputer to figure out
what an advantage that is.
Operating environments that are
acut above the rest.
There's also a choice of system software to consider.
Gould offers a unique implementation of the UNIX* operating
system-UTX/32'." It's the first system to combine the UNIX
standards of System Vwith Berkeley BSD 4.2. Which also
makes it the only system that allows you to access virtually

Only Gould com

have a big~ edge
to ax theVAX.

MODEL
VAX

$(000) MIPS/$
575

7.6

PowerNode 400
PN9000

11.7

CONCEPT
32197

400

11.7

VAX

235

4.8

PowerNode 140
PN6030

12.1

CONCEPT

12.1

8800

11/780

any command you want whenever you want.
Or if your application demands
a real-time environment, Gould's
MPX/32 'M operating system offers
performance that's unmatched in
the industry. And that puts Gould
far above the rest.

Del'-J.~right on

Unlike the VAX 8600, that has 1
up
to
a 12 month wait for delivery,
3216730
when you order either a Gould
PowerNode or a CONCEPT/32 system they will be shipped •
within 90 days ARO. And that's a schedule we'll go to any
length to meet. Because we know how annoying it can be to
wait months, and years, for something you've just agreed
140

to pay a healthy sum qf money for. Especially when the only
thing you can do while waiting is watch your work pile up.
You can also be sure with Gould you're getting acomputer that's backed by years of experience. It's the kind of
experience we used to develop the first 32-bit real-time computer. The kind of experience that has the competition running
to keep up.
If you need more information or just have a few questions,
give us a call at 1-800-327-9716.
See for yourself why VAX no longer cuts it. Go with a
Gould computer and ax the VAX.
CONCEPT/32 is a registered trademark and PowerNode, UTX/32 & MPX/32 are trademarks of Gould Inc. Vf\X. is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. UNIX is a trademark ot
AT&TBell Labs.

-} GOULD
Electronics

\
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If the process of trying to reach the decision makers in the computer industry is
overwhelming you with media data, start
relaxing.
You do not have to buy space in every computer magazine published.
Cahners Publishing has developed a
sophisticated controlled circulation system
for its three computer publications which
delivers the largest audience of documented buyers of computers and related
products in business and industry.
Cahners computer publications guarantee
you documented purchasing power, heavy
passalong readership and over one million
readers each month with minimum
duplication.
Take control of your advertising dollars
and reach the decision makers.

Mini-Micro Systems
The leading magazine for computer professionals in the value-added market who
integrate, configure and implement minimicro computers and computer-based
systems.

Business Computer Systems
The magazine for the buyers of business
computers , peripherals , software, supplies
and services for business applications-The
Business Computer Management Team .

PC Products
Sales Offices
Atlanta, (404) 955-6500; Boston, (617) 964- .~0JO
Cherry Hill, NJ, (609) 751-0170; Chicago,
(312) 635-8800; Dallas, (214) 980-0318; Denver,
(303) 388-4511 ; Irvine, (714) 851-9422;
Los Angeles, (213) 826-5818; New York,
(212) 686-0555; San Jose, (408) 243-8838;
Wayne, PA, (215) 293-1212.
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The product review and evaluation magazine for the business users of IBM PC's and
compatible computers.
Cahners Publishing Company
0 Publishers of 32 specialized business
magazines in Building & Construction 0
Electronics & Computers 0 Foodservice
0 Manufacturing 0 Medical/Health Care 0

-

A Joy Disk - Four keys in one;
rapid cursor control.
B. Touch Pad - Multi-purpose
input device; programmable key
pad, cursor control, drawing
tablet.

c.
D.

Computer users are
demanding additional input
devices from you. Key Tronic can
help you meet the demand for
these input devices, and minimize
your development costs.
Key Tronic is integrating the
most popular input devices into
OEM keyboards. All processing
is done in the keyboard and no
additional system ports are
required ... using existing
electronics saves money. Also, all
input can be presented as a series
See us at NCC Booth #C5605

C. Speech Recognition Natural, language independent
command entry. Hands free
operation.
D. Mouse - Popular pointing
and selecting tool.
of key presses to assure
compatibility with existing and
future software.
Speech Recognition, Touch
Pad, Mouse, Bar Code and Joy
Disk are available to enhance
your product with unique, value
added benefits. Distinguish your
product from the ordinary! Talk
to your Key Tronic representative today.
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E. Bar Code - Fast, accurate
data capture.

"<;fedtheKey 'lirmi/Tomil,.

keytronic

The Res[2Q_nsive Input Company
P.O. Box 14687• Spokane, WA 99214• USA
(509) 928-8000 •TWX 510-773-1885

LETTERS
OPTIONS OMITTED
To the editor:
Compiling a complete operating systems directory is an insurmountable challenge, but the effort in your February
1985 issue is commendable (MMS, February , Page 164) . Nonetheless , I noticed
a few omissions regarding the offerings
of Digital Equipment Corp. Most notably, DEC offers ULTRIX-11, a native
implementation of UNIX Version 7 , for
the PDP-11 family.
Contrary to the directory, the RT-11
operating system supports a variety of
hard disk and magnetic tape options.
Items omitted from the RSX-llM
entry include support of overlays, swapping and dynamic relocation. RSX also
supports checkpointing. The system supports magnetic tape drives offered both
by DEC and third-party vendors and
performs 1/0 multibuffering, meaning
that numerous 110 operations to the
same device can be queued or active
simultaneously.
Warren Lewis
Software Specialist
Digital Equipment Corp.
Spokane, Wash.

MISSING SYSTEMS.
To the editor:
The directory of operating systems in
your February issue (MMS, February ,
Page 164) left out Data General's proprietary operating systems: AOS/VS virtual
storage operating system and the AOS/
RT32 real-time operating system.
In addition, Data General offers two
UNIX operating systems: MV/UX , a
UNIX System V environment integrated
with AOS/VS, and DG/UX , a native
UNIX implementation of the fourth
Berkeley Software Distribution.
Stephanie Haack
Marketing Communications
Data General Corp.
Technical Products Division
Westboro, Mass.
Editor's response
Ironically , the problem here was a lack
16

of a "lingua franca." I did not include
MV/UX in my article because I was led
to believe-erroneously-that MV/UX
was a native , standalone, true UNIX,
rather than a coresident operating system
pair.
The fault was in our terms . The whole
idea of coresidency is so new that the
computer industry has yet to establish a
common vocabulary. When I asked my
informant if MV/UX was a native or a
coresident system, I was told that it was
native . Unfortunately, we meant different things by "native." I meant "solitary" while she meant that MV/UX made
UNIX " native" to the machine, rather
than simply emulating it for the user.
I hope that some day the UNIX community's drive to standardize the language of UNIX will similarly standardize
language about UNIX.
-M. Tucker

DISPUTES STANDARDS SET
To the editor:
The article by James F. Ready in the
December issue (MMS, December 1984 ,
Page 137) presents an incomplete and
misleading view of operating system interfaces and related standards.
The article suggests that a set of system calls, for example, deserves to be
considered a "standard" merely because
it has been defined by its developer for a
single operating system, such as PC-DOS
or VRTX . At the same time it fails to
even mention broader-based standards
development projects being undertaken
by the IEEE and other organizations that
have made progress in developing standards applicable to diverse operating systems in a uniform way.
As an example with which I am familiar , the P-855 working group of the IEEE
Computer Society Microprocessor Standards Committee has worked for several
years to develop such a standard for
microprocessor operating system interfaces (MOSI). This effort has resulted in
a standard (IEEE 855-1985), recently
approved for trial use, that defines system calls in various categories. These
system calls are designed to be implemented in a consistent way on various,
underlying operating systems. By select-

ing the appropriate categories, the functions of many types of operating systems
(single-user, multiuser , real-time , etc.)
are supported, and application programs
following the MOSI conventions could
be easily transportable between different
operating systems at the source level.
A number of problems discussed by
Mr. Ready , such as lack of support for
random file access, interprocess communication and device control, are addressed by the MOSI standard or are
under consideration as future extensions.
James D. Mooney
Associate Professor
Computer Science
West Virginia University
Morgantown, W. Va.

WANTS GOOD RELATIONS
To the editor:
In the interest of good Anglo American relations I'd like to clarify a statement made in "Breakpoints" (MMS December 1984 , Page 23).
In your news flash about British company Newbury Data [Recording Ltd. 's]
3 1/2-inch disk drive , called Penny , you
stated that the drives were designed by
the American company Cambrian Consultants Inc. In fact, Newbury Data developed the specifications for this product over 18 months ago. They then
commissioned Cambrian to help with the
design of various major subassemblies.
The development of Penny has been
firmly under the control of Newbury
Data, using Cambrian Consultants as an
extension to its own design team where
necessary.
Manufacture of the Penny is due to
start in the UK in April and a number of
disk manufacturers have been in touch
because they would like to license this
product from us . Interestingly enough,
Cambrian, quite independently, has announced tentative plans to design and
license its own low-performance 31/2-inch
disk drive.
Dave Muir
International
Marketing Manager
Newbury Data Recording Ltd.
Staines, England
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

When an ordinary computer breaks
down, it's down for the count. Which is
however long it takes for someone to
come out and revive it again.
But not so with any computer in
the Parallel family.
In fact, your customers can count
on a Parallel computer to be running 100 percent of the time. Even
when something goes wrong.
Because thanks to our redundant,
self-checking hardware, reliability
is built right into the system. And
with dual uninterruptible power sources,
data is no longer at the mercy of nature. No
matter what happens,
2013 \there's never any
1-~'S-....
worry about scrams"\\ i.-1.:-l'lr,\ bled or lost data.
1
~~
·
All of which
makes the Parallel
computer 80 times
more reliable than
any conventional
computer. With a 28 year MTBF.

More computer for less.
Now, you'd think that in order for us to
offer something this unique, your customers
are going to end up spending a fortune. But,
not so. What they'll pay is the same cost
they're paying now for a conventional com-

SJ.l/00

puter. And in some cases, even less.
What's more, the economics will let you
make more money with Parallel than with
any other supplier. In fact, two to three
times as much.
So just imagine the success you'll have
selling a Parallel computer. A powerful system that won't break down. Won't lose
data. Doesn't need on-site service. And
doesn't cost your customers any more. It
can earn you more profit and it can make
you the quality leader in your market. With
a competitive advantage no other manufacturer can come close to.
So fill out and return the attached coupon
or call us directly at (408) 429-1338. We'll
give you all the data on how you can offer
your customers the most reliable, most selfsufficient computer available. Unless you
think they'd prefer to be down and out.
Parallel Computers, Inc. 3004 Mission St.,
Santa Cruz, California 95060.

Our open system means more
opportunities.
Of course; we provide all the standard
features you require in a computer. Like the
power to support 8-32 users. And the ability to expand from 1MB to 8MB of memory
and from 84MB to 2.7GB of storage. Along
with offering a rich set of industry standard
networking, such as Ethernet, X.25, SNA
and a Network File System.
Plus, with Parallel you're not locked into
any proprietary system, because it runs
standard UNIX software and provides a
standard Multibus interface. And you can
count on your existing UNIX applications to
keep working all the time, without modification for our ultra-reliability.

·----·----··
I
I
I

0 Call me right away with more information.
0 Patience is an inherent trait of mine. Just send
me additional Literature.
Name

I

Company

I·

-~

t

f

Parallel just didn't stop with an ultrareliable computer. Instead we've taken a
long overdue step by embedding the service
right into the architecture of the computer.
Quite simply; we've done away with the
need for on-site service. Which instantly
does away with the cost and headaches that
go along with it.

I

I

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. Multibus is a trademark of
Intel. Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox. SNA is a trademark of Interna-

tional Business Machines, Inc:.

I
I
•

computer in the Parallel family,
you can give them something no
other manufacturer can match. A
five-year warranty. Because we
eve a Parallel computer is everything
we say it is. And then some.
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I
I

I

Now on-site service is a thing of the past.

I
I
I

I

City

I

State

I
Parallel Computers, Inc. 3004 Mission St.. Santa Cruz. I

Zip

Phone(

CA95060 (4 08)429-1338

)

MM. .

---------·
Parallel

Minicompu,ters toot won't break

avoid

We applied ergonomics, the science
of making you comfortable, to every aspect
of our new Ampex 230 editing terminal.
We designed it with a 14" non-glare,
tilt-and-swivel screen that's easy on your eyes.
A sleek, spare shape that's compact on
your desk A low-profile, adjustable-slope,
Selectric-style keyboard thats responsive
to your touch.
Plus one more soothing feature:

Its price tag.
Fact is, for the money, the Ampex 230
offers quite a few features you won't find
on terminals it emulates: Wyse 50, TuleVideos
914, 924, 925 and 9507
Check it out. You'll see a screen thats
2" bigger than TuleVideos, an 80/ 132 column
format instead of their 80, and 16 programmable function keys compared to 3 or 11 on
TuleVideo's 914 or 950. You'll see Wyse doesn't

"Wyse 50 is a trademark of Wyse Technology. TeleVideo 9 14 , 924, 925 a nd 950 are trad emarks of TeleVideo Systems Inc.

terminal. Designed to
~ompetition hurts you most.

offer a standard second page of
memory or non-embedded attributes.
And neither one offers amber.
We do. At no extra cost.

computer peripheral and manufacturing expertise. So call the Ampex
Computer Products Division at
(800) 621-0292 or (800) 821-94 73

11nnaw1;ag .- ~h~~~~~ ~~~t~:~~=al

whole :;;r~ ~:;;~ ~::i~ur
with worldwide service. A oneyear warranty. Reliability above in ustry
standards. Plus something else the competition can't match- our 30 years of video,

and economic sense: Our new
pex 230. You'll find the green soothing.
Even if you A
choose amber. ~

M p EX

Ampex Corporation • One of The Signal Companies ~
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BREAKTHROUGH
PRICE/PERFORMANCE
Combining the 32-bit MC68020, multiple
auxiliary processors, and a tuned version of
UNJX'"System V, the 30-user 3068 "is
capable of aperformance that rivals large
mini-computers." (Computerworld, April
19~5). And it does it for amicro computer
pnce - from $7,000 for OEM quantities.

BREAKTHROUGH
MODULAR/1Y
"Using plug-in boards the way apersonal
computer does really sets Altos apart."
(research firm Creative Strategies,
Computerworld, April 1985). OEM's can
choose from awide range ofmodules: 10
to 40 serial ports; 1to16 MB ofmemory; 17
to 200 MB (formatted) hard disk storage.

BREAKTHROUGH
HARDWARE DESIGN
''Altos is way ahead of everybody else. "
(Creative Strategies, Computerworld, April
1985): high speed 8KB cache maximizes
CPU speed, with no wait states; cache
is simultaneously shared between many
processors; high performance memory
management supports demand paged virtual
memory; on-board microprocessors handle
a/1110 processing.

BREAKTHROUGH
UNIX'"SUPPORT
To meet the most rigorous applications
requirements, the 3068 incorporates
demand paged virtual memory, record
locking, and sophisticated interprocess
communication. An optimizing Ccompiler,
symbolic debugger, and afull set of development tools and languages form a
complete development environment. Productivity tools include an integrated
package of word processing, spreadsheet, DBM, graphics, and electronic
mail.
UNIX Is a trademark of Bell Labs

BREAKTHROUGH
COMMUNICATIONS
AND NETWORKING
With a variety of protocols and the Altos
Worknef" LAN, 3068 communications
span PC's to mainframes. The standard
communication board has 10 serial ports,
an on-board micro-processor, and up to
128 KB of RAM. The system can be configured with up to tour communications
boards.

BREAKTHROUGH
DIAGNOSTICS
Remote diagnostics minimize downtime
by isolating problems to an easily exchanged Field Replaceable Unit.
CIRCLE NO. 12 ON INQUIRY CARD

Get astep ahead of your competition.
Put our innovative supermicro engineering
to work on your application.
In hardware, software, communications,
service, and reliability, Altos has abreakthrough tor you.
For more details on the 3068 please call:

1(800)538-7872
Inside California:

1(800)662-6265
Altos Computer Systems
2641 Orchard Parkway
San Jose, Ca/it 95134

(ALL<»)
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
WORLD LEADER IN
MULTl·USER MICROSYSTEMS

111111111
111111111
111111111

The terminal
on the right
outperfurms the
competition
And costs less.·

The computer
ontheleft
doesn't care
·about
the price.

Acomputer is born to perform. No matter what
means your computer is, too.
the price.
The 220+ is compatible with the DEC VT220. But it's
You, however, have practicalities to think about. Maknot comparable. That's where the plus is. You'll find no less
ing your computer perform the way it's meant to is one.
than 20 improvements and additions that make the most of
Watching costs is another. And you have to blend the two
your computer.
to create the most valuable, cost effective system possible.
And because the 220+ 's price is in direct
CIE Terminals has a video terminal that'll make
contrast to its high performance, you get the best
you both happy. The CIT-220+.
value for your money. So although the computer
It's a remarkably reliable piece of technology that
doesn't care about the cost, you don't have to think
yearns to show its stuff as much as the computer it's
about it, either. For more information on the
hooked up to. Something they'll both get plenty of
CIT 220+, contact your distributor or CIE
chances to do. That's because the 220+ is so
~:c
~tz:"""""~~~
~
~l"QOO;t
r:.-.....
. .~
. . .......... Terminals at 2505 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA
2 ~ _ 92714-6297 (800) 624-2516.
reliable, it's always up and running. Which
...~

OITllMIVAU
A CITOH ELECTRONICS a!Y~NY

© 1985 CI E Terminals

Because your computer is onlyas good as its peripherals.
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BREAKPOINTS
AT&T TECHNOLOGIES TO LICENSE ALCYON'S REGULUS

Alcyon Corp ., San Diego , announced recently that AT&T Technologies Inc .
will license Alcyon ' s Regulus , a real-time, UNIX System V-compatible
operating system . Regulus runs on Motorola Inc . 's MC68000 family of
microprocessors . According to an AT&T spokesman, AT&T is working on a
specialized product that requires the real-time attributes of
Regulus .-L . Haber
SCSI CONTROLLER RUNS FOUR DRIVES

Fujitsu America Inc., San Jose , Calif., plans to begin shipments this
month of an intelligent controller that allows up to four Winchester disk
drives to operate from a single bus connection on the small computer
systems interface. The Ml053A controller can be used only with Fujitsu's
168M- and 337M-byte drives and features full ANSI command sets and the
extended storage module device interface for data-transfer rates of up to
2.46M bytes per second . The OEM price is $895 in quantities of
100 .-M. Seither
INTE RFACE TIES MINIS INTO IBM'S DISOSS

Motorola Inc . / Four Phase Systems, Cupertino, Calif., this month will
begin shipping software that will allow its series 4000 and 5000
minicomputers to become active nodes on an IBM Corp. Distributed Office
Support System (DISOSS) network. The TransText programs enable users of
small Four Phase systems to write and change files and distribute
documents over any IBM network whose host is running CICS / VS
(customer information control system/ virtual memory) and DISOSS 3 .0 or
higher . A program to let users exchange, edit and return documents to the
originator in a form that's compatible with IBM 's revisable form text
document architecture will be available in November. Program prices are
between $800 and $6,000 .-M. Seither
WESTERN DIGITAL SHRINKS WINCHESTER CONTROLLER

Using VLSI and surface-mount technology , Western Digital Corp ., Irvine ,
Calif., has reduced a Winchester controller to one board that includes drive
electronics , interface and controlling functions . The board features the
WD2010 Winchester controller chip and the WD10C20 self-adjusting data
separator. The board can be tailored to match any drive or host interface .
Western Digital plans to deliver this fall a 20M-byte, 3 %-inch drive with the
new controller . Alt hough the company expects to sell bundled drives and
controllers, it will also offer controller and chip sets separately.-C. Warren
CALMA TO ADD MICROVAX II TO CAD LINE

Calma Co ., Milpitas, Calif. , is bringing Digital Equipment Corp.'s new
MicroVAX II supermicrocomputer under its wing and should announce
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985
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BREAKPOINTS
price and configurations this month. Calma will offer the MicroVAX II in a
network that operates with other VAX machines for computer-aided design ,
computer-aided manufacturing and computer-aided engineering. Calma, a
subsidiary of General Electric Co., plans to begin shipments of the
MicroVAX systems in the fourth quarter of this year.-M. Seither
ATTIS EXPANDS 3B LINE OF MINICOMPUTERS

AT&T Information Systems was expected to announce late last month
additions to the company's 3B line of minicomputers. The 3B2/ 400 is
reportedly a full 32-bit machine based on Western Electric's 32100 chip set.
According to a company spokesman, the 3B2 / 400, a succesor to the
3B2 / 300, has a hard-disk storage capacity of up to 720M bytes, floppy-disk
storage capacity of 720K bytes and 12 expansion slots. The 3B2 / 400 can
support up to 25 concurrent users and up to 46 terminals . The 3B / 15 , an
upgrade of the company's 3B5 computer, is also a 32-bit, 32100-based
machine with 2 .2G bytes of hard-disk storage and 16M bytes of RAM. The
3B/ 15 supports 16 to 40 users. Both machines run the UNIX System V
operating system.-L. Haber
BRITISH PASCAL COMPILER MEETS U.S. GOVERNMENT STANDARD

British compiler specialist Prospero Software Ltd., London, is seeking
distributors throughout the United States for Pro Pascal, an ANSI-standard
compiler for IBM Corp. PC/ XT computers and any machine running MS-DOS
and configured around the Intel Corp. 8086 microprocessor . Pro Pascal is
said to be the world's first Pascal compiler for these machines to be
validated by an extensive suite of programs running at the British
Standards Institution . The same suite of validation programs is also being
installed at the Federal Software Testing Center (FSTC), Falls Church, Va.
The installation follows the adoption earlier this year of ANSI-standard
Pascal as a Federal Information Processing Standard. Computer vendors will
need to offer an FSTC-validated compiler when bidding for U.S. government
contracts . The U .S. end-user price for the first copy of Pro Pascal is $390 .K. Jones
BELGIUM'S MA BELL CALLS FOR U.S. UNIX MACHINES

Bell Telephone Manufacturing Co ., Antwerp, Belgium, wants to sell its
UNIX expertise in the United States in the form of technology-transfer deals
with U.S. manufacturers of computers running any version of UNIX. Bell
offers two technologies : Eurix, which involves the replacement of the ASCII
character set in UNIX with European characters to make UNIX
implementation more acceptable to the European marketplace, and Netix ,
which enables several machines running UNIX to share files across a local
area network . Both technologies require changes to the UNIX kernel, but
Bell will show users how to achieve them . Eurix technology is priced at
24
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BREAKPOINTS
$30,000, plus $20,000 for each type of system to which it is ported. The
Netix charge is $50,000 for the technology transfer plus a royalty on each
machine sold.-K. Jones
FASTER PC I XT ADD-ON BOARD BOOSTS CAD I CAE PERFORMANCE

A 10-MHz version of the Intel Corp. 80286-based add-on board produced
by Seattle Telecom & Data Inc., Redmond, Wash., for the IBM Corp. PC/ XT
is said to make the PC/XT run twice as fast as the PC-AT. Designed for
computer-aided design/ computer-aided engineering, scientific and UNIX
applications requiring high computational speeds, the 10-MHz board
upgrades the PC/ XT to a high-end, single-user workstation, yet still allows
the system to run programs such as AutoCad, VersaCad and Personal Cad .
The PC 286 board can be configured with memory ranging from 128K bytes
to 2.5M bytes . The board supports bank switching or can be used as a RAM
disk. Quantity-one pricing starts at $3,995.-B. MacDonald
EUROPE CRIES EUREKA IN REPLY TO AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY

Eureka, the 3-month-old French proposal for high-technology
collaboration in Europe intended to prevent the Continent from falling
behind the United States in advanced technology, is gaining support from
fellow members of the Common Market. The joint research is aimed at
civilian uses of lasers, optical technology, microprocessors, supercomputers,
composite materials and artificial intelligence . Eureka is now said to be
moving into an "industrial phase," with European companies compiling
lists of specific projects to be supported. The timing of France's Eureka
proposals suggest that France intends to provide other European countries
with a political and economic alternative to the anticipated U.S. "Star
Wars" research program. Common Market countries are also discussing
whether to invite non-Market members, such as Austria and Sweden, to
participate.-M. O'Gara
TECH FILES: A QUICK LOOK AT INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS
TRANSACTION PROCESSING FILES: Customers of Tandem Computers Inc., Cupertino,

Calif., should soon be able to exchange data, text and images over existing
Tandem networks by using a variety of terminals, IBM Corp. PCs and PCcompatibles or CCITT Group III facsimile machines. The company plans to
have its five software utilities-PS Mail, PS Text, PS Text Format, PC Link
and Faxlink-ready for shipment by October. Licensing costs will range
from $495 to $12,500; monthly charges will be between $50 and $200. The
products are part of Tandem's new strategy to interconnect incompatible
machines with its systems and to support industry standards such as the
IEEE 802.3 local area network and IBM's Document Content/Interchange
Architectures. -M. Seither
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985
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SHOW FILES: Plus Development Corp., Milpitas, Calif., a new subsidiary of Quantum Corp.,
is showing at this month's National Computer Conference (NCC) in Chicago
a lOM-byte hard disk in the form of an IBM Corp. PC plug-in board. The
"Hardcard" measures 4 by 13 by 1 inches and includes a controller ,
electronics and a complete hard disk assembly with a 3%-inch platter. The
2-pound board plugs into an IBM PC expansion slot, consumes 10.9W , has
an average access time of 65 msec and carries a retail price of $1,095.
Departing from Quantum's OEM marketing strategy, Plus Development
plans to sell primarily through dealers and value-added resellers . To date ,
the product has been successfully tested on the PC, PC/ XT, AT&T Co. 6300
and Compaq Computer Corp. 's Portable and Plus personal
computers.-D. Simpson

Framingham, Mass.-based Charles River Data Systems expects to be the
largest shipper of Motorola Inc. MC68020-based systems this year following
the introduction of their 32-bit Universe 32 supermicrocomputer at NCC .
Incorporating open system standards such as VERSAbus and a UNIX

The line print€r
on theright
has more features
than the competition
combined.
For alot less.
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System V-compatible operating system, the Universe 32 achieves
computational speeds of 2 .7 million instructions per second wit.h its
12.5-MHz 68020 microprocessor . A typical OEM configuration, equipped
with a 35M-byte Winchester, 45M-byte streaming tape unit, UN / System V
operating system and UniverseNet software, is priced at $28,500 in
quantities of 25 or more . A $6,500 upgrade package consisting of a
68020-based board, to replace the 68000 board of the the company 's
current Universe 68, is also available .-B. MacDonald
Control Data Corp., Minneapolis, will show two new high-performance
Winchester disk drives at NCC . An 8-inch model , code-named EMD , has a
368M-byte capacity and an enhanced storage module device interface that
delivers data at 15 MHz. The company expects to offer both the small
computer systems interface and the intelligent peripheral interface-2 for the
EMD within six months . The drive will be priced at approximately $4,000
in quantities of 5 ,000 . Observers say Control Data's as-yet unnamed 14-inch
model will offer over lG byte of storage . -C. Warren

Thats priceless to
the computer on the left.
The way it usually goes, you find a printer with all
the features you need. Then you hold your breath and
peek through your fingers at the price tag.
Or you just go for low price and learn to live with
inconvenience.
The trade-off is over. With CIE Terminals CI-300+
and CI-600+ Matrix Line Printers.
While our so-called competitors offer you less features and costs as much as 300 % higher, the 300+/600+
offer you more features.
Like data processing and letter-quality printing. Up
to 200x 288DPI graphics resolution. Compressed print.
Bar code generation. Serial, parallel and IBM interfacing.

Along with the highest quality in their class. More
choices for more uses.
So when the time comes to choose line printers,
go ahead and compare us. Feature for feature.
You'll pick the plus. Its value is priceless.
For more information on the
CI-300+/CI-600+ Matrix Line
Printers, contact CIE Terminals at 2505 McCabe Way,
Irvine, CA 92714-6297
(800) 624-2516.

OFl7IMIVAU
A C/TCW ELECTRCWICS CCIWIHNY
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COMBINE POWER AND
ENHANCE YOUR PC-AT
Quadram introduces the smart way to enhance your IBM PC-AT. Quadmeg-AT and
Quadport-AT. Smart because Quadmeg-AT and Quadport-AT make the most of your AT
system today and expand to meet your system's growing needs in the future.
Quadmeg-AT comes socketed
for memory expansion from
128K to 2 Megabytes. Harness
this power to create megabytesized RAM drives, access

QUADMEG..AT™

Advance to 4 Megabytes
When you need more than
2Mbytes, Quadmeg-AT adapts
with two Quadmeg-AT
Expansion Cards. Each packs
512K or lMbyte extra RAM.

Both cards filled give
Quadmeg-AT a powerful
4Mbyte capacity.
Quadmeg-AT delivers
the power you need to
take full advantage of the
AT's capabilities.

Maximum Performance in
Minimum Space
Quadmeg-AT and Quadporc -A T fi t
snugly side by side to deliver a powerful
4Mb RAM and multiple 110 expansion in just two AT expansion slots.

greater amounts of information, and process data faster
and more efficiently than
ever before. Plus, with
"split memory mapping;'
Quadmeg-AT lets you expand
the AT's base system memory
to 640K without buying a
space-wasting 128K card.

Add a Second
Quad port
T wo Quadport-A Ts give
your AT system a total
oJ 2 parallel pores and
10 serial ports. Add
peripheral devices or
workstations for the
ultimate in PC-AT
performance.

t:L\ .
~·

•M Look for this seal. It's the

mark of dependability and
performance &om the
- ;,o.,.;
leader in microromputer
..::;;..;~~~, enhancements.
• '-"'

IBM PC-AT

is a

registered rrademark of

ln1ernat1o nal Bu siness Machin es Corporatio n .

·_·
'·

EXPANDABILITY TO
THESMARTW&
a

JIM

QUADPORT-AT™
Quadport-AT combines a
parallel printer port and a
serial port to give your AT the
features found on
IBM's Serial/
Parallel Adapter.
But at a lower
cost and with

built-in expandability. Connect
printers, plotters, modems,
and other devices for increased
productivity.

Advanced Port Expansion
As your AT becomes the
center of a high-performance
LAN or growing multiuser; multi-tasking system,
snap on the optional
Quadport-AT Expansion
Kit and add 4 more serial
ports to your system. The
Quadport-AT Expansion
Kit comes with software
to access these ports,
making it easy to add
shared peripherals or
workstations.

Enhance the smart way
with Quadram.
For basic AT expansion,
Quadmeg-AT and Quadport-AT
work together to provide 128K
memory expansion, a serial port,
and a parallel port.
Then, as your system
grows, Quadmeg-AT and
Quadport-AT give you up to
4MB RAM, 1 parallel port,
and up to 5 serial ports in just
two PC AT expansion slots.
Only Quadram combines so
much power and expandability.
That's PC AT enhancement
the smart way.

Features
Quadmeg-AT: RAM
expansion from 128K to
2Mbytes. Expandable in 512K
increments. Split memory
mapping assigns 128K or 384K
to base memory.

Expansion Cards: Two cards
available. Each comes with
512Kor lMbyteRAM
installed.

Total RAM Capacity:
4Mbytes.

QuadMaster-AT Software:
RAM Drives and Spooling for
extended memory.

Quadport-AT: Port expansion
with 1 Centronics parallel port
and 1 RS-232C serial port.

Quadport-AT Expansion Kit:
(optional) 4 RS-232C serial
ports. Software to access ports.

For a free demonstration visit
the Quadram dealer nearest
you. Or, for information, write
us at 4355 International Blvd.,
Norcross, Georgia 30093
(404) 923-6666.
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MOST COMPANIES ASK ALOT OF THEIR VARS.

First, you have to pledge undying allegiance.

Then swear to meet extravagant quotas.

Beg for technical and ad support.

And hope they won't disappear.

WE'RE ALOT LESS DEMANDING.

When most computer manufacturers offer to lend
you a hand, they expect you to repay that loan with
interest. A lot of interest.
Like putting up with unreasonable quotas. And
stingy margins. And direct sales forces that skim off your
most lucrative accounts. And so on.
At NCR, we do business a little differently.
For example, we offer you an aggressive discount
schedule. Based on very reasonable sales goals and
lenient milestones. With rebates for excess sales. And
protection against price changes.
Then there's our Major Account Sales Program.
You use NCR Direct Sales prices and discounts. And you
get 103 of product list prices: Plus 1003 of all add-on
revenues. We maintain the inventory, schedule ship·
ments, invoice the customer, and accept responsibility
for receivables.
If you want NCR service for your customers, they
can get it from any of our 7, 000 qualified service technicians in over 400 locations nationwide.
If you want to provide your own servic~, we can
help you there, too. We'll even train your service techs
tuition-free.
You won't have to beg us for support, either. We have
a toll-free number for questions about NCR-supported
operating systems or NCR-marketed software. And our
co-op ad program features 1003 payment of 53 of
invoices. With the money paid up front, when you need it.

Our product line includes three IBM-compatible PCs.
From the NCR PC4. to the NCR PCS~ A retail PC. And
a local area network that can connect up to 64 IBMcompatible PCs. Those are just some of the programs and
products that are helping make NCR the partner of choice
for more and more VARs.
But programs are only part of the story. What's
winning most VARs over is our attitude.
You see, we think of our VARs as partners, not
puppets. After all,.the more successful you are, the more
successful we are. So we work very hard indeed to make
sure you're very successful.
Almost as hard as you do.
You can have our hand on that.Just by calling
(513) 445-7478.
Then the next time another manufacturer offers to
give you a hand, you can look them right in the eye and
tell them to keep their hands to themselves.

WE'RE GMNG VARS AHAND.
AND VICE VERSA.

rns~

Personal Computer Division

NCR Corporation, Personal Computer Division, World
Headquarters, Dayton, OH 45479. (513) 445-7478.

NCR PC4 and NCR PCB are trademarks of NCR Corporation.
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AT&T plays its 32-bit chip
David Bright, Assistant Editor

In an effort to become a "serious
player" in the semiconductor business,
AT&T Co. has placed its 32-bit WE
32100 microprocessor chip set on the
commercial market. The 32100, the
first microprocessor marketed by the
company, is an enhanced version of
the 32000 microprocessor that forms
the heart of AT&T's 38 series of minicomputers and microcomputers.
Although the new chip is not restricted to any one operating system,
AT&T designed it specifically for
UNIX System V, to which AT&T also
has the rights. AT&T expects this
UNIX connection to attract designers
of UNIX 32-bit systems.
While AT&T waits for system designers to scoop up the WE 32100,
which many observers consider to be
of high quality, Motorola Inc. 's
MC68020 appears to be emerging as
the chip of choice for vendors building
UNIX 32-bit systems. The reason is
twofold: Motorola's 68000 family, with
its 16/32-bit 68000 and 68010 microprocessors, has already become a de
facto standard, and there is some skepticism about the amount of support
that system designers can expect from
AT&T.
At Cromemco Inc., a Mountain
View, Calif., builder of 68000-based
supermicrocomputers, director of engineering Curt Terwilliger says his
company will stick with the 68000 family until the market tells them to do
otherwise. Terwilliger feels it would be
unwise to ,ignore the 68000 family's
"widespread acceptance in the UNIX
community and its momentum with
software developers." Cromemco is
working on a new system that incorpoMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

rates the 68020. The WE 32100 may be
an excellent chip, Terwilliger says, but
a microprocessor's technological excellence alone does not always determine
its success. As an example of that
phenomenon, he cites the Intel Corp.
8088 used in the IBM Corp. PC. Although the 8088 wasn't the fastest chip
available when IBM brought out the
PC in l 981 , it quickly became a standard.
Chalk up one for the 68020

Even some companies that use chips
competing with the 68020 are switching
to the Motorola camp. One such manufacturer-Flexible Computer Corp.,
Dallas-makes a multiprocessor system based on as many as 20 National
Semiconductor Corp. 32032 chips, but
will be replacing those with 68020s by
this fall, a spokesman reveals. Flexible
makes its decisions according to customer demand, he says, and right now
the customers want the 68020. Although Flexible is not ruling out the
32100 for use in future systems, the
company feels it would be "going out
on a limb" by switching to the AT&T
chip now.
Despite AT&T's enormous resources, many observers assert that
the company is still new in the commercial electronics business and has a
lot to learn, especially about marketing
and support. "I'm not optimistic about
their chances as a chip maker," says
David Fiedler, president of Info Pro
Systems, which publishes the
UNIQUE UNIX newsletter in
Denville, N .J. The problem? "It's the
image." AT&T had poor marketing
and inadequate support for its 38 computer systems, says Fiedler. It's his
personal experience that you have to

COMPARING 32.an
MICROPROCISSORS
AT&T
WE 32100

Motorola
MC68020

132-pin,
ceramic

114-pin,
ceramic

Clock speeds
(MHz)

10, 14

12, 16

Direct-memory
addressing
(G bytes)

4

4

64 word

64 word

Housing

On-chip
instruction
cache
32-blt registers

16

16

Floating point
support

yes

yes

know someone just to get routine support from AT&T. AT&T needs to sell
the industry on using its microprocessor, rather than just offering it for sale,
Fiedler says. "The image right now is
not that of a company that's prepared
to do all these things like a traditional
company."
But Linda Nardelli, an AT&T manager of microprocessor sales planning
and technical product support in
Holmdel, N.J., says the company is
prepared to take on that challenge and
has a full-time engineering support
force. In addition to providing support, maintaining a second manufacturing source to keep up with demand
is generally considered critical to a
microprocessor's marketing success,
but at press time AT&T had not announced any alternate sources.
Although interest in the 32100 is
rather low at this point, Jan Rey, a
research analyst at Dataquest Inc., a
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San Jose, Calif., market research company , predicts that the chip will gain
popularity as the 32-bit microprocessor
market matures. " The 1990s is the
32-bit market , but you've got to start
now," Rey explains. Microprocessormarket segments usually go through
five-year growth cycles before they
thrive , so the 32100's time will come,
she says. She expects the 32100 to
eventually show up in computer-aided
engineering and computer-aided design systems.
Regardless of the marketing and
·· support controversy, most observers
rate the 32100 high on a technological
level. The major enhancements over

the chip's AT&T predecessor are faster
clock rates-either IO MHz or 14
MHz, compared to 7.2 MHz on the
3200~the addition of a 64 word onchip instruction cache and an enlarged
instruction set. In addition to the
32100 CPU, the six-chip set comprises
the 32106 math-acceleration unit, the
32101 memory-management unit , the
32103 dynamic RAM controller, the
32104 direct-memory access controller
and the 32105 system-interface unit.
Production of the 32100, 32101 and
32105 has begun, with the other chips
scheduled to be in production by the
first quarter of 1986. Samples of the
10-MHz CPU are available for $400;

DECnet DOS challenges
IBM to enhance SNA
James F. Donohue
Managing Editor

lation . But , as nodes on DEC's WAN ,
they can swap files and communicate
directly between applications running
on other nodes. Thus, analysts say, the
PCs can get greater power on a DEC
network than they currently can on an
IBM network.
When will IBM have something like
DECnet DOS for its PC machines?
Most computer and communications
analysts contacted by Mini-Micro Systems say it will take IBM about a year
to bring DECnet DOS-like communications functions to the PC and
PC/XT.

Digital Equipment Corp. has come
up with DECnet DOS , a $500 software
package that extends the full capabilities of its wide area network (WAN)
environment, Digital Network Architecture (DNA), to IBM Corp. PC and
PC/XT microcomputers . With DECnet
DOS , scheduled for delivery in September , the IBM machines will join
the DEC Professional Computer and
Rainbow microcomputers in being
able to function as nodes on DECnet ,
DEC's WAN that operates under DNA
'High-horsepower' networking
protocols.
DECnet DOS lets users communiEric H . Killorin , president of market
cate bidirectionally between applica- research concern Hyatt Research
tions running on IBM's Systems Net- Corp., Andover, Mas~., praises DEC
work Architecture network and for bringing " high-horsepower netsystems running on DECnet . Until working functions down to tl)e PC
now, the PC and PC/XT could tie into · level ," but he adds that DEC's motivaDECnet through SNA Gateway, a tion was probably to defend its own
DEC product , but only in terminal customer base.
"They have an installed base of
emulation.
Many industry analysts say the PC DEC users who own a ton of IBM
and PC/XT can operate more efficient- equipment, including PCs," Killorin
ly on a DNA network with DECnet says. "These users have been saying to
DOS than they can on SNA. The PC them , 'Look, we have all these IBM
and PC/XT connect to IBM's SNA PCs and we want to hook them to our
network environment in terminal emu- DECnet network. If you can't do that ,
36

14-MHz CPU samples cost $480.
Along with the chip set, AT&T sells
a devel0pment system that comprises
UNIX V software development tools,
microprocessor-emulation equipment
and a single-board computer for evaluating system performance. " We've got
a complete system now , to meet any
designer's shopping list ," says Al Hofmann , AT&T manager of microprocessor market planning at Holmdel.
Products planned by Hofmann 's
group for next year include a VMEbus
board-level product running UNIX V
and a 16-bit microprocessor that will
be software-compatible with the
32100.
D

then in a few years, we may trash all
the DEC equipment and go IBM all
the way. '"
Five other products

At the same time it announced
DECnet DOS , DEC introduced five
other software products: three packages that help users communicate between DEC systems and SNA-based
systems and two protocol emulators
that provide communication links from
DEC's Micro/RSX operating systems
to IBM environments. All five products are available now .
DECnet/SNA VMS Advanced Program-to- Program Communications
(APPC) programming interface
enables VMS-based applications running on DEC VAX and MicroVAX
systems to communicate with applications on an IBM host mainframe on a
peer-to-peer basis by way of the DECnet/SNA gateway. " The major benefit
of APPC ," says Bob Murray , manager
of networks and communications marketing at DEC's plant in Tewksbury ,
Mass. , "is that all DECnet/SNA interconnect functions are transparent to
the programmer. " That means, he
says, that programmers need to have
little SNA knowledge and "can concentrate on application programming
and not on SNA conversions." APPC
carries a $2,500 price tag .
A related product is DECnet/SNA
VMS Application Programming Interface (API), which also permits exMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985
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OSI fldellty 9lves DIC ed9e on IBM
Digital Equipment Corp.'s Digital Network Architecture (DNA), implemented in DECnet, is based on the
International Standards Organization's seven-layer
networking model, the open systems interconnection
(OSI). IBM Corp.'s Systems Network Architecture is
not, and it differs from OSI in two key areas:
• IBM combines OSl's network and transport layers
into its path-control layer
• IBM divides OSl's session layer into two layers:
data-flow control, which synchronizes the flow of data
between end-points, and transmission control, which
paces data exchange to match end point processing
capacity.

DEC IS CLOSER TO ISO THAN IBM
IBM 'S SNA layers

ISO'S OSI layers

DEC'S DNA layers

application

application

user-level network
applications, network
management

presentation

presentation

network application

data flow control

session

session control

transport

end communications

transmission
control
path control
data link control
physical control

network

routi~

data link

data link

physical

physical link

Source: Mini-Micro Systems, DEC, Hyatt Research Corp.

changes between IBM and DEC VMS
applications. But , in the $1,500 API ,
the SNA functions are not masked
from the user. This feature lets the
user write programs that incorporate
SNA-based resources.
The third software package , DECnet/SNA VMS 3270 Data Stream Program Interface, is related to the others
but is designed for 3270 emulation
interfaces. Like APPC , the $2,500
package insulates the user from SNA.
The protocol emulators are the
Micro/RSX 2780/3780 and the Micro/
RSX 3271 . The Micro/RSX 2780/3780,
which sells for $1 ,200, emulates the
communications protocol of an IBM
2780 or 3780 batch terminal. The $900
Micro/RSX 3271 , with a 3270 terminal
emulator utility, allows users of DEC's
VTlOO and VT200 terminals on Micro/
RSX systems to access an IBM host
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

According to many computer and communications
industry analysts , DEC's closer adherence to OSI
gives it a leg up on IBM among the increasing numbers of system integrators who support international
standards for computer communications. And DEC's
huge customer base of about 25,000 DECnet nodes
gives it a leadership position among the other vendors of wide area network (WAN) products such as
Data General Corp. (Xodiac), Hewlett-Packard Co.
(AdvanceNet), Honeywell Inc. (Distributed Systems
Architecture) and Wang Laboratories Inc. (Wang Systems Network) .
"DEC has a significant lead in distributed-processing networks and is expected to direct the industry in
supporting OSI multivendor communications under
DECnet," says Hyatt Research Corp., Andover, Mass.,
in its book, The Executive's Guide to PC Networks .
"DEC's lead should position their networking scheme
as the open systems' alternative to SNA in the years
ahead ."
Some analysts think DEC's position in WAN technology will put the pioneer minicomputer vendor back in
a head-to-head battle with IBM for industry leadership. Says Steven Dube, senior vice president at financial analyst Shearson Lehman/American Express,
New York, "In terms of sheer transaction-processing
power, modularity and networking, I think DEC's
ahead of IBM .. .1 look on DEC in the decade of the
1980s as the primary alternative systems vendor to
IBM."
.

system.
Both emulators give users the ability
to communicate with IBM systems

using binary synchronous communications protocols in both batch and interactive manner.
D

PRICE CUTS PARE PC PRINTER PROFITS
The biggest story in personal computer printers is continuing price
erosion and consequent smaller profits, according to a report from
International Data Corp. , a Framingham , Mass., market research concern. In 1984 the number of units shipped increased by 72 percent over
1983 , while the value of those shipments rose by just 45 percent, says the
report. The average price of dot-matrix printers fell by 14 percent last
year, while the average price of character printers dropped by 20 percent.
Although the popularity of non-impact printers is increasing, impact
printers will continue to dominate the personal computer printer market at
least through the end of the decade , says the report. It predicts that 90
percent of the nearly 6 million personal computer printers shipped in the
United States this year will be impact printers.
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lntegraled UNIX software package
supports customized applications
David Bright, Assistant Editor

Until recently, integrated, multiplefunction software packages like Lotus
Development Corp.'s 1-2-3 and Ashton-Tate's Framework were the nearexclusive domain of personal computers. Despite the proven demand for
such packages , few were available for
larger systems running UNIX. But
now that is changing.
With interest in UNIX at an all-time
high, due largely to AT&T's entrance
into that market last year, the UNIXbased, integrated-software movement
in multiuser systems is gaining momentum. A few companies, such as Handle
Technologies Inc. and Quadratron Systems Inc. , have established a foothold
in the fledgling market but are certain
to have many new competitors in the
near future .
One of the newest players-Inspiration Systems Inc., Sewickley, Pa.-has
developed an open-ended, integratedsoftware package to which customized
applications can be added. Called Prevail, the database-driven package comprises seven modules: spreadsheet,
menu-driven word processor, database-management system (DBMS) ,
telecommunications program.; proprietary applications-development language (AOL), report writer/applica-

NAMES SELECTED FROM ,
PREVAIL •DATABASE AND
COPIES LIST , GENERATED BY
REPORT WRITER

tion generator and user interface.
Added applications access the common database and link to all other
applications in the system.
Chairman Dennis Moyles of Inspiration Systems believes Prevail will appeal to a wide range of users , from the
novice who can immediately use the
ready-made applications to the dataprocessing manager and value-added
reseller who will write specialized programs that can be merged with the
off-the-shelf programs.
Common command structure

Each Prevail module can run standalone or with the others. All modules
use the same command structure,
which features eight function keys .
Those include WINDOW OPEN and
REMEMBER for retaining data when
switching from application to application and for cutting and pasting.
Graphics program expected

The spreadsheet supports work
sheets of unlimited size, links work
sheets and performs automatic consolidation of data from several work
sheets. By late in the second quarter of
this year, when quantity shipments are
scheduled to begin , the spreadsheet
should include a graphics program that
draws 10 types of charts , says Moyles.

The DBMS creates both relational
and hierarchical models and has three
levels of difficulty: novice, intermediate and advanced.
Prevail's AOL , which is said to be
similar to Pascal , can also be used to
insert customized messages into the
HELP section. The report writer/application generator has three levels:
generate (which automatically sets all
parameters), one-screen form and
multiple-screen form. The source code
generated by this non-procedural language can be manually modified by the
user.
Prevail currently runs under UNIX
on AT&T's 3B series of computers,
Digital Equipment Corp. 's VAX
superminicomputers and systems from
Masscomp , NCR Corp., Parallel Computers Inc. and Sun Microsystems Inc.
For single-user systems, lM byte of
RAM is required ; 2M bytes of RAM is
required for multiuser systems. Prevail
can be adapted to any version of UNIX
running on any machine , says Carol
Sledge, vice president of software development. She says an automated
process is used to accomplish the porting quickly.
Inspiration Systems is implementing
Prevail on an IBM Corp. 4381 mainframe for Manufacturers Hanover
Trust. That system runs Amdahl

REVENUE TABLE
OBTAINED FROM
PREVAIL SPREADSHEET .

---··~-

Prevail's user interface allows cutting and pasting of information from any of the package 's components.
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Corp. 's UTS version of UNIX System
V. In addition, Moyles says, his company is giving high priority to tailoring
the software to XENIX on the IBM
PC-AT.

Moyles and six other software developers founded Inspiration Systems in
1983. All of them had developed
DBMSs at On-Line Systems Inc. , a
remote-computer services company

based in Pittsburgh . Six private investors , including Prime Capital Management Inc.' and Smith Barney Venture
Corp., have put $4.5 million into Inspiration Systems.
D

Major drawbacks claimed

Laura Stuart , senior analyst at The
Yankee Group, a research company in
Boston , says Prevail has some major
drawbacks. Since AOL is a proprietary
language, any applications created by
it cannot run on other machines without the Prevail environment. And files
built from Prevail cannot link to those
from other vendors' software. But four
UNIX
software
vendorsQuadratron, The Software Express
Inc., Access Technology Inc. and
Unify Corp.- have addressed that
problem on their software by establishing the independent software-interchange standard (ISIS).
ISIS allows UNIX file interchanges
in much the same way as the datainterchange format (DIF) does in the
MS-DOS world. Sledge says future
versions of Prevail will conform to
ISIS.
Stuart of T'he Yankee Group sees
other problems with Prevail. She says
Prevail's electronic-mail function is
geared to programmers , and the package should have included IBM Systems
Network Architecture support. However, "given the dearth of UNIX software in general," there may be a market for Prevail , Stuart concedes.
The list price of an entire Prevail
system for an AT&T 3B2 supermicrocomputer is $4,125. Module prices
range from $375 for the user interface
to $1,350 for the DBMS. Prices for
minicomputer , superminicomputer
and mainframe versions are 50 percent, 100 percent and 150 percent higher, respectively.
A competing package , Quadratron's
Q-Office , lists for $1,960 on the 3B2
and comprises eight components: word
processor, menu generator, electronic
calendar, calculator, electronic-mail
program, phone directory , forms generator and electronic notepad. Q-Office for VAX systems is $9,200. The
components can be purchased separately.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

Rockwell improves chip set
for 2,400-bps modems
Mike Seither
Associate Western Editor

Volume shipments of full-duplex,
dial-up modems that transmit at 2,400
bits per second (bps) are beginning to
hit the market following improvements
in a Rockwell International Corp. chip
set used by a number of modem manufacturers.
According to industry sources, a defective Rockwell chip set-composed
of two N-channel metal-oxide semiconductors for signal processing and
one for filtering analog noise-occasionally would cause modems to go
into a loopback test. This tendency
would interrupt the flow of data during
transmission.
Kim Maxwell, president of RacalVadic, Milpitas, Calif., says the
chances of modems with the "E-level"
Rockwell chips-so called because
they are marked on top with the letter
"E"-malfunctioning are one in
100,000. The problem has to do with a
scrambler in the modem when it's used
to transmit at a speed of only 1,200
bps. Under certain conditions, the
scrambler would initiate a test pattern
that would be looped back continuously from the modem at the other end
until the line was disconnected or the
call disabled .
" Once in 100,000 times is not a small
number when you consider the amount
of information we send today ," says
Maxwell. "If you have a thousand
units in the field, the probability drops
to one in 100. It could happen several
times a day ."
According to Maxwell, Racal-Vadic
late last year decided that the faulty
E-level versions of the Rockwell chips

The signal processing and noisefiltering chips Rockwell uses in its
R2424 modem are also used by
such manufacturers as Hayes and
Novation in their 2,400-bps devices.

were not acceptable and returned them
to Rockwell's Semiconductor Products
Division in Newport Beach, Calif.
" Rockwell is now supplying us with
a new generation of F-level chips that
we consider to be commercially suitable," Maxwell says. "They (the new
chips) still have problems, but the bugs
do not provide a sufficiently high level
of user problems that we consider
them unreliable." Maxwell says Rockwell will be selling Racal-Vadic "shipable" chip sets this month.
Racal-Vadic uses the F-level Rockwell chips in two modems: the 2400V,
a standalone unit , and the 2400PC, a
card for IBM Corp. 's PC. Both sell for
$795 . The 2400V has been shipped in
evaluation quantities since April, but
the company does not plan to ship the
2400PC until this month. Maxwell says
39

If you need tape controllers
· and couplers for VAX, Unibus
and QBus systems, you've come
to the right ad. Emu lex offers
one of the industry's most complete selections.

\

densities: 800-bpi NRZI, 1600bpi PE or 6250-bpi GCR.

FOR UNIBUS SYSTEMS.

TSU-compatible tape coupler
that allows you to interface
the CDC Sentinel W' streaming
tape drive. And it features
software transparency and standard operating system support on your Unibus system.
Last, but not least, is the
TC13. This universal tape coupler works across the Unibus
of PDP-11 and VAX-11 CPUs. It
handles industry-standard Y2"
tape transports, including conventional start/stop,streaming,
and the new generation of
GCR units.

Our TCll emulates the
basic DEC TMll controller. It
works with up to four industryFOR YAX SYSTEMS.
standard tape drives with denOur newTC7000 is a good
sities to 1600 bpi and speeds
example of the kind of perfor- up to 125 ips.
mance you get with Emulex.
Unibus users will also appreThis single-board controller lets ciate the TC12. This singleyou move up to the higher
board TSU-compatible coupler
densities and transfer rates of handles industry-standard
state-of-the-art GCR transformatted Pertee-type Y2" tape
ports. One TC7000 can handle transport, including convenup to four STC-type transports tional NRZl/PE start/stop and
or eight reel-to-reel units with 800/1600/3200-bpi streamFOR QBUS SYSTEMS.
Pertee-type interfaces. And
ing tape drives.
The TC02 has long been an
you can choose from three tape
The new TC15 is another
Emulex favorite. This TSll-

·urnbus. QBus, DEC. TMll TS11 and TU10 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. CDC and Sentinel are trademarks of Control Data Corparation.

compatible tape coupler works
with all 800/1600/3200-bpi
formatters at speeds from 12.5
to 125 ips.
Another TS11-compatible
coupler is our new TC05. It
allows you to interface CDC
Sentinel >i" streaming tape

drives without using special
streaming software.
And don't overlook the TCOl.
TU10/TM11-compatible, it
handles as many as four dualdensity 800/1600-bpi Y2"
transports at up to 75 ips. .

70 MBytes of backup storage
capacity

GD YOUR TAPE PROBLEMS
UNDER CONTROL.

Stick with Emulex. Call us
toll-free at (800) 854-7112. In
California, (714) 662-5600.
NEW PACKAGED SUBSYSTEMS. Or write Emulex Corporation,
3545 Harbor Blvd., P.O. Box
Also available for QBus
and Unibus users are two pack- 6725, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 ..
aged subsystems.
Vault™ is a >i" streaming
tape that gives you up to 70
MBytes of storage.
Medley™ is a packaged subsystem that includes either a
35or110-M Byte formatted 5>i"
EMULEX
Winchester disk drive and a
The genuine alternative.
>i" streaming tape drive with
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the delay in getting out the 2400PC is
due to in-house problems at RacalVadic , not chip supplies from Rockwell.
At least a dozen manufacturers plan
to be shipping 2,400-bps full-duplex
modems by midyear. Maxwell says 80
percent of all 2,400-bps units on the
market will rely on Rockwell chip sets
to perform signal processing. Besides
Racal-Vadic , Rockwell supplies the
three-chip set to a number of modem
makers, including Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc., Norcross , Ga .,
and Novation Inc., Chatsworth , Calif.
Hayes , the leading microcomputer
modem supplier with about 35 percent
of the market , also had problems with
Rockwell chips in its new $899 Smartmodem 2400, which it began shipping
in limited quantities last year. But
Gary Betty , vice president of sales and
marketing for Hayes, says the company now is using a Rockwell chip set
that is different from the one used in
an earlier version of the Smartmodem
2400.
He says the modem released last fall
was incompatible with certain Rolm
Corp . private branch exchanges

. _ , . WHO . . MODUIS
(1984 microcomputer modem shipments)
HA YES MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS:
280,000 units,

35%

OTHERS:
224 ,000 units,

NOVATION:

28%------

144,000 units,
18%

CASE AIXON :
72,000 units,

U.S. ROBOTICS:
80,000 units,

10%

9%

SOURCE: CREATIVE STRATEGIES INTERNATIONAL

shipped before 1983. Customers could
solve that problem , which involved
dropping the digits 3 and 0, either by
changing a switch on the PBX or trading their old unit for a newer Smartmodem 2400 , Betty says.
" There have been on-going changes
to the Rockwell chip set ," Betty ad-

mits. " Rockwell has been very responsive. Any time you do anything as
complicated as they did with signalprocessing chips , you are going to
make modifications."
Craig Ensley , director of business
development and advanced product
strategies for Rockwell , says his com-

.................. ........ chips
Of the dozen or so manufacturers that plan to ship
2,400-bps full-duplex modems this year, a handful will
use their own signal-processing chips rather than rely
on Rockwell International Corp. for the devices.
"We looked at Rockwell chips early on in our development and decided we didn't want to limit ourselves
to their design," says Hank Morgan, product-line
manager for Gandalf Data Inc., Wheeling, Ill.
Gandalf began shipping its $795 Sam 24 in February. In a marketing move that epitomizes the competition for the 2,400-bps market, Gandalf will rebate
$200 if buyers trade in a full-duplex 1,200-bps
modem for a 2,400-bps Sam 24. "We've traditionally
been a supplier of limited-distance modems," Morgan
says. "But now we want to make a big splash in the
dial-up market."
Other companies not relying on Rockwell are
Cermetek Microelectronics Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.;
Concord Data Systems Inc., Waltham, Mass.; the CTS
Datacomm division of CTS Fabri-Tek Inc., Eden Prairie, Minn.; Micom Systems Inc., Simi Valley, Calif.; and
Chicago-based U.S. Robotics Inc.
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Concord Data is recognized as the pioneer in the
2,400-bps market. The company originally introduced
its CDS224 in 1982. Since then the price has dropped
from $1,695 to $695.
Kim Myrhe, an analyst with International Data Corp.,
a Framingham, Mass., market research company ,
says manufacturers of 2,400-bps modems are going
to find it difficult controlling the prices of their new
products because of so much competition. "Wait
six r:!IOnffisand you'll see serious erosion," Myrhe
says.
Gordon Stitt, director of personal computer products for Ven-Tel Inc., a Santa Clara, Calif., modem
manufacturer, says his company does not intend to
ship a 2,400-bps modem until this month. He would
not say whether Ven-Tel will use the Rockwell chips in
its modem, but he admits his company is aware of
the competition. "We're concerned that so many people are shipping and apparently so few people buying [2,400-bps modems]," he says. "We want to see
where prices are going and stick with a price once
we introduce a product."
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specific problems. And solve them
TEMPLATE people know this.
ists ind
developme
support. Hotand always pro
Together they p
nical expertise aro
the world.
Isn't this the blerid
product and service you've been looking for? Precisel)t
So contact TEMPLATE. If you qualify, we11 bring you a
free MICRO TEMPLATE package-compatible with IB
PCs, ATs, XTs and TI Professionals. Then we11 remind
you of all we can offer.
• •
And wh~t our competiI
tors cant
THE SOFlWAAE DIVISION OF MEGATEKCORl'OIW1CJN

=mP!Jr1 -

The Innovators in Graphics ~~lte:;
9645 Scranton Road, San Diego, CA 92121 619/457-5359 TWX: 910-337-127
TEMPLAn: JS a HL'~ostcrcd 11-adl'mark of ML')Wtl'k l'orporation. CONTEMl'LATt:: and DIMENSION.CKS are traJemarks ol TEMPI.AT!.
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pany has been shipping the chip set in
volume according to customers' specifications since December 1984.
He would not, however, discuss specific problems that modem vendors
may be having in readying their products for production . "There are a host
of possibilities not necessarily associated with Rockwell ," Ensley says.
" We're one component out of many in
a complex system."
Several modem companies announced 2,400-bps full-duplex modems last fall at Comdex in Las Vegas ,
but most manufacturers have only recently started to ship the units in volume. Hayes did not begin volume shipments until March . Novation, the No.
2 modem supplier with about 18 percent of the market, didn't ship until
April.
Analysts expect the market for
2,400-bps devices to grow substantially

The Racal-Vadic 2400PC modem, which uses a newer version of the
Rockwell chip set, is expected to be shipped in volume this month.

in coming years as personal computer
users switch from slower 300- and
1,200-bps modems to save on transmission costs. Since the AT&T Co. divest-

iture, private-line costs have been escalating and users are looking at
dial-up switched service as an economD
ical solution.

Silicon Graphics, Tasvir
gang up on Computervision
James F. Donohue, Managing Editor

Two Mountain View, Calif., companies have teamed up to battle Computervision Corp., Bedford, Mass. , as a
supplier of computer-aided-design and
computer-aided-engineering systems
for mechanical engineers. The two are
Silicon Graphics Inc., a builder of
high-performance CAD/CAE terminals and standalone workstations, and
Tasvir Corp. , which sells SuperCads
3-D, mechanical-design software.
SuperCads, run with Silicon Graphics' new IRIS 2000 series of UNIXbased workstations and terminals , emulates Computervision equipment at a
far better price, says Robert Pearson ,
application marketing manager for Silicon Graphics. For example , he says,
the IRIS 2400 standalone workstation
sells for $67 ,000 with SuperCads. He
says a system with comparable performance from Computervision sells for Silicon Graphics says its IRIS 2400 standalone workstation is the first to
about $200,000.
offer an interactive window manager that permits users to run multiple
" Our strategy is not to try to get a 3-0 application programs on a single screen .
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985
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Sorry Intel.
You missed the bus.
Critical decisions for the likes of nextgeneration factory and office automation
systems couldn't wait for the arrival of
what would tum out to be merely a much-

patched, already-dead-end bus structure.
Wouldn't wait. Not when VMEbusbased products were readily available helping advanced 8/16/32-bit systems

to hit the market. Running. Reliably. Without the risk of obsolescense.
Compare. Then get up and go with
VMEbus.

BUS COMPARISON
ISSUE

Specification Quallty,
Stablllty, Standardization

VMEsystem

MULTIBUS® II

COMMENTARY

VMEbus spec available since 1981 Rev. C is a
standard of clanty for the industry, very stabkt .
and available nCM. VMXbus Rev B available now,
VMSbus completely specified, with Rev B available 1n July ·as.
IEEE P1014 and IEC 478 comm1nees have
completed their work Final approval expected

various bus speclficatt0ns avadable 1n dran form
since late 1983. Complete draft has never been
pubhshed for serial bus , 1SSB ·•
IEEE Committee began work on Multibus• II 1n
19&4 No known subm1SSIOO yet to IEC

VMEbus IEEE activity represents the hrsr time
that the IEEE requested a committee be formed
to standardize a mk:rocomputer bus structure.

~:6~~a;~~~~~ =~~~1~~~ve been

............
Available products comparison.
VMEbus is the most advanced, widely-used
and supported 8/16/ 32-bit bus architecture
in the world. Bar none.
With it, users have the unmatched
flexibility and versatility of over 150 manufacturers worldwide, with proven track
records, offering a wide variety of 700-plus
VMEbus-compatible products. Compare:

MULTIBus· 11

::.;.:r.=..i:.~=.::.':%':.
-

CINrporlamwlce---lorVMElluo

.......... -pipllnllgnol~

One-on-one design-in help.
In person or on the phone, anywhere in
the US or Canada, you can get an engineerto-engineer update on all the new VMEbus
products fitting your umque designs.

1-800-521-6274
Call toll-free any weekday; 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. MSI If the phone call can't cover
your needs, we'll have a local field application engineer drop by and ease your
movement from concept to solid configu°ration. And get you to market. Faster.

VMEbus. No other bus even comes close.
For additional information on VMEbus
products, fill out and send the coupon
to Motorola
Semiconductor
Products, Inc.,
P.O. Box 20912,
Phoenix,
AZ 85036.
MULTIBUS is ii regislerl'd l rildemuk of Intel Corporiltion .
iSSB. iLBX, iPSB il nd iSBX ;11re lrildem ;arks of In tel Corpori111on .

@MOTOROLA

r-----------------------------------------------------,
To : Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036
Please send me additional information on VMEbus products.
Name
Title

Company
Address
City

Source: The customers.

State

Zip

Call Me (

L--------------------------------------------~~~~§Q!EQ.8§~
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user to throw out his existing Computervision system," he says. "But when
he comes to add workstations, we
point out the price advantage of adding
one of our workstations over a Computervision machine."
Claims faster throughput

Pearson claims a substantial performance advantage for the IRIS system.
"Based on benchmark tests they have
run ," he says, "Tasvir claims SuperCads delivers two to five times faster
throughput vs . Computervision."
Computervision declines to comment on the partners' claims, but consultant Richard N. Stover, president of
CADD/CAM Advisors Inc., Lanham,
Md ., thinks the Silicon Graphics/Tasvir
product could be competition for Computervision.
Silicon Graphics has given the 2000
series with SuperCads "an extremely
competitive price ," Stover says, adding: "I've seen SuperCads run. It's a
Computervision-emulation package,
and it's very nice."
Pearson says Computervision has
such a strong position in the CAD/
CAE market for mechanical design

engineers that just going after its machines in add-on situations "represents
$15 million to $20 million in sales for us
this year."
Pearson says, "When you add one of
our machines to a Computervision system, you have essentially the same
interface as the existing system. So the
training effort is relatively low ." Ease
of training is important, he says, because "about half of all mechanical
design engineers in the world have
been trained to use Computervision
systems."
Two OEM companies in Cambridge ,
Mass., have signed on to sell the Silicon Graphics/Tasvir machines as part
of their systems. They are Skok Systems Inc., which sells to architects and
building designers, and Lisp Machines
Inc., which plans to use the product to
design computers for movie animation.
Industry observers say the tie-in
with Tasvir represents a positive step
by Silicon Graphics to correct the lack
of software that plagued sales of the
3-year-old company's first product , the
IRIS 1000 series. It turned out with the
1000, says consultant Stover, that existing CAD/CAE software had to be

rewritten to take advantage of the
IRIS features. "With Tasvir," he says ,
"they have something tailored to fit
their system."
The 1000 series, which began in
price at $63,000, also was considered
top expensive for the market it was in:
CAD/CAE for electrical engineers.
That is a market largely for 2-D applications which is dominated , by two
industry giants , Sun Microsystems
Inc., Mountain View , Calif., and
Apollo Computer Inc., Chelmsford,
Mass.
Even the competition concedes the
excellence of the IRIS hardware. "If a
customer had no price sensitivity,"
says John Hime , director of product
marketing for Sun Microsystems , he
would choose Silicon Graphics . The
problem Silicon Graphics faces , he explains, is that , while system integrators
" would very much like to have the
graphics functionality and performance of a Silicon Graphics [product],
they've got to buy things for resale,
and they know very well what their
customers will and will not spend. "
The price of the IRIS 2000 series
without SuperCads begins at $27 ,500.

IBM has not Ileen forgotten
Silicon Graphics Inc. has targeted Computervision
Corp.'s 24.6 percent share of the computer-aideddesign and computer-aided-engineering market for

19M LIAH MHHA•CAL
CAD/CAI V. . OllS
(SHARE OF MECHANICAL DESIGN MARKET, 1983)
CONTROL DATA4%

OTHERS INCLUDE
APPLICON, CADAM,
GERBER SYSTEMS
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IBM30%

SOURCE· DARATECH INC.

mechanical engineers because Tasvir Corp.'s SuperCads software was available . Silicon Graphics describes SuperCads as a Computervision "knockoff"
product.
But Silicon Graphics has not forgotten the No. 1
vendor in the field, IBM Corp. , and its 30 percent
market share.
Randy Nickel, a marketing manager at Silicon
Graphics, says the company is working with Automation Technology Products, Campbell, Calif. , on software and communication links that will allow the IRIS
machines to tie into IBM mainframes and run highspeed, high-performance , 3-D design applications .
IBM's position in CAD/CAE, Nickel says, is based
on its terminals, such as the 3279, which run off its
mainframe with third-party software.
As with its strategy against Computervision, Nickel
says, Silicon Graphics plans to attempt to coexist with
IBM, selling IRIS as add-on products to existing IBM
systems.
"I like to call us IBM-co'mplementary," Nickel says.
"We exist in an IBM environment very nicely."
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''Tandy's Value Added Resale Program
gives my company everything we need
to stay competitive.'' -:~¥e~ii~~<!ianlervices
Ball Technical Services is a Tandy VAR
serving the needs of horticulturists and
retail florists with custom accounting and
green house scheduling software.
Recently, we asked Randy Podany,
Sales and Marketing Manager for Ball
Tech, about Tandy's VAR program.

On Service:
"The ability to direct our customers
to their nearest Radio Shack service
facility for hardware maintenance is
nothing short of fantastic."

On pricing:
"Tandy's low list prices and aggressive VAR discounts make it easy to sell
systems at a good gross profit."

On inventory:
"We don't have to carry any inventory. And Tand~, will ship direct to our
customers, too.

On products:
"We're using the Tandy 6000 in a
multi-user configuration. And with

Tandy's 1200 HD, we're able to market
an MS-DOS system for thousands less
than it would cost with an IBM® XT"

On people:
"From the personal attention of
their reps to new services like leasing,
it's clear that Tandy values our business. It's a good feeling to know we're
in this together."
If your company provides turnkey
solutions to vertical markets, it's time
to team up . .. with Tandy.

,-------------1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
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I'd like to find out if my firm is
qualified to become a Tandy VAR.
300
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COMPANY
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I TELEPHONE
I
IBM is a registe red trademar k of Imernational Busi·
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Machines Corp.
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GTX-100. Computer security
so advanced, it could even
foil Mata Hari.
Computer thieves are
becoming smarter and bolder
all the time. They're continually
prowling the telephone lines to
tamper with data stored in
computers. They can ·steal
information. Or erase it. Or

alter it to their advantage.
That's why you should keep
GTX-100 in mind when you
design or recommend computer systems.
GTX-100 is a new kind of
security subsystem developed
from Lockheed's years of experience with high technology
and strict security.
GTX-100 not only gives your
customers the protection they
need, it also protects your
reputation .

No system you design
should ever talk to strangers.
And GTX-100 eliminates that
possibility by putting an electronic wall around your client's
sensitive files. What's more , it
has built-in value added and an
attractive margin.
For details and the name of
the GTX-100 distributor nearest you, phone (404) 951-0878.
Or write: Lockheed-GETEX ,
Suite 945 , 1100 Circle 75 Parkway,
Atlanta, GA 30339.

~lockheed-GETEX
Giving shape to imagination.

<Cl Loc kheed-G ETEX 1985
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Silicon Graphics says a unique feature of the 2000 series is the CAD/
CAE industry's first interactive 3-D
window manager. This feature allows
users to work on several designs simultaneously , run multiple 3-D application programs and connect to several
host computers through Ethernet.
The IRIS 2000 machines are based

on proprietary VLSI circuits developed at Stanford University by James
H . Clark, Silicon Graphics' chairman.
The four models in the series are the
2000 ($27 ,500) and 2200 ($37 ,500),
both terminals, and the 2400 ($49,500)
and 2500 ($76,500), both standalone
workstations. The prices are for the
equipment without SuperCads.

The 2400 features l.5M bytes of
memory, expandable to 15M bytes, a
72M-byte Winchester disk drive, the
UNIX System V operating system and
l ,024-by-1,024, 60-Hz display. The
2500's main memory goes to 2M bytes,
and the Winchester capacity, to 440M
bytes. The 2000 series supports Ethernet local area networks.
0

CDC augments time-sharing
with PC/XT software
Mike Seither
Associate Western Editor

Time-sharing companies like Control Data Corp. 's (CDC) Cybernet
Services Division have taken a drubbing as more and more engineers
switch from using remote mainframes
to local personal computers for design
and analysis. The Minneapolis company has decided to fight back by introducing a line of engineering software
packages called Cybernet Express for
the IBM Corp. PC/XT and compatibles.
Engineers can use the software on
standalone workstations or in conjunction with Cybernet Service's time-sharing network whenever more computing muscle is necessary.
Cybernet Express will be marketed
for engineers working on structures ,
power systems , piping, electronic design and petroleum reservoir simulation. For now CDC will concentrate its
sales effort on Cybernet Services' existing customer base of electric utilities , petrochemical companies and others involved in large-scale engineering,
says Harold Hahn, Cybernet Service's
vice president of engineering applications .
Hahn admits that Cybernet Services
has not been immune from the radical
changes taking place in the time-sharing industry , which a decade ago saw
annual growth rates in excess of 20
percent but is now leveling off. According to International Data Corp.
(IDC), a Framingham, Mass., market
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

The Cybernet Express Structures
System allows civil, aerospace and
structural engineers to perform 3-0
static and dynamic analysis.

research company, the segment of the
time-sharing market that provides access only to mainframe computing time
is expected to decline 1 percent between now and 1989.
Besides Cybernet Services, CDC
also sells turnkey computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing
systems made by its Computer Integrated Manufacturing Division. According to market research company
Daratech Inc., Cambridge, Mass. ,
CDC ended 1984 with $95 million in
CAD/CAM revenues and a 4 percent
share of the market.
" Overall , CDC's time-sharing revenues are shrinking and may ultimately
impact negatively on its (CAD/CAM]

market share," says Bruce Jenkins, a
Dara tech analyst. "However, certain
segments of engineering time-sharing,
such as large-scale structural engineering , appear to be growing." And it is at
that market the new IBM PC software
products are aimed, Jenkins notes.
The new software, which can be
purchased separately or bundled with
Zenith Data Systems' 150 IBM PC
look-alike in a variety of configurations, includes the following:
• Power Systems, priced at $8,300,
for design, analysis and retrofit of industrial, commercial and institutional
electrical-power systems
• Structures System , priced at
$4,500, is aimed at civil, aerospace and
structural engineers. It allows 3-D static and dynamic analysis of structures,
from packaging and mechancial design
to space-frame analysis
• Electronic Designer System,
priced at $5,700, provides interfaces to
host computer simulations and features schematic entry, pan and zoom,
simulation analysis for logic and timing
and multiple windows.
When bundled with CDC-supplied
hardware, the highest priced workstation would cost about $20,000 , Hahn
says. For that price , a purchaser gets a
Zenith 150; MS-DOS 2.0; the 8087
math coprocessor; 512K bytes of
RAM; a color-graphics adapter board;
color monitor; a 132-column, dot-matrix printer; a !OM-byte Winchester
disk drive and a 360K-byte floppy
drive plus the Power Systems software.
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HEARD ON THE HILL

Tourh ·11acle bills receive
coo induslwy support
Stephen J. Shaw
Washington Editor

Industry reaction is surprisingly
lukewarm to legislation recently introduced in the Senate intended to open
foreign markets to U .S. telecommunications and other microprocessorbased equipment.
S.728, introduced by Sen . John
Chafee, D-R.I. , and the similar S.942,
sponsored by Sen. John Danforth,
R-Mo., would inhibit the entry of
foreign telecommunication products
into the United States if foreign governments restricted access of American products of like kind. The legislation adopts a broad definition of
telecommunications products. It includes private branch exchanges and
digital switching systems-minicomputers by another name.
Chafee's bill would prohibit the
entry of Japanese telecommunication
products until Japanese markets are
opened to U.S . telecommunication
goods. Unless the U.S. secretary of
commerce and the U.S. trade representative (USTR) certify that U.S .
telecommunication products had
equal access to Japanese markets, no
telecommunication products produced
or manufactured in Japan would be
allowed into the United States.
Danforth's bill is more broadly written . Under its provisions, the USTR
would identify countries that engage
in trade practices that discriminate
against U .S. telecommunications
goods and services. If such a country
is determined not to offer "substantially equivalent competitive opportunities," the president would be directed to enter into trade negotiations
to gain access to its markets .
If an agreement is not reached within two years , the president would be
authorized to levy immediately a tariff
surcharge of 35 percent on telecommunications goods or services exported by that country to the United
52

States. The president could also prohibit the federal government from
purchasing the telecommunications
products of a foreign country and prevent federal funds or credits from
being used by private companies or
individuals to purchase telecommunications goods from that country.
So, after years of listening to complaints from computer, telecommunications and other high-technology industries that the U.S. market offers
far more access to foreign companies
than foreign markets offer to them,
Capitol Hill is finally responding with
a legislative lever. The message from
Capitol Hill to foreign governments is
clear: Open your markets or we close
ours, the largest in the world.
Nonetheless, U.S. high-tech industry reaction to the two bills has been
lukewarm-at best. When the International Trade Subcommittee of the
Senate Finance Committee held hearings on the issue in May, witness after
witness offered either muted support
or unqualified opposition to major
prov.isions of the legislation.
Edwin Spievack, president of the
North American Telecommunications
Association, told the subcommittee:
·' While the legislation addresses one
non-tariff barrier to increased U.S.
exports-restrictive standards and the
like-it fails altogether to address
three other non-tariff barriers of
equal, if not greater , importance.
That is, the bloated dollar; the absence of independent marketing networks in foreign countries; and Defense Department restrictions on the
licensing of American high-tech exports ."
At best, Spievak said, Danforth's
bill might open foreign markets to
increased sales of products made overseas by American-owned corporations. At worst, it could trigger a trade
war that would harm American consumers, devastate America's own independent distribution network and

leave the U.S. market vulnerable to
large companies-most notably
AT&T Co.-that dominate "what little American-based [manufacturing]
capacity there is."
Blaine Davis, vice president for
strategic, business and market planning for AT&T, testified on behalf of
the Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association .
U .S. companies suffer from an international double standard, he said. The
U .S. market for advanced telephone
equipment, PBXes and digital-network switching equipment is wide
open to foreign companies. But , he
explained, when U.S. companies try
to sell U.S. equipment and services
overseas, they are faced with a variety
of restrictive standards, certification
and registration systems, or find national procurement controlled strictly
by government agencies that do not
allow foreign competition.
According to the AT&T executive,
the Senate proposals are not versatile
enough to handle the variety of tariff
and non-tariff barriers imposed by
U.S. trading partners. Davis urged
that more flexibility be incorporated
into Danforth's provision for an automatic 35 percent tariff surcharge if
negotiations fail to produce an agreement witin two years. Canada, for
instance, maintains a 17.8 percent tariff on U.S. telecommunications imports. Under Danforth's proposal, the
president would not be able to implement a commensurate tariff. He
would be forced to levy the higher
charge . "That's not achieving a balance of competitive opportunity,"
Davis said.
Edmund Fitzgerald, chairman of
Northern Telecom Inc., Richardson,
Texas, told the subcommittee that his
company has been able to sell sophisticated network-switching equipment to
the Japanese. It does not take any
longer to sell to Nippon Telegraph &
Telephone than it does to sell similar
equipment to AT&T, he explained.
Without strong industry support ,
which does not appear to be forthcoming, S.942 and S.728 are given slim
chances of passing.
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Come see the only
company not announcing
drives just like Max.tors.
Three years ago we introduced the first 5!4-inch,
high capacity, high performance drive.
The competition said it couldn't be built.
And even if it could, they said, nobody needed so
much storage capacity.
Now they're announcing versions of the drive
we've been manufacturing in volume for over two
years. Are we surprised?
Hardly.
The only thing that surprises us is that it's taken
them so long.
After you see their data sheets, drop by NCC Booth
2332 and see our drives.
Maxtor Corporation, 150 River Oaks Parkway,
San Jose, CA 95134, (408) 942-1700, TELEX 171074.
Eastern Regional Sales Office: (617) 872-8556.
Southwest Regional Sales Office: (714) 859-3100.
0 1985 Maxtor Corporation.
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The conquest
of space ...
bit by bit.
The challenge with all memory
media is, at first appearance ,
a contradiction : to create more
working space in a smaller
surface area.
The solution , when properly
produced , is thin film media.
Like AZAK.
That's because the areal density
available with AZAK simply can 't
be matched by conventional oxide
media. The particles and binder
that make up the gamma ferric
oxide coating restrict its areal
density.
But because AZAK successfully
applies thin film technology to a
hard disk, it packs much more
magnetic material in a much
thinner layer, forming a continuous
magnetic film of high coercivity
and durability.
The result? Increased resolution
with lower adjacent bit demag netization and a greater areal
recording density. And that means
more capacity for reproducing
more data - capacity tailored to
customers' specifications.
AZAK 5 ~- inch thin film disks
are available now for your testing
and evaluation . For complete
technical information and samples,
call 513 -498 -6215. Or, using
your company letterhead , write
Memory Products Division,
STOLLE CORP., 1501 Michigan
Street, Sidney, OH 45365 .

AZAK

Thin Film Media
Every bit better.

• 16-user support • Full-function relational DBMS
• SNA, Ethernet, X.25 •Scientific languages
The new Perkin-Elmer 3203 fits
a lot into a little package. Designed
to fit the office, laboratory or factory
environment, it fully supports up to
16 users - at the lowest cost per
user in its class.
And the 3203 is a full member of
our Series 3200 family of superminicomputers. So as your application
grows, your computer can too , without sacrificing software or peripherals.

Mainframe-class software
Tailored for real-time applications,

the 3203 runs not just a subset, but
full versions of powerful Perkin-Elmer
software. Like a complete relational
database manager. Comprehensive
networking. Even our high performance scientific languages.
That's real supermini versatility
now and for the future , at a price
starting as low as $10,292 .*
Featuring up to 4MB of memory,
170 MB fixed disk storage, a
cartridge streaming tape, plus an
SCSI bus for peripheral flexibility, this

low-cost entry into Perkin-Elmer
computing is easy to install ,
configure and use. All in all , a
very fitting choice.

Flt us In:

1-800-631-2154.
Or contact the Perkin-Elmer
Corporation, Two Crescent Place,
Oceanport, NJ 07757,
(201) 870-4 712.
*OEM quantity 100; single unit price $16,600
(U.S. prices only)

PERKIN-ELMER
58
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Commodore moves
with UNIX/graphics system
Commodore 's
card to play in
the business
market is the
900, a Z8001based , UNIXcompatible
microcomputer.

Lori Valigra, Senior Editor
Commodore International Ltd .,
Westchester , Pa., one of the few manufacturers successfully bucking the
economic slowdown in the home computer market, nevertheless joined
some less fortunate competitors by introducing a business microcomputer at
the Hannover Fair in West Germany.
The Commodore 900 business computer, which runs the UNIX-like Coherent operating system, was scheduled to be exhibited last month in a
special international technology section at the Consumer Electronics Show
in Chicago.
Commodore rival Atari Inc. already
had introduced a business computer at
the January Consumer E lectronics
Show in Las Vegas. The Atari ST has
been described as a lookalike to the
Apple Computer Inc. Macintosh
(MMS, March, Page 47).
Commodore's introduction is the
cul mination of a two-year effort by the
company to establish a footho ld in the
high-end microcomputer markets .
'The company is actively entering new
areas of the small-business and corporate markets and opening new channe ls of distribution," says Commodore
president Marshall F. Smith.
The 900 will be marketed first in
Europe , where the company has dealer
channels established. Commodore has
not specified when the unit will be
introduced in the United States . A
company source says this is part ly because Commodore sells its computers
domestically through mass merchanMINI-MICRO SYSTE M S/Ju ly 1985

disers, such as K-Mart, which are not
equipped to handle support for the
900's more sophisticated architecture.
Worldwide, the computer should be
available to dealers in the fourth quarter of this year, but software developers can now obtain it.

Breaks new ground
According to Commodore software
e ngineer Pete Bowman, the 900 will
not only compete with midrange to

high-end genera l-business microcomputers, but, by virtue of enhanced
graphics support, will also take Commodore into the low end of the graphics workstation market . Commodore's
primary competition in that market
will come from such companies as Sun
Microsystems Inc., notes Bowman .
The 900 system incorporates a 16-bit
Zilog Inc. Z8001 CPU with a 16M-byte
address space. It also features 512K
bytes of RAM, using 254K-bit memo57
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ry chips, and is expandable to 2M
bytes, with as much as 1M byte on the
main memory board. Also included
are one 20M-byte hard disk drive , a
I .2M-byte , half-height floppy disk
drive , four expansion slots, one parallel interface, one IEEE-488 interface
and two RS232 interfaces. The system
can support drives housing 67M bytes
of information , and a second floppy
disk or streaming-tape drive can be
added in an empty slot. While the
model shown at Hannover was UNIX
Ve.rsion 7-compatible, a UNIX System
V-compatible model is planned , the
company says.
Support for the virtual device interface and Graphical Kernal System
graphics standards is optional, as are
COBOL, a Pascal compiler and a C
compiler. The system can generate object code for the Intel Corp. 8086, 8088
and 80286; Zilog Z8000 ; Motorola Inc.
MC68000 ; and Digital Equipment
Corp. PDP-11.
Two versions of the 900, the model I
and the model II , are available. The
high-resolution model I competes with
computer-aided design workstations
produced by such companies as Sun
Microsystems . It includes a 1,024-by800-dot , bit-mapped, monochrome
monitor ; a three-button , mouse cursor
controller to create and move windows
on the 15-inch screen ; and a videocontroller card with 128K bytes of
memory . This system should be priced
at $3,000 to $3,500.
The model II can support as many as
eight terminals , has a multiuser card
with eight RS232 ports, is multiuser
and multitasking (supported by a
memory management chip) and includesan80-character-by-25-line monochrome monitor. Its price should be
slightly less than the model l's. Prices
had not been firmly set at the Hannover Fair.
Wi ndows slide

The model I includes a proprietary
windowing package developed by
Commodore for the 900. When a user
changes the size of a window , the font
in that window is automatically scaled
down to fit into an 80-character-by-25line matrix . Two types of windows can
58

be viewed: a VTIOO-like text window
and a graphics window.
The company hoped to ready by
introduction time a proprietary bitblock-transfer se miconductor that it
will manufacture in Valley Forge, Pa .
The chip, nicknamed the BITBLT,
moves characters onto the screen and
makes the screen scroll. So, for exam-

pie, tasks now done in software, such
as moving a rectangle filled with information , will be done faster by using the
chip. Commodore's Bowman says chip
samples should have been available in
May .
The computer is programmed in C,
and Commodore offers a C compiler
for software writers.
D

Europe awakens
to expert systems
Keith Jones, European Editor

A burgeoning European market for
expert systems is predicted in a report
from Frost and Sullivan Inc ., New
York , a research group with offices in
Paris , Frankfurt and London .
The report highlights differences between Europe and the more developed
expert-system industry in the United
States , where commercial companies
are now selling large , expensive systems for specific applications. The report explains that in Europe , expertsystem experience is confined
primarily to a few universities and research institutes, adding that European systems tend to be small, inexpensive and generalized.
But the Japanese Fifth Generation
computer project is seen as having
provoked an awareness in Europe of
artificial intelligence, particularly in
expert systems. The report points to
European research initiatives , such as

the European Community-backed ESPRIT program and to some national
research programs .
The Frost and Sullivan repo rt discusses in some detail more than 30
suppliers, including Bull-Transac,
l?aris ; Nixdorf Computer AG, Paderborn , West Germany; and ICL Pie.,
London .
Five major categories of suppliers
are identified . One category is of companies set up to sell expert-system
hardware; another identifies new expert-system software companies. The
other three categories comprise organizations active in the computer industry . They are established hardware
manufacturers diversifying into expert
systems, software product vendors
doing likewise , or traditional computer-service companies and consultancies exploiting their expertise in
areas such as banking and insurance to
construct expert systems for those industries .
D

IBM WORKS TOWARD 16M-BIT RAM
IBM Corp. scientists at Yorktown Heights , N. Y. , say they have made
the world 's densest integrated circuits, with an eye to the development of
16M-bit RAM chips and chips with over 100,000 logic elements. Using a
proprietary fabrication process , the scientists have shrunk circuits into an
area 16 times smaller than that permitted by current semiconductor
technology . One experimental chip they've developed includes a memory
array with a one-transistor memory cell one quarter the size of those used
in the 1M-bit chips currently being developed at IBM. The chip's power
requirement was reduced from 5V to just over 1V.
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SyQuestthe best in Winchester.
Inside and Out.
Fixed

Removable

When you've already done the impossible in
Winchester design and production, doing the
difficult is no problem. That's why SyQuest can
lay claim to the top quality half-height Winchester
disk drives-removable and fixed.
SyQuest 6.38 and 12.76MByte removable cartridge
Winchesters, the product many said couldn't be done,
are setting the standard of the industry in quality,
reliability and performance. Only 4.8 inches wide and
1.625 inches high, they can be configured for a sub
5 1/4-inch or standard 5 1/4-inch half-height footprint.
More than 60,000 of these drives have been delivered
to date for on-line, random access storage. Combining
a unique stepper motor positioner with servo control
and the ultrareliability of graphite-sputtered, plated
media, SyQuest half-height cartridge drives make the
impossible possible.
SyQuest half-height fixed disk drives give 25.5 and
38.2MBytes of data storage with the same innovative,
yet conservative, design concept. Like our cartridge
drives, they are tested and qualified far beyond industry standards. What other manufacturers are finding
difficult, SyQuest can deliver today.
See us at Booth #7442, *

So when you need Winchester in a 5 1/4-inch footprint
or smaller-come to the leader. SyQuest, the best in
Winchester-inside and out.
SyQuest Technology, 47923 Warm Springs Blvd.,
Fremont, California 94539. (415) 490-7511,
TWX 910-381-7027.
Model
SQ306RD
SQ312RD
SQ325F
SQ338F

NCC '85

Fixed/Removable
Removable
Removable
Fixed
Fixed

Unformatted
6.38MByte
12.76MByte
~5.50MByte

38.20MByte

Formatted
5.00MByte
10.00MByte
20.00MByte
30.00MByte

SyQuest
Winchester at its best.
McCormick Place West
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The new Genicom 4000 offers
revolutionary performance.
Fast, quiet and reliable , the Genicom 4000 offers 300
or 600 lpm with data processing and letter quality
printing, bar codes, line and block graphics, plus more.
The Genicom 4000 establishes a new standard by
which other line printers will be measured. It is a standard of excellence never before achieved.

The new Genicom 4000
keeps things quiet.
With a standard cabinet that allows operation at less
than 60 dB(A), you 'll find the Genicom 4410 is quiet
enough for virtually any office.
And since Genicom 4000 printers are built into their
own standard sound suppression cabinet, you won 't
have to pay up to 20% extra for an additional quietized
cabinet .. . often required with competitive printers
that only appear to cost less at first.
Of course, if you have an especially demanding
quiet application, Genicom also offers an optional 55
dB(A) sound deadening package that can be added
to our standard cabinet.

The new Genicom 4000 refuses
to break under pressure.
In a reliability test, the Genicom 4000 shuttle mechanism worked 24 hours a day non-stop for two and a
half years without failure ... the equivalent of 20 years
normal operation .

This extraordinary reliability is the result of a totally
new, patented resonant shuttle mechanism that's
perfectly balanced, innovative in design and free of
the moving parts that break down in other line printers.

The new Genicom 4000 offers
you a big payoff.
The Genicom 4000 is so remarkably maintenance
free, it can save enough to pay for itself. There 's no
preventive maintenance. Sources of costly service
calls have been eliminated. And replacement parts
like the print actuators are operator replaceable .

We feel the new Genicom 4000 is
going to beat the competition.
But you be the judge. Call our Toll Free number for
more evidence. And if you 're interested in tabletop
serial dot matrix printers for everything from personal
computers to main frames .. . word processing to data
processing, ask about our other Genicom printers.

You Be
The Judge.

G...
@
ClN.,.."M
l\..UI I

See Us At
NCC'85
Booth #5511

The Printers That Mean Business.
GENICOM Corporation. Dept. 415 J. Waynesboro.VA 22980. TOLL FREE 1-800 -437-7468. In Virginia. call 1-703 -949-1170.
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Order the UNIFY Demo Kit, and
you'll learn why UNIFY is the DBMS
.selected by the most demanding
students of applications development,

1*is every major manufacturer of
tJNix• -based computers.

Looking for speed? Interactive
~:oemonstrations will show you why

UNIFY's unique, automatic selection
of four access methods achieves the
~est response times in one benchmark after another.
Want simplicity? The demos will
let you step through UNIFY's menubased design and on-line HELP . ..
test its easy Query-by-Forms ... and
see how effortlessly screens can be

formatted, reports designed and
menus customized to each user.
Need versatility? Then demo
UNIFY's SQL query language. Examine its fourth-generation report
writer. Its unmatched host language
interface. And learn why UNIFY is
singularly equipped to keep pace with
your needs.
Test it yourself. The Demo Kit
includes disk or tape, demo handbook, plus tutorial and reference
manuals that show how to build virtually any application-all for $150.
To order, contact UNIFY, 4000 Kruse
Way Place, Lake Oswego, OR
97034. Or call 503/635-6265.

un1FW
THE PREFERRED DBMS.
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'Lri~~~~nrj~I'~~~:ai~~~s
ago,
MASSCOMP
was a small companyFour
withyears
one big
idea:
to build the
~

fastest, most complete super micro-computer workstation

....."::bring new meaningeverto the
made. A multi-tasking , performance oriented product that would
term "real-time" for scientific and technical users. The MC-500.

~

J

-w•••lq,

Trouble was, after combing the marketplace, MASSCOMP couldn't find a peripheral controller with the kind of high performance necessary to fully support the
MC-500's Fujitsu Eagle-the fastest disk on the market. Perform data acquisitioncontinuous to disk-at a rate of 112 million samples per second. And support a 924,000
whetstone benchmark rate.
Then in April, 1982, MASSCOMP met Xylogics .
"From the beginning, Xylogics approached the relationship with a systems-level
perspective, "says MASSCOMP vice president Allan Wallack. "That was very unusual
for a board-level company. They understood that disk 110-not how fast the CPU
goes-is the critical ingredient for high performance. Because the quicker more information can be transferred, the more bus bandwidth is available to handle demanding
applications like imaging, CAD and graphics. "
But that's not all.
"Xylogics became part of our team. A MASSCOMP partner. Their engineers
worked with our design experts to build the perfect high performance controller for the
MC-500: the Xylogics 450. A product family that can use the Fujitsu Eagle to its
maximum potential-2.4 megabytes per second-without disk swapping or switching. "
"It's a much larger perspective."
And its growing.
Today nearly half of all high performance Multibus disk and tape controllers in use
belong to Xylogics. With products like the 450 and new enhanced
451 SMD disk controllers . The 472 start-stop/ streaming tape
)
•
~ou~:r~~~r. And the 422 ESDI disk/ QIC-02 tape controller. All supporting the IEEE 796
J:J

Xylog1cs

And Xylogics is contributing to the success stories of many other leading supermicro workstation companies like MASSCOMP.
High performance peripheral control as it should be. Xylogics.
Now, the secret's out.

THE SECRET'S OUT.
TM
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_

I

..
Your Partner For Performance
144 Middlesex Turnpike
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803
(617) 272-8140

Multibus is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation. Fujitsu Eagle is a registered trademark of Fujitsu. MC-500 is a registered trademark of MASSCOMP.
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They borrow personal computer industry techniques
to bring products directly to business users
The Altos 3068
is a UNIX box
with a PC-DOS
twist. With a
board called
"PC Path," an
IBM PC or compatible can act
as a node in a
3068-served network.

Michael Tucker, Associate Editor

To date, the UNIX operating system has failed
to catch on with the business community. For
office-automation applications , systems based
on AT&T Bell Laboratories' UNIX have consistently lost out to IBM Corp. 's PC, a PC-DOSbased machine.
In short, despite the de facto standardization
of UNIX elsewhere, primarily in the scientific
and technical communities , Bell Labs' star has
simply not risen over the office-automation marketplace .
Now , UNIX vendors are confronting the fact
that UNIX has never really been intelligently
sold-at least not to the office-systems-integration market, which was targeted as its long-term
niche . They are responding by opening new
channels of distribution, specifically by directly
marketing to value-added resellers and end-users, using techniques borrowed from consumer
advertising. They are also developing UNIX
products that exploit-rather than compete with
-the vast installed base of MS-DOS personal
computers already in the business marketplace.
"The only possible salvation of UNIX is the
VAR ," says Robert M. Lefkowits , director of
software services at InfoCorp , a market research
company in Cuperti no, Calif.
Industry unto itself

Traditionally , UNIX has been an industry for ,
by and of itself, with its vendors attempting to
sell to one another rather than to the end-user.
Dr. Brian Boyle , director of research at
Novon Research Group, San Francisco, quotes a
point made in the book, In Search of Excellence:
"stay close to your customers." "The problem
with UNIX, " Boyle says, "is that nobody is
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

doing that. Vendors are like what Dylan Thomas
sa id about the people on the Isle of Wight , who
make a living taking in each other ' s
laundry ... everyone wants to be the manufacturer and let somebody else sell the product."
Unfortunately , Boyle notes , no one could depend solely on direct sales of UNIX-based systems and survive, much less make a profit.
Established computer vendors often offer pro85
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UNIX vendors
"are like what
Dylan Thomas
said about the
people on the
Isle of Wight,
who make a living taking in
each other's
laundry," says
Dr. Brian Boyle,
director of research with the
Novon Research
Group.

prietary systems through their own established
distribution channels. Personal computer manufacturers commonly take advantage of retail
channels already in place , such as hobbyists '
electronic shops, mail-order operations and department stores , for the distribution of consumer
goods.
But, as a new product , UNIX has been sold by
companies that often don't have any investment
in, nor experience at, the direct marketing of
computer goods. Worse , unlike MS-DOS-based
products , UNIX was simply far too expensive for
storefront operations. "The only way you could
take it to the consumer was to have a marketing
arm bigger than the rest of your body ," comments Boyle.
Peter Marvit, manager of laboratory services
for Yates Ventures Inc. , a market research company in Los Altos, Calif. , argues that, because
they limit themselves to single markets , small
VARs can do what multimillion dollar corporations like AT&T Information Systems (ATTIS)
have so far been powerless to achieve-take
their products to the streets. " VA Rs are an easy
channel .. . they can be low-volume or high-volume depending on the situation, and they can
penetrate markets that producers can't enter
because those markets are so small or specialized
that a large company can't squeeze into them."
Wherefore art thou, MS-DOS?

UNIX's assorted parents , godparents , vendors
and supporters have recently been proud to
announce the wedding of UNIX to that child of
IBM and Microsoft Corp.-PC/MS-DOS. Sud-

denly , UNIX vendors are touting the compatibity of their products with the IBM PC.
The gossip columnists and society page editors
of the computer industry were stunned-a 20th
century Romeo and Juliet with a happy ending.
Right up until the day of the ceremony , UNIX
partisans had been saying the closest AT&T's kid
would ever get to MS-DOS would be to dance on
its grave after driving it into extinction.
What happened instead was that UNIX supporters received a healthy dose of reality. Manufacturers realized that the solution UNIX offered to office-automation problems-namely ,
multiuser machines running dumb terminalswas exactly 180 degrees opposed to what the
office wanted. "Very few corporations are without personal computers," explains Jon
Holtzman, research analyst with the Gartner
Group Inc. , a Stamford, Conn., research company. "They already own desktop machines and
they want to link those machines [in a local area
network], not scrap them in favor of a single
multiuser computer."
Well , then , if UNIX could not replace
MS-DOS , it cou ld exploit it. On the hardware
side, for example , Altos Computer Systems Inc.
recently announced a new UNIX-based supermicrocomputer, the Altos 3068. As a . multiuser
microcomputer, it is a powerful and sophisticated box boasting a Motorola Corp. MC68020 ,
a 12-MHz microprocessor , 16M bytes of memory
and support for up to 40 dumb terminals. In a
recent newsletter , International Data Corp. , a
market research outfit in Framingham, ~ass.,
called the Altos 3068 "far and away the most

INGRIS/PG.INK TIES Tim KNOT
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lngres/PCLink allows the Ingres database
manager to connect via an RS232 port, or
Ethernet, to software running on the IBM
86

PC. It even reformats the host computer's
output so that it can be slipped into such
PC workhorses as Lotus' 1-2-3.
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CE WITH A VIEW

~~~:::::=:::::=~The only UNIX™ system
with eight windows to the business world.
Now, without additional investment, you can give your customers the spectacular view they've always wanted. With the Datamedia 932 Supermicro.
It's the one-the only-UNIX System V with eight windows to the business
world. Windows, each with horizontal and vertical scrolling, that simultaneously
display your applications without modification. And that's just for openers.
A versatile multi-user system, the 932 Supermicro is offered with a wide
range of programming languages and business applications. Popular languages such as ANS Level-2 COBOL,
DIBOL;M and BASIC. And essential applications including word processing, spreadsheets, report writer, graph- r"'\ATAM=_DIA
ics, and communications.
'"'""' '"""'
All this. And it's just a 603-886-15 70 phone call
away. Ask for our Marketing Department. At Datamedia
Corporation, 11 Trafalgar Square, Nashua, New Hampshire 03063.
The Datamedia 932 Supermicro. For the money,
you just can't beat the view.
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories• DIBOL isa trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation

DATAMEDIA 932.
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See us at UNIX Expo, N.Y. City, Booth #403

THEllTETll
SMARTER STI BIS.
STD BUS has always been a smart choice
for flexible, cost-effective Z80® systems. And
now, Mostek has made it smarter still. By
adding a proprietary gate array to provide more
intelligence to your system.
Our family of intelligent STD boards all
feature a Z80 processor, OMA controller and
on-board memory. And our custom gate array,
which took three man years to develop. But
that's where the similarity ends. Because we've
provided different features on each board to
make sure you get the best possible performance
from each.
For example, we've got intelligent serial
boards for short (250 feet) and long (1 mile)
communication distances. We have another
that implements the IEEE 488 General Purpose
Interface Bus standard with speeds up to 300
Kbytes/second. And an IPIO with 32-bits of
parallel 1/0, suitable for high-speed control and
data transfer.
The point is, Mostek designed these to be
the most sophisticated STD BUS boards available
today. Which is one more way in which we show
our continuing commitment to STD BUS.
So to give your system some extra smarts,
contact Mostek Corp., 1215 W. Crosby Road,
MS1051, Carrollton, Texas 75006, or call
1-800-635-0200. In Texas, 1-214-466-8801. In
Europe, (32) 021762.18.80. In Japan,
03/496-4221. In the Far East (Hong Kong),
5.681.157-9.
Z80 is a registerad trademarl< of Zilog, Inc.
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Cognetic Systems personifies
its integrated
software product
in "Higgins," a
bewhiskered
manservant,
ever ready to
spring to the rescue of middle
managers.

UNIX is ATTIS itself, armed with fairly simple
goals-to strip UNIX of its academic image and
m::ike it as respectable a part of the business
professional's life as the three-martini lunch and
the button-down collar. To this end, ATTIS has
put together an advertising campaign that relies
heavily on such intangibles as status and professionalism.
ATTIS' sales literature on UNIX, for example, is extraordinarly slick. Gone are the appeals
to technical excellence. Instead, product booklets are thick with pages showing male and
female models in tailored business suits poised
before their executive workstations, performing
what are clearly managerial rather than programming tasks.
UNIX goes through the looking glass

exciting multiuser, microprocessor-based system
announced this year."
But the Altos 3068 is a UNIX-box with a
PC-DOS twist. When )JI announced the 3068,
Altos also announced ~a series of communications products-in particular, a board called PC
Path, which , when installed in a PC or compatible machine, allows that personal computer to
act as a node in a network that uses the 3068 as a
server.
As a result of this type of product planning,
Altos provided its VARs with a marketing advantage when they try to sell their wares to
offices already bulging with IBM PCs.
On the software side of the fence, very similar
strategic planning is going on. For example,
Relation Technology Inc. (RTI) has been marketing the Ingres relational database for UNIXbased machines since the early 1970s. Last April,
at the UNIX Systems Expo in San Francisco,
RTI introduced Ingres/PCLink, software that
allows Ingres to connect via an RS232 port or
Ethernet to software running on the PC. Ingres/
PCLink even automatically reformats the host
computer's output so that it can be neatly slipped
into such PC workhorses as Lotus Development
Corp. 's 1-2-3.
UNIX courts the consumer

Finally, UNIX manufacturers are learning to
advertise. Whereas a few years ago UNIX was
sold almost entirely to programmers as an operating system and programmer's tool or to highlevel managers as a means of providing software
and programmer staffs with a standard environment, UNIX vendors are now setting out with
consumer-merchandising techniques to seduce
end-users and middle management.
. Leading the pack in the merchandizing of
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

To give their products a reason to be remembered, UNIX application vendors have taken
cues from the personal computer marketers and
are adopting whimsey , humor and comedy in
their advertising.
Cognetic Systems Inc. , for example, markets a
small integrated software package for .U NIXbased machines. The product includes such functions as a limited word processor , a small database manager and an expense-report generator.
The product's technology is nothing revolutionary-it was , in fact, originally sold as a
product for the IBM PC-but it's marketing is
truly ingenious. The company personifies the
product as "Higgins," a bewhiskered, ever-ready
manservant. Higgins , a stately British butler, is a
sort of high-tech older brother to Mary Poppins,
who springs to the rescue of middle managers
about to vanish under a sea of note papers and
administrative trivia.
Applix Inc. , meanwhile , markets Alis, a much
larger UNIX-based office-automation package.
The company says Alis is designed to bring the
advantages of personal computers-strong
graphics, user-friendliness, and so on-to multiuser machines.
Where Higgins is a butler, Alis is like Alice of
Alice in Wonderland. Applix's advertising literature shows Lewis Carroll's familar heroine as a
Victorian yuppie. She carries a briefcase while
confronting the hookah-smoking caterpiller, or
she sits before a terminal at the Mad Hatter's
board meeting. The trademark for the product is
the name " Alis" with the " i" dotted by the
Cheshire Cat's levitating grin and nose whiskers.

Peter Marvitt,
manager of laboratory services
for market research company
Yates Ventures,
argues that small
VARs can often
do what multimillion dollar corporations cannottake the product
to the streets .

Tyme after tyme

But the ultimate in product recognition may
have been reached by Tyme Computing. Tyme,
89
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advertising
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shows Lewis
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heroine as a
Victorian
yuppie'.

a company that recently began marketing software development tools, primarily teaches other
people how to be successful UNIX remarketers.
It is a small company, selling something which
cannot be seen, felt, smelled, tasted or run on a
computer: expertise. And they must do it all with
only limited resources expended on advertising.
They are, therefore, outrageous.
At trade shows, Tyme staff members appear in
snow-white jump suits. They wear electric purple
buttons that read, "Drugs, Sex, and UNIX!"
They may carry toy guns and proclaim that
VARs are the exploited working class of the
computer world-a working class to be liberated
by revolutionary "VAR Wars." The Toronto
company holds its training seminars in Florida at
an institution they refer to as (what else?) the
"uniVARsity." If you meet them socially, they
may invite you to attend their "VARmitzvah."
And it works. For a relatively low advertising
investment, they create a lasting impression.
They are hard to forget.
Indeed, Tyme forms a weird counterpart to
ATTIS, particularly at trade shows. On one

hand, show-goers have one of the largest companies in the world, its people attired in comforting
banker's pinstripes, its entire operation calculated to sooth, inspire confidence and reassure .
On the other hand, there is Tyme, its corporate
culture openly modeled on punk rock, its
appearence calculated to shock, to force recognition and to be remembered.
Each is the perfect and absolute antithesis of
the other-and yet they are very much alike in
that both have seen the need to bring UNIX
directly to the buyer. Moreover, they have analyzed their respective clients and selected merchandizing techniques appropriately.
The presence of both in the market should be
a comfort to UNIX partisans. At long last, the
UNIX industry feels mature enough to have
niche markets with individual marketing styles.

0
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DISTRIBUTED
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Why pay hundreds of thousands of dollars for dedicated centralized ATE functions when you can now
have distributed systems for the price of an IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible personal computer plus these
high performance plug-in sytems?
The PCl-20000 System plugs into IBM

The PCl-4304 Logic State Analyzer also

PC expansion slots and offers a variety of
new ATE instrument modules, including:
• two 16-bit DAC Modules, 1 or 2 analog
output channels, 0.003% linearity error;
• a versatile Counter/Timer/Pulse Generator Module featuring 0.01% stability,
125nsec resolution;
• a Programmable Sample/Hold Module
measures 4 discrete channels simultaneously, eliminates interchannel time
skewing;
• a High-Speed Data Acquisition Module
achieves 50kHz throughput under software control;
• a Trigger/Alarm Module monitors an
analog channel, and,provides high, low,
or window comparisons.
(Other PCl-20000 data acquisition, test,
measurement and control instrument
modules are also available.)

plugs directly into IBM PCs and compatibles creating low-cost, high-performance
13MHz 32-channel instruments for ATE,
software flow tracing, event recorders, and
integrated laboratory systems. The complete system includes the plug-in PC card,
termination instrument connectors and a
powerful menu-driven software package
providing complete state and timing
analyses.
And for do-it-yourself savings, prices for a
PCl-20000 system start at only $854; the
complete Logic Analyzer System is a low
$2750! Everything is ready off-the-shelf to
begin your ATE project. Contact us today
for complete information and specifications
on these exciting new ATE products.

Burr-Brown Corporation
P.O. Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734.
Call (602) 746-1111.

BURR-BROWNl!!l
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"
You're looking at letter~
quality text created by an
AMT printer. The same
printer that produced the
CAO/CAE diagram you see on
the right. Dots incredible!
But that's not all. With the
AMT, you can print letters or
documentation at 45, 100 and
250 cps. Print in italics
and different type styles
and sizes . Print scientific
and special symbols--even
other languages s:fix:f!. You
can print on transparencies
and multipart forms. And
you can do it all in a
/
R ! NBO of COLO •

----------.s

5

l

!

\

Actual size-you can't get
quality like this on a plotter,
but you can with AMT.

AMT is the highest resolution
dot matrix color printer availablewith dot addressable graphics to
480x240 dpi.

\
Naturall y, AMT prints bar graphs
and pie charts. But it also does
incredibl e, 3-dimensional
diagrams so precise you can use
them for measurements .

You're looking at AMT, the first dot matrix color
printer so advanced it's better than a desk top plotter.
Why?
Because our new AMT color printer is the first
dot matrix to combine letter-quality text with
plotter-quality graphics. You get the speed,
flexibility and industrial strength reliability
of a top-notch dot matrix. Without the
toner, pens and nuisance of a plotter.
And as you can see, AMT actually
out-performs many plotters,
large or small, on high precision
applications.
For more product and distribution
information, write to Don Lawrence,
V.P. Sales and Marketing, Advanced Matrix
Technology Inc., 1157 Tourmaline Drive,
Newbury Park, CA 91320. Or call (805) 499-8744.

Advanced Matrix Technology Inc.
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© 1985 Advanced Matrix Technology Inc.
Graphic software by Cerritos Computer
Services, Inc., Long Beach, CA.
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II
Spend more time on your specific application. And get your product to
market sooner with system and subsystem products from Mostek.
And because Mostek has a range of more than 100 predesigned bus
boards and development software tools, we can serve almost any application
you can create. Or we can design a custom board solution.
Take our high,performance 68000 family,based VMEbus boards and
systems, for example. They're fast. And fast becoming the 16,bit industry
standard. Then there's our VME Matrix 68K TM, a multi,user UNIX ™ system
designed to meet and exceed the challenges of today's 16,bit applications. As
well as serving as the base for tomorrow's 32,bit applications.
We're also one of the world's largest suppliers of 8,bit, Z80®,based,
CP/M®,compatible STD BUS boards and systems. Like the 1488 and ISIO,
the newest members of our family of intelligent STD BUS boards, and a new
STD BUS system, the Matrix 800 TM.
Mostek also produces a wide range of add,in/add,on memory boards for
DEC®, Data GeneraPMand Perkin,Elmer® computers. Fact is, most major
manufacturers look to Mostek for innovative system solutions.
But it doesn't end there. Mostek also offers both custom and standard
line SIPs and single in,line memory modules.
So whether your market is personal computers, large computer systems,
large,scale memory processing or specialized applications, Mostek can get you
there sooner.
For more information, contact Mostek Corp., 1215 W. Crosby Road,
MS2205, Carrollton, TX 75006, 1,800,635,0200. In Europe, (32) 021762.18.80.
In Japan, 03/496'4221. In the Far East (Hong Kong), 5.681.157,9.
Matrix 68K and Matrix 800 are trademarks of Mostek Corporation.
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
ZSO is a registered trademark of Zilog, Inc.

l!
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CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. Incorporated.
DEC is a registered tradema rk of Digital Equipment Corporation.

Data General is a trademark of Data General Corporation.
Pe rkin ~ E t m er is a registered trademark of Perkin-Elmer Corporation.
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It's a big word these days. And no
one has a bigger commitment to it than Apollo.
In fact, we've raised the UNIX"' standard to
new heights.
We're the first major computer
company to implement both AT&TSystemV
and Berkeley 4.2 on a professional worksta-

tion. So you can run either standard or both
simultaneously.
More important, we're the only
company that gives you UNIX in a powerful,
distributed processing environment. One that
features 32-bit dedicated workstations, high
resolution graphics, and a high-speed local area

network that lets you transparently share information and resources.
Today, the right UNIX standard is
a choice of standards. For a demonstration of a
standard that's anything but ordinary, call
(617) 256-6600 x4419. Or write Apollo, 330
Billerica Rd., Chelmsford, MA 01824, MS29.

apollo
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What do these popular Access
Apple
micro
printers
Atari
•
Burroughs
have mcommon?
C.ltoh
·
Commodore

Quality replacement
ribbons from Pelikan!

!Alilian G
Franklin, Tennessee 37064

Coleco
CPT
Cromemco
Digital
Epson
Hewlett Packard
IBM
Integral Data
Leading Edge
NEC
Northstar
Oki data
Radio Shack
Seiko
So rd
Toshiba
Xerox
Zenith Data
Systems

Pelikan offers an outstanding product
line as well as a comprehensive dealer
support program. For more information
call toll free: 800-251-3365 (in Tenn.
call collect: 615-790-6171).

The brand names listed are intended only to show the compatibility of the above machines with products manufactured by Pelikan.
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VERTICAL MARKET
INTEGRATOR

Applying integrated systems
in industry, engineering and commerce

DEFENSE CONIRACTOR
curs COSIS WITH MINI
Aeroflex uses Qantel minicomputer and MRP software
to track work progress and development costs,
save money and increase productivity

Charles W. Mccasland, MOS Qantel Inc.

In an age of skyrocketing military costs , a $1
bolt might go for $50, and a screwdriver might
sell for as much as a good used car. However , as
the government applies stricter contract con- ·
trols, defense contractors might be well-advised
to operate more cost-efficiently.
One company taking this advice is Aeroflex
Laboratories, Plainview , N.Y. , a defense subcontractor that supplies electromechanical , electronic and electro-optical components; stabilized
platforms; and thick-film hybrid circuits to such
prime contractors as General Dynamics Corp. ,
Grumman Corp., IBM Corp. , Rockwell International Corp. and Xerox Corp. Aeroflex's products include brushless DC motors for cryogenic
engines , structural support systems , heavy-duty
isolators , electro-optical scanners and electronicMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

warfare subsystems.
Aeroflex is trying to minimize cost overruns
by using the System 40 minicomputer from MOS
Qantel Inc_ , Hayward, Calif. , and Qantel manufacturing-resource-planning (QMRP) software
along with a database-oriented managementinformation system (MIS) . The System 40 has
256K bytes of main memory , expandable to
1,024K bytes, and supports as many as 64 intelligent video workstations and as many as six disk
drives with capacities of 18M , 36M, 75M or
150M bytes. The Aeroflex configuration provides 4M bytes of storage and supports 11 terminals and five printers. " This system gives us
access to an overall bank of company data on a
real-time basis ," says Aero flex president Milton
Brenner.
According to Jack Tusinski , vice president of
finance at Aeroflex , many companies won't do

Aeroflex uses
Qantel's System 40 minicomputer and
QMRP software
to provide expenditure forecasting and accrued cost vs.
original contract
bids.

11

VERTICAL MARKET INTEGRATOR

business with the government because it requires
them to provide detailed cost reporting and
documentation to prove their equipment's fault
tolerance and dependability. Tusinski says the
Qantel system helped Aeroflex streamline these
tasks .
Seeks a turnkey solution

Aeroflex had been using a service bureau for
its computerization needs . But, in 1978, the
company switched to a time-sharing service ,
primarily for the cost-control software the service offered . But the time-sharing service
allowed Aeroflex only limited flexibility , charged
$150 ,000 a year-a fee that was growing 20
percent annually-and could not always provide
Aeroflex with necessary information when the
company needed it . What's more , " Every time
we wanted new capabilities , we had to pay
software-development costs ," says Tusinski. So ,
in 1982, with sales approaching $28.7 million, up
from $3 million in 1973 , Aeroflex began looking
for an in-house solution.
Aeroflex hired a team of financial experts ,
accountants and consultants, who analyzed the
company's operations for six months. Aeroflex
then evaluated systems from IBM, Digital
Equipment Corp. and Sperry Corp. Aeroflex
wanted a turnkey system , but its top concern was
integrating the company's MIS with generalledger and cost-control software , according to
Tusinski . Aeroflex chose the Qantel System 40
because of the QMRP software . Says Tusinski,
" We're saving $100,000 a year on what we paid
the time-sharing service , and we purchased a
system that allows us to develop our own database. The initial price for the System 40 was
$125,000--less than a year's fee from the timesharing service."
Software tracks cost overruns

To customize the QMRP software to their
needs , Aeroflex personnel had to documentand , in some cases , change-the manual procedures they had previously been using. However ,
the on-line , database-oriented QMRP software
tracks development costs and work in progress
faster than manual methods. "We turned to
MRP to get a more clearly defined picture of the
shop floor ," states Tusinski. "We can identify
cost overruns while they' re happening and take
corrective action before a lot of money is lost.
We get reports from the line immediately. ,,Using the QMRP software, Aeroflex personnel assign a budget to each project before its
release to the factory floor. This allows the
company to monitor accrued costs as the job
progresses vs. the original bid the company
78

made . " With the QMRP's cost-control module ,
we can pinpoint trends virtually from their inception because each man-hour and every [product]
part is immediately billed to a specific job ,"
Tusinski says. As a project incurs charges , personnel enter those charges into the system so
that the company can keep close supervision of
expenses. " We' re able to do things with the
system that we weren't doing before-like forecasting ," says Tusinski . " We can look at 'what-if
scenarios in much greater depth now , allowing
for a more efficient allocation of resources and
greater productivity ."
System 40 runs under Qantel's business executive system for timesharing (BEST) operating
system , BEST/ AOS . The priority-driven , multiuser BEST/ AOS provides dynamic memory allocation among users , a disk file-management system , print spooling , 110 device handlers ,
execution support for all program languages and
password-access control. The QMRP software
package supports manufacturing management
and forecasting , fixed assets , customer-order
processing and billing, accounts receivable/accounts payable , general ledger/payroll/sales
analysis , master scheduling and inventory control. It also provides manufacturing routings/
shop-floor control , bill of materials/product
costs , material-requirements planning, manufacturing history , work-in-progress status and capacity planning/priority dispatch .
Upgrade ups speeds

Aeroflex recently upgraded to a Qantel System 64 to boost processing speeds. The System
64 multiuser , muftiprogramming system offers
1 M to 4M bytes of main memory , a 64-bit
storage word , a 16-bit transfer word , the ability
to perform 0.7 million to 1 million instructions
per second , sup_port of 100 users , mapped memory and the COBOL programming language .
Qantel's QicBASIC programming language is
optional. Price of the System 64 ranges from
$105 ,000 to $220,000. A typical system , including lM byte of RAM , a CRT, a 600-line-perminute printer , a 400M-byte disk and a 1/2-inch
streaming-tape drive , sells for $180,050.
Aeroflex is now planning to integrate some of
its other equipm~nt into the QMRP. The other
equipment includes standalone word processors ,
computer- aided -design/computer- aided - manufacturing equipment , and DEC VAX minicomputers and personal computers.
0

Interest Quotient (Circle One)
High 480 Medium 481 Low 482

Charles W.
Mccasland is a
consultant to MDS
Qantel Inc .,
Hayward , Calif.
Formerly, he was
vice president and
general manager
of the
manufactu ring and
distribution
systems division of
the company.
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The end of Mostek's low profile on
low profile SIPs.
If you've been looking for an alter,
nate source for SIPs, look no further.
Because Mostek has created six new SIPs
which provide an effective solution to
high,density memory needs.
Like TI TM 's SIPs, ours come in 22
pin (64x4, 256x4, 256xl, lMxl) or 30
pin (64Kx9, 256Kx9) packages and
provide a 3:1 density improvement over
DIPs. But unlike theirs, Mostek x9 SIPs
feature a low profile .455" package. Plus
an optional on,board parity generator.
Mostek SIPs are manufactured using
state,of,the,art surface mount technol,
ogy. And our progressive SMT equip,
ment and processes even allow us to meet
your needs for non,standard surface
mount parts.
We'll execute or build,to,print from
your layout, or work with you to imple,
ment custom designs using surface mount
or through,hole manufacturing. And
we'll continue to work with you at every
stage through testing the final product.
It all goes to show that you can
count on Mostek for innovative solutions
to your high,density and surface mount
needs. So for more information contact
Mostek Corp., 1215 W. Crosby Road,
MS1051, Carrollton, Texas 75006, or call
l,8Q0,635,0200,· in Texas, 214/466,8801.
Tl is a trademark of Texas Instruments.

l!
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OE Ms haven't a moment to
lose. Just afew weeks can mean
a more competitive product. In
just afew months, a market opportunity can vanish.
Digital software can put time
on your side.
With operating systems so rich
in functions, they're complete
operating environments.
With tools so varied you won 't
have to force-fit an application.
With the data base and information management systems
you don't want to spend time
writing yourself.
And as distributed computing
grows more complex, Digital
software keeps on saving you
time. With the industry's most
flexible networking strategy.
With access to some of the industry's most prized applications
libraries. From Ada™to artificial
intelligence. For supermicros to
VAXclusters;M
Better than most competitive
products, Digital software
marries your chances for value
added with the quick development necessary for market
success. That's what makes it
a best seller among OE Ms.
Because with software, it's not
just what you can do. It's what
you can do by tomorrow.
For acopy of Digital 's software
brochure, call 1-800-DIGITAL,
ext 509. Or send in the coupon:
Please forward acopy of Digital's
software brochure.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State

Zip

lelephone

Ext.

Return to: Digital Equipment Corporation,
PO. Box2004, Cathedral Station, Boston,
MA02118.'

THE BEST ENGINEERED
COMPUTERS
IN THE WORl.D.

mnmnamn,.
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This is a success
story. Starring the
industry's #1 half-height
5W ' streaming tape drive.
And you.
·
The right time for backup.
The systems you're designing today need backup more
than ever.
That's because they're being
used in more important applications
than ever. For accounting and word
processing. As engineering workstations. And multi-user, multi-station
systems. Wrth more complex software.
Growing data bases. Winchesters
that have 10MB to over 100MB capac-

ity. Ancf customers who demand
dependability and the simplicity of
tape backup.
The right time for Archive.
The time's right for Archive.
We've got the right product for you.
At the right price. With the right
support.
· Put our half-height 14"
streamer into your system and
you've·got 20 to
60MB of fast (four to
>
nine minutes), convenient backup with
a single cartridge.
- We build the
most dependable
514'' drive in the

-

Ill

industry. With a more reliable motor
- brushless DC. A better loading
mechanism-fewer moving parts.
Proprietary LSI. And the dependability
that comes from devoting over three
years to building 14'' streaming tape
drives and nothing but 14"
streaming tape drives.
Wfive got you covered.
We've got the right
approach to system
integration, too. We
build a ha~-height
drive with the
industry-standard
QIC-36 Basic Interface. Use our SCSI,
IBM PC or QIC-02

We've got the half-height 514" tape drive
your system needs, and the QIC-02, SCSI
and PC-compatible controllers you need to
speed and simplify system integration.
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controllers/formatter boards for
simple, quick system integration.
No matter how successful you
are we've got the manufacturing
capacity to meet your volume needs,
including a new off-shore plant to
support you worldwide. Nobody's
shipped more half-height 514'' tape
drives than Archive. No one ever will.
Write your own success story.
We'll put you out front in tape
backup. With the support you need
to ensure system success. Just dial
(714) 641-0279. And backup is
on the way. Archive Corporation,
3540 Cadillac Avenue, Costa Mesa,
CA 92626. Telex: 4722063.

ARC~

Out front with backup.
See us at NCC '85 Booth #3514

WITH A NEW
AND AFFORDABLE
DRANETZ ANALYZER
The new Dranetz Series 646 Power Line Disturbance Analyzer provides most of the basic AC
voltage monitoring capabilities of its big brother,
the Series 626- without that instrument's expandable modularity for total environmental monitoring.
With the Series 646 you can pinpoint the source
of power disturbances, verify the integrity of the
wiring , including the grounding system, and perform pre-installation site surveys. A summary mode
with a large stack memory allows unattended monitoring over long periods of time.

Operation is simple and straightforward . A selfprompting , menu-driven alphanumeric display and
two-key selection of all functions makes data retrieval
and changing threshold limits a snap. Real time clock,
non-volati le data and set up memory, thermal printer,
and an RS 232C interface are all standard. A temperature probe can be added as an accessory and factoryinstalled options add impulse duration measurements,
an uninterruptible power supply, and integral direct
connect, auto-answer, Bell 103-compatible modem .
Single-phase and three-phase versions are available. Both provide separate channels for simu ltaneous monitoring of phase-to-neutral or phase-to-phase.
and neutral-to-ground . All channels may be programmed
independently. A separate DC channel allows easy
correlation of DC supply events with AC power disturbances.
Now there's no need to beg , borrow, or steal a
Dranetz Series 626 for those tough problems except
when you need its extensive environmental monitoring
capabilities. Call toll-free 1-800-DRANTEC (outside NJ)
for full information and a demonstration .

I

DRANETZ )

COMPUTER
PRODUCTS
DIVISION

DRANETZ TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

P.O. Box 4019, Edison , NJ 08818,
Telephone (201) 287-3680
14
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FEATU,R E HIGHLIGHTS
GRAPH.CS TERMINALS: 3·D DISPLAYS SPUR
GRAPHICS MARKET ...... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
Until recently, high-performance graphics terminals have been products
looking for a market. Now , however , those terminals are meeting the
demands of users who work with sophisticated applications such as solids
modeling, simulation and analysis . Improved features include hidden surface
removal, shaded models and faster interaction.

GRAPHICS/INTEGRATED SOFTWARE: YDI
GRAPHICS TOOLS AID SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
(Cover story) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 09
p. 87 ...... 3-D graphics terminals

The ANSI-proposed virtual device interface (VDI) standard was developed to
achieve device independence in graphics applications. The VDI also provides
a powerful tool for software integration by allowing developers to work at a
level between the operating system and the applications.

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE: GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
BRIGHTENS BUSINESS LOOK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121
The business community is placing more and more emphasis on transforming
data derived from spreadsheets and databases into presentation-quality
graphics. As a result, software vendors are pumping out better products,
including standalone packages, "paint programs" and enhancement packages .

OPTICAL STORAGE: OPTICAL 3 112·1NCH DRIVE
ADDS ERASABILITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 133
p. 121 . · Business graphics software

Thermo-magneto-optic technology promises to eliminate a major drawback to
optical disks; nonerasability. The only working example of this new
technology is a 3 1h-inch , 47M-byte laboratory demonstration model from
Verbatim Corp.

LOCAL AREA NETWORKS: RETHINKING NETWORKS:
A COORDINATED APPROACH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145
By employing virtual-path technology and decentralized control , networks can
maximize transmission capacity and minimize protocol conversion .

DESKTOP PLOTTERS: BUSINESS USERS PONDER
DESKTOP PEN PLOTTERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157

p. 157 ... Film recorders vs. plotters
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Plotters are great for technical users , but how do they stack up against other
technologies-such as image recorders and page printers-in the business
environment? Our analysis includes a product table listing desktop plotter
manufacturers and key plotter features, starting on p. 169.
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Rasters

Model One/IO.
High performance has rarely
looked so good. Or cost so little.
Our high performance Model One/10 graphics terminal lets you
run today's most popular engineering, technical and business
presentation graphics software.
Programs like PATRAN, ANSYS, TEMPLATE, Dl-3000,
UNIRAS, DataViews, and TELL-A-GRAF, to name but a few.
What's more, Raster Technologies' Model One/10 is VT-100
compatible and emulates the Tektronix 4014.
And you don't have to pay a high price to get all its high performance features. Like a vector writing
rate of over one million pixels/second.
Support for 256 colors from a palette of
16. 7 million with two additional overlay
planes. Total image memory of1024 x 512.
640 x 480 resolution on a 60 Hz flickerfree, non-interlaced 14" screen. Fully
programmable look-up tables and more.
Just as important, you also get the application development tools made famous
by the Model One family. With over 150
graphics commands, including local debugger, command interpreter, alphanumeric
emulation and powerful local display list.
So call today. And watch your favorite
programs for less.

Ra)tC!r

~~~

The benchmark of computer graphics.

Nine Executive Park Drive
North Billerica, MA 01.862
(617) 667-8900 TWX 710-34 7-0202

l-800-4RASTER
PATRAN is a trademark of PDA Engineen·ng. TEMPLATE isa trademark of MEGATEK Corp. UN/RAS is a tratkmarko/ UN/RAS'! Inc. Data Views is a trademark of Visual Intelligence Corp. TEU-A-GRAFis a trademarkof ISSCO.
ANSYS is a trademark of SWANSON Analysis Corp. D/-J(X)() is a trademark of Precision Visuals, Inc.
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GRAPHICS TERMINALS

3·D DISPLAYS SPUR
GRAPHICS MARKET
Mature graphics software meets
demand for high-end, interactive-graphics
terminals with improved 3-D shaded images
Jerry Borrell, Senior Western Editor

Until recently , high-performance graphics terminals have been products looking for a market.
Finally , however , increasingly sophisticated software for 3-D applications such as computeraided design and improved VLSI have combined
with greater user demand to establish a thriving
market for graphics terminals. As a result, system integrators and experienced users are now
actively evaluating available terminals for highperformance applications.
Applications expand

CAD applications currently account for nearly
80 percent of graphics-terminal sales. A growing
number of engineers work with solids modeling,
simulation and analytic packages. These users,
as well as integrators of graphics systems , need
high-performance features, such as hidden surface removal , shaded models and fast interaction .
The entry of VLSI design into the high-performance-terminal arena is contributing to the
emergence of these capabilities, as well as to new
application areas. Bill Weir, director of marketing at Metheus Corp. , Hillsboro , Ore ., says that,
"To date , we think of high-performance terminals as applying primarily to CAD. The lowering
cost of semiconductor memory and increasing
VLSI performance, however, will bring new
markets to the fore," including those for medical , geographic and graphic-arts imaging applications. This convergence in hardware of graphics
and imaging should occur over the next year.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

Graphics terminals that meet these needs incorporate such sophisticated hardware and firmware that they are referred to as " display systems." The term "intelligent" is a misnomerwhen applied to today's high-performance
graphics terminals, which contain several microprocessor-based subsystems.
One dilemma facing system integrators is
whether to provide standalone operation or to
focus on performance characteristics while retaining external host dependence. The distinction between a host-dependent " graphics display
system" and a standalone "graphics workstation " appears straightforward in theory . The

The Evans and
Sutherland CT-5
simulator generated this realtime scene for
Daimler Benz of
Germany. The
simulator provides automobile
operators with
the ability to test
vehicles.
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GRAPHICS TERMINALS

The IMI Inc.
Megaflop display system generated this ABC
logo. The system
uses a real-time
vector, shadowmask monitor
technology.
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distinction becomes blurred , however, as more
powerful personal computers emerge that offer
standalone or host-dependent graphics applications (see "PCs enter high-end graphics market," Page 95 ).
Although most CAD software and systems are
made for 2-D drafting applications , 3-D application software is starting to become more popular
and more sophisticated. Peter Pally , industry
marketing manager for Lexidata Corp. , Billerica, Mass., nevertheless cautions that "despite
recent growth in the perceived need for 3-D ,
much of the efficiency and the justification for
CAD remains in editing graphics databases ,"
which doesn't demand 3-D capability.
Most designers using CAD systems have been
confined to 2-D representations on their terminals because of the difficulty and high cost of
translating data into 3-D format. However,
Arnie Karush, director of firmware engineering
at Tektronix Inc. 's Information Display Group ,
downplays the importance of 3-D terminals. He
maintains that, " The host will continue to do the
3-D modeling for terminals , handling informatioh such as specific gravity and momentum
because of these applications' enormous computational demands ," whereas terminals will specialize in techniques for interactive modeling and
visualization, which are the real needs of design
engineers.
Application packages such as Evans and Sutherland's Romulus, Matra Datavision Inc. 's Euclid, MCS's Anvil, PDA Engineering's Patran
and SDRC's Geomod have supported 3-D applications since the late 1970s. However, the packages' drawbacks include lack of color, inadequate surface representation and slow

interaction relative to 2-D software.
The algorithms for translating 3-D data to a
3-D format on a 2-D CRT have existed since the
late 1960s. Until recently, though , only a few
companies-such as Evans and Sutherlandhave implemented them due to the algorithms'
demanding computational requirements and
high cost.
One problem centers on the matrix multiplications required to translate 3-D data to a 2-D
format. But two VLSI advances have facilitated
this operation: more powerful , low-cost processors capable of managing large databases ,
and specialized chips that handle basic math
operations. For example, multiplier and floatingpoint chips assist in 3-D-to-2-D conversion ; bipolar and semicustom chips draw lines; "palette
chips" replace color-lookup functions performed
in software; and integrated digital-to-analog convertors (DACs) speed transmission of data to the
monitor.
More specifically , VLSI-based devices include
the Geometry Engine from Silicon Graphics
Inc., Mountain View , Calif. ; and the WLU
Floating Point, WLU Multiplier and Tiling Engines from Weitek Inc. , Sunnyvale , Calif. By
offering a range of products , Weitek has become
a leading supplier to graphics-terminal integrators .
Measurements prove difficult

Despite their advantages, VLSI chips pose an
inherent problem-how to measure their speed
of operation . Measurements include: pixel write
times-the time required for the display processor to write a single picture element on the
screen ; vector write speeds-the time required
to write a given pixel length; and transform
speeds-the time needed to convert 3-D data to
3-D coordinates. Some industry critics point out ,
however , that these time measurements lack
practicality. Increasingly , graphics manufacturers cite application-processing as the only real
test of device performance.
Jim Moreland , director of marketing at Spectragraphics Corp., San Diego, Calif. , claims that
response time is the vital performance measurement and all else should be transparent to the
user. "IBM (Corp.] studies have shown that 0.3to 0.75-second response times are ideal," Moreland says.
Elliott Rech , vice president of marketing at
VG Systems Inc., Woodland Hills, Calif. , believes that , "The ability to write 50,000 vectors a
second provides a performance benchmark. " He
points to the IBM 5080 graphics terminal as an
example. The 5080 uses IBM 's 3-D software
package-CATIA-to shade images , but a host
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

SEE YOUR WAY CLEAR.
On screen. Or paper. Or transparency
film. You'll see your data represented with
unmatched visual acuity.
For instance, look into the family of
Seiko color graphics terminals. You'll get
high resolution. From 1024 x 780 on our
GR-llOO Series to 1280 x 1024 on ou r GR-2400
Series. Plus you'll choose the features you
want most. Like 20 transformations, zoom
and pan with true magnification, TEK 401x
Plot 10 compatibility, interactive tablet support and mouse. You can even get
enhanced VT 100 video terminal emulation
with a true VTlOO keyboard .
. If you want a record of your data for
later analysis or presentation, just push the

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1986

button on your CH-5201 color hard copier.
You'll get curves that look like curves. Details
that remain sharp. And a built-in frame buffer
that captures the image and instantly frees
your terminal. So you can go on working
while the 5201 g ives you up to 99 copies off line.
Of course. there's more. So see your way
clear to making a phone call. we'll make sure
you see your data clearer than ever before.
Call Martin Nelson at (408) 943-9100 today.

SEIKO
I

N

S

TRUMENTS-

C> 1985 Seiko Instruments U.S.A. , Inc. TEK and Plot 10 are registered trademarks of
Tektronix . VTlOO ts a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. Image Credlls : PDA
Engineering; Swanson Analysis System s: Lasergra p hlcs.
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Is this the year
of the Modem?

• If you aren't already including modems in your
systems, maybe you should be. Because whether you
do or not, there is an increasing user demand for on-line
capability. This trend will make communications a selling
advantage for you now, and an absolute necessity in the
not-too-distant future. Communications can now expand
the potential of your systems, without creating more
headaches for you.
• When looking for a communications supplier,
experience and support can be as important as price.
Multi-Tech Systems has been providing modems and
other datacomm equipment to systems integrators since
1970. Our Technical Support people are second to none.
Our products include 300, 1200 and 2400 bps intelligent
modems (Hayes-compatible autodial and auto-answer,
in desktop, in-board and rack-mount versions),
multiplexers, breakout boxes and communications
software. And our prices (and margins) are right where
they should be.
• So whether your systems are for your own use, or
you sell systems to others, Multi-Tech modems can
make them better. On-line software updates and
maintenance make life easier for you, and on-line
capability provides better system versatility for your
users.
• Why not let Multi-Tech help make this year of the
modem your best year yet?
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Systems W
The right answer every time.
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is required to perform dynamics, thus degrading
designer efficiency.
For most graphics users , speed of interaction
and object manipulation (dynamics) are critical.
A graphics terminal must store a mathematical
description of objects locally for fast manipulation. This storage is known as, the " display list."
The physical size of the list and its organization are important to system integrators and
users. The number of bytes determine the complexity of the object that can be stored , and the
organization of the data determines whether
different portions of an object can be manipulated. Hierarchical lists are required for independent motions of complex objects such as jointed
robot arms or automobile suspensions. In these
cases, the display list becomes a group of highorder primitives.
To access and edit the display list , graphics
devices must manipulate the object database.
"The process of data manipulation occurs in a
series of matrix multiplications performed on the
display-list segments , or primitives ," explains
Brad Powell, application engineer at Tektronix
Inc. , Beaverton , Ore. These transforms consist

A Cray X-MP
computer generated this transparent skull via
Cray's "Scene
Simulation" techniques . Frames
such as this can
require over
300M bytes of
image memory.

of two types: model transforms that move objects on the screen , and view transforms that
adjust the model to obtain a particular viewpoint.
Data must be converted

Transform operations include rotation, translation , scaling, clipping and perspective. Respectively , these operations allow the graphics terminal to revolve or concatenate objects , redraw an
object in a different position , redraw an object

Proa ancl cons of graphics workstations
Companies making exemplary graphics workstations are Apollo Computer Inc. and Sun Microsystems Inc . Other graphics workstations come from IMI
Inc ., Metheus Corp., Saber Laboratories and Silicon
Graphics Inc. Vendors of high-performance terminals
that have decided to concentrate on graphics capabilities include Adage Inc., Chromatics Inc. , Evans
and Sutherland, Megatek Corp ., Ramtek Corp., Raster
Technologies Inc. and Tektronix Inc.
"Mechanical engineers need these devices," says
Michael Kondrat, production marketing manager for
the Information Display Group at Tektronix. "However,
the cost of capitalization-per-engineer remains a sensitive issue." Raster Technologies' Jay Torborg , vice
president of engineering and co-founder, characterizes this cost as "the percentage increase of productivity for one engineer with a workstation vs. the cost
of hiring and training another engineer or giving lowcost terminals to two engineers." This puts the critical
price range between $70,000 and $120,000.
Industry arguments continue over the relative merits
of terminals and workstations. "A large group of users
out there do not need all the functions of a highperformance graphics terminal, " comments William
Waller, president of Vectrix Inc ., GreeF1sboro, N.C.
"For instance, users in manufacturing environments ,
financial and managerial positions want to review a
high-quality 3-D image but do not need to interact
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with it. "
David Scott , vice president of research and development for Chromatics , Tucker, Ga., maintains that
another large group of users- those with minicomputers and superminicomputers- must offload their host
of graphics processing to support several terminals.
Scott stresses that existing workstation products such
as those from Apollo do not have sufficient graphicsprocessing capabilities for all needs. "When one of
our users wants a graphics workstation , we sell a Sun
Microsystems version to act as a host to our terminal.
In the range of graphics performance [that] we serve,
it's simply not possible to design in all the needed
hardware." He points to the 32-bit, floating-point coordinate data used in the Chromatics CX1500 series
products . "The designer using this terminal ," states
Scott, "can access enormous databases, such as
those dealing with an entire battleship or just with one
of its bolts ."
"One basic argument driving terminal vendors toward workstation products," -says Randy Nichols, marketing manager for Silicon Graphics Inc., Mountain
View, Calif., derives from the difficulty of getting two
separate processors (terminal CPU and host) to work
together efficiently. "The problem worsens as the application code becomes more complex "-almost necessitating a third computer to translate between the
two processors , he says .
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The Chromatics 1500 CX display terminal
can draw as many as 400,000 line segments per second. Uniquely, the terminal is
capable of both wire-frame and shaded images.

Silicon Graphics lnc.'s Iris 2400 workstation can display several viewpoints . Running under the Berkeley UNIX Version 4.2
operating system, the 2400 can run concurrent application programs.

closer or farther away from a viewpoint, edit the
model of an object as though the viewpoint lay
within the boundaries of the object and give
objects a realistic perspective.
Having performed such operations, the 3-D
data must then be converted into 2-D coordinates. In other words , floating-point numbers
fro m the database must be converted to integer
numbers that relate to the coordinate system of
the display list. These numbers are then translated into the terminal's screen coordinates.
The complexity of these operations varies with
the 3-D database type. The majority of graphics .
terminals employ polygonal databases . However, some databases work with surfaces that can
be defined by curves or splines. "At present,"
contends Mark Reiss, product marketing manager at Megatek Corp. , San Diego , "No one uses
hardware storage of patches (surfaces defined by
several curves) , although a few products use
firmware for spline storage. "
Light models are typically included for 3-D
applications to let the viewer see the interior or
back of the models. Terminals that. allow only
universal light of a single intensity hide certain
information. For example , the viewer would not
see lines representing the back surface of a
wire-frame cube. Megatek's Reiss believes that ,
"The light source must be mobile like a flashlight
and not merely programmable at a fixed number
of points. This mobility allows the viewer to
92

present all the features of an object. "
Depth-cuing , another technique used in highperformance terminals , provides visual cues to
the viewer that a portion of the model is close or
far away . Although several methods exist that
accomplish this technique , they all make objects
or lines appear dimmer the farther away they are
from the established viewpoint.
Algorithms solve 3-D problems

A common complaint in working with 3-D
systems in the past was that displays of the lines
or surfaces associated with a 3-D object presented an ambiguous , confusing and sometimes
illusional appearance . " Three primary methods
are used in high-performance terminals to resolve this problem : painter algor.ithms , scanline
algorithms and Z-buffer algorithms ," explains
Nick England , vice president of graphics terminals at Adage Inc., Billerica , Mass.
Algorithms basically determine in what order
objects are stored in the terminal 's memory and
remove those that are obliterated by overlapping
objects. Painter algorithms imitate painting on a
canvas in which each object on the display is
rendered from front to back . Popular in 2-D
displays for its ease of use, this approach is often
insufficient when applied to many objects or to
three dimensions.
Scanline algorithms work by comparing all the polygons that appear on a scan line. This algoMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

The OEM's IBM

Mainframe connection

AUscom High-Speed Interfaces to The IBM Channel
Auscom offers a variety of solutions that permit direct connection of your devices to
an IBM or FIPS-60 compatible channel. Why settle for slow serial connections when
your product really needs high data transfer rates to maximize its capabilities? All of our
channel interfaces appear as standard control units to the mainframe and require no
changes to the host operating system . All are fully programmable.
The 8900A Series is based on a Q-bus™ design and is offered as a fully functional
control unit or as a card set to integrate with your product's DEC CPU. It responds to any
or all of the 256 IBM subchannel addresses with data transfer rates of up to 1.2 megabytes per second.
Multiple control unit emulations can bE'. run simultaneously and multiple downline devices can be served.
The 8300 Series is a single board not based on any external bus architecture. Transfer rates of up to SOOK
bytes per second can be achieved. It talks to a downline device via an 8- or 16-bit programmable parallel or
serial interface. If necessary, the functionality of the 8300 can be put on your desired form factor or bus to
facilitate incorporation directly into your device.
The 8600 Series is the newest member of our channel interface family. Based on the popular Multibus™
architecture, it matches the 8900A in flexibility and power yet transfers data at up to 2 megabytes per
second.
Auscom is the recognized leader in IBM mainframe channel interfacing. If one of our existing products
will not meet your needs, give us a call and we can discuss designing an interface suited specifically for you.

,4~ ~KM!§~Qr!1

2007 Kramer Lane
© Copyright 1985 Auscom. Inc.

•

Austin , Texas 78758

•

512 /836-8080

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines. Multibus is a trademark
of Intel Corporation. 0-bus is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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See us at Siggraph Booth #1430

UNIX™
SYSTEM V. SOFTWARE THAT STACKS UP.
High-quality application software written
for UNIX System Vis available now. And
new business programs are continually
being developed.
That means increased market opportunities for VARs and ISV s. And end
users can be certain their investment in a
UNIX System V-based computing system is a smart, sound one.
Quantity and quality
The market for products that are based on
UNIX System V has grown significantly
over the last two years. There are now
hundreds of packages written for UNIX
System V. And this growth will continue.
Quality applications-general business packages and development toolsare now available for the AT&T UNIX PC .
And AT&T is putting together even more
hardworking, industry-specific software

to run on AT&T 3B2 and 3B5 Computers.
With so many packages available,
VARs can offer more turn key systems
based on UNIX System V to an evergrowing customer base. ISV s can sell
software to even more customers. And
end users can invest in a UNIX System
confident there is plenty of quality
software available.
Software you can bank on
UNIX System V has gained acceptance as
a powerful, versatile computing standard.
More hardware vendors like NCR, Altos,
Motorola, Perkin-Elmer and Sperry are
joining AT&T in offering products based on
UNIX System V.
And we've introduced the System V
Interface Definition. Software written
under the Interface Definition can run on
current and future releases of AT&T's

ATs.T

The right choice.
© 1985 AT&T Information Systems.

UNIX System V, as well as various System V derivatives offered by AT&T
licensees. So there will be an even larger,
more comprehensive base of portable
software from which to choose.
Our comprehensive UNIX System V
Software Catalog lists a full range of packages that run under UNIX System V. For
end users it's a reference guide to the
programs available. And for developers it's
a smart way to ensure packages will have
even greater exposure to the growing
UNIX System V market.
To learn more about UNIX System V
market opportunities, order the UNIX
System V Software Catalog-at$19.95
plus tax. Call 1-800-432-6600 and ask for
Operator 396.
UNIX System V. From AT&T.
Consider it standard.
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rithm saves calculation time where there are not
large numbers of edges. It best serves such
stringent applications as flight simulation.
The Z-buffer technique has gained in popularity for most 3-D graphics terminals due to a
dramatic drop in its memory cost. In this technique , every picture element on the screen has a
" Z"--0r depth value-associated with it. These
values make the process of determining which
objects are in front or in back relatively simple.
Z-buffer is also particularly flexible ; it allows
layers of objects- polygons , text , vectors- to be
mixed , added to , or sorted quickly. The tradeoff, concedes England, "comes in the cost of the
extra 16 to 24 planes of Z memory required."
Rendering techniques improve

After processing 3-D object information , system integrators and users often want to shade
models' surfaces. " Local shading is vital," insists
Jay Terborg, vice president of engineering and
co-founder of Raster Technologies Inc .,
Chelmsford, Mass . "Shading and light models
must be local , if the user needs to interactively
manipulate a model."
Harris Hunt , engineering and software specialist at PDA Inc., Irvine , Calif. , points to " the
growing interest in supplying design engineers
with shading capability, which increases efficiency by allowing engineers to review such subtle
information as the shape of a curve." A turbineblade design, for example, can easily be reviewed before analysis.
The three basic shading techniques used in
today's graphics terminals include polygonal or
facet shading (flat shading), smooth shading,
and ray tracing-in ascending order of their
computational requirements. All three depend

Ramtek's 2020
display generator-shown here
with an IBM PCAT-has a
1,280-by-1,024pixel resolution
and interfaces to
Apollo, DG , DEC
and Control Data
computers.

on the number of available colors. Raster Technologies' Torborg claims that 256 colors is the
minimum number needed for smooth shading
and that 8 bits of pixel memory are needed for
red , green and blue if "true color" or photographic quality images are to be displayed.
Other less used hardware approaches to rendering include " texture mapping ," pioneered by
James Blinn of the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena , Calif., and translucency/
transparency pioneered in hardware by Lexidata . According to Megatek's Reiss , "Only
Megatek's Merlin product offers pattern mapping, in which 2-D patterns stored in RAM are
matched against polygons defining a surface."
Of the three approaches, flat shading requires
the least computation . It suffers, however , from
lack of realism, even when light sources are
added.
Smooth-shading approaches that have become
dominant in graphics terminals include Gouraud
and Phong. Gouraud and Phong shadings are
preferred for curved surfaces because they fill
polygons with colors that are interpolated over
their area. Gouraud shading, for example, inter-

PC. enter high-encl graphics market
The competition for high-performance graphics in
the IBM Corp. PC market is heating up. Long-standing suppliers of graphics card sets for the PC include
Number Nine Inc ., Cambridge, Mass.; Scion Inc.,
Reston, Va.; Vectri x Corp., Greensboro, N.C .; and Vermont Micro Systems Inc ., Winooski , Vt. For over a
year, some of these companies have offered 640-by480-pixel resolution products with up to 24 bit planes .
Another group of manufacturers builds graphics
controllers that are external to the PC . Lead by Cubicomp Corp., Berkeley, Calif., those companies include Aydin Inc., Fort Washington , Pa.; and Ramtek
Corp., Santa Clara, Calif. In addition , competing with
IBM's "underwhelming" graphics cards are products
from such companies as Emulex Corp., Costa Mesa,
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Calif.; Frontier Inc ., Minneapolis, Minn .; Hercules Inc .,
Berkeley, Calif ; Paradise Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.;
Quad ram Corp. , Norcross, Ga.; and Sigma Designs
Ltd ., Milpitas, Calif.
Finally, a new group of card manufacturers are
building high-performance PC cards for display controllers with 1024-by-1024-pixel or 1024-by-780-pixel
display resolutions . These vendors include BNW Inc.,
Los Gatos; TAI Graphics Inc ., Milpitas; and Verticom
Inc ., Sunnyvafe.- - - - Robert Bruce , v ice president of engineering at
Metheus , observes that the market is a natural evolution for "controller vendors with several years of equity invested in graphics microcode."
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IBM's 5080
graphics terminal is the company's first entry
into 3-0 terminals.

polates the color intensity across a given polygon, giving a curved appearance.
Phong shading is similar, except that it involves applying interpolation calculations to
each picture element that lies within the polygon . It also provides smooth shading and reflections of light, often called highlighting. Demands
are made of the terminal , however , because each
polygon must be related to the color values of its

9-TRACK MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM
FOR THE IBM PC/XT/AT

neighbor, that is, the color must be interpolated
over the surface made up of polygons, if a
realistic object is to be rendered.
Ray-tracing techniques were among the fi rst to
be implemented for shading images. These
seemingly simple techniques produce complex
and realistic images. However, because they
involve calculations for each pixel , or for gr<?ups
of pixels, they are computationally demanding .
" Application-software vendors are the. key to
the 3-D market ," contends Tektronix's Kondrat.
VG Systems' Rech agrees, but cautions that
hardware and software are intertwin e d .
"CATIA and other IBM software packages are
very powerful , but we have yet to see whether
the 5080's graphics primitives will work well with
IBM's software ." Rech adds that , " Almost two
years after the 5080's release , CADAM (IBM's
2-D drafting package J is still not available fo r the
terminal. "
0
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For information interchange, backup and archival storage,
IBEX offers a 9-track, IBM format-compatible 'h'' magnetic
tape subsystem for the IBM PC, featuring:

• 42 M-Bytes on a single
reel.
• IBM format 1600 cpl.
• Software for PC-DOS,
MS-DOS.

I B E X
IBEX COMPUTER CORP.
20741 Marilla St.
Chatsworth , CA 91311
(818) 709-8100
TWX: 910-493-2071
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No other computer company has ever
as COMPAQ, because
no computer company makes computers
as powerful, as complete and as useful
as COMPAQ. That's why the original
COMPAQ Portable, COMPAQ
PLUS,™and COMPAQ DESKPRO"'
became worldwide best sellers <1Vernight.
Now COMPAQ is introducing two new
computers that advance the state of the
art even further. While the original
COMPAQ products remain cost-efficient
cornerstones of business and professional
use, especially for first-time buyers, the
new products represent the utmost in
performance for second-time buyers, or
anyone who needs exceptional power
and speed.

grown as fast

Triumphs of advanced technology

The new COMPAQ PORTABLE 286 r•
and COMPAQ DESKPRO 286~"
Advanced technology puts them in a
class all their own. With power, performance, speed, and expandability
that exceed even the IBM®Personal
Computer-AT~" They represent a
new standard that makes others look

The new 80286 "chip" in COMPAQ 286
Computers processes data fa ster.

like what they are-the products
of compromise. In fact, the new
COMPAQ 286 Personal Computers
can be considered the most useful in
the world .
Power with a bonus-portability

The COMPAQ PORTABLE 286
redefines portable computers. We
gave it power to match IBM's most
powerful desktop computer, the IBM
PC-AT. Then we designed it to run all
the popular programs and hardware
designed for the IBM PC-AT . But we
didn't stop there. COMPAQ pushed
the technology further .
The COMPAQ PORTABLE 286

~

COMPAQ
PORTABLE
286

I

runs 30% faster. It can give you up to
20 Megabytes of internal fixed disk
drive storage. And can come with
features to make it even more useful.
Like our internal fixed disk drive
back-up system that protects 10
Megabytes of information on a single,
pocket-sized tape cartridge.
But the most amazing thing about
the COMPAQ PORTABLE 286 is
that all these features come attached
to a handle.
Our most advanced
desktop computer

Like the COMPAQ PORTABLE
286, the new COMPAQ DESKPRO
286 runs all the popular programs
designed for the IBM PC-AT, 30%
faster. And it can also come with
our convenient internal fixed disk
drive back-up system for added
data protection.
But we didn't stop there. We
weren't content to compromise. We
wanted to make the new COMPAQ
DESKPRO 286 a more powerful,
more efficient stand-alone personal

computer, as well as a faster, more
powerful, more useful file server. So
we gave the COMPAQ DESKPRO
286 far more memory and storage
capacity~ver 8 Megabytes of
RAM and 70 Megabytes ofhighperformance fixed disk storage.
The legends continue
Not everyone will need the extra performance of the newest COMPAQ
Computers. That's why we built our
original line to last a long time.
These workhorses-the COMPAQ
Portable, COMPAQ PLUS and
COMPAQ DESKPRO Computers are essential to many professional and
business users. They run thousands
of industry-standard programs developed for the IBM PC and PC/ XT." '
They're indispensable tools in use on
all seven continents (yes, even the
South Pole! ).
Above all, no compromises
The unprecedented success of
COMPAQ came as no accident. While

others built limited computers,
COMPAQ built expandable computers.
While others took two screens to
display high-resolution text and
graphics, COMPAQ was the first to
do it on one.
While others were looking for ways
to cut corners, COMPAQ looked
for ways to eliminate downtime
by building the most rugged, reliable
computers in the world.
The COMPAQ commitment to a
philosophy of "no compromise" made
the COMPAQ Portable and COMPAQ
PLUS the world's best-selling 16-bit
portable personal computers. In 1983
COMPAQ sold $lll million worth of
computers to achieve the most successful first-year sales of any company
in American business history.
In 1984, we introduced the COMPAQ
DESKPRO. In only four months, it
became the second-best-selling 16-bit
desktop business system in U.S. retail
computer stores. And as a result,
we've concluded the most successful
second year of any computer company, with sales of $329 million.
The reason for this success is simple.

COMPAQ computers have been recognized worldwide. Awards include:
• COMPAQ PLUS selected and
voted Europe's 1984 Computer of
the Year in the portable category.
•COMPAQ PLUS voted by readers
of PC WORLD as their favorite
product in its category in the "1984
World Class PC Contest."
• COMPAQ PLUS selected as the
first-place winner in its category in
the Creative Computing Top 12
Computers of 1984 Awards.
• COMPAQ Portable rated best
personal business computer in overall user satisfaction by the Yankee
Group market research firm
opinion poll.
• COMPAQ DESKPRO named by
PC Week magazine as one of the
top ten products of 1984.
We offer people personal computers
that simply work better. And make
no compromises doing so.

Anyone can make a portable computer.
But to make one that nms all the popular
programs designed for the IBM PC-AT,
30% faster-in a package almost half
the size-was no small challenge. But
one COMPAQ welcomed.
Go faster, go further

The COMPAQ PORTABLE 286 is
paced by the advanced technology of
the 8-MHz, Intel 80286 microprocessor. This advanced technology has
numerous advantages. One advantage
is the flexibility to work with several
different operating systems so you're
not forced to choose a personal
computer solely on that basis.
The advanced capabilities of this
microprocessor become even more

apparent when you run complex programs. You can operate as part of
a network. Or you can operate more
than one program at the same time
using multi-tasking software like IBM
TopView ~· And you can handle the
most difficult problems with breathtaking speed.
For many scientific and engineering programs you have the ability
to add an 80287 coprocessor, which
offers even more speed.
Both offer dramatic speed increases
over earlier microprocessors. The
faster response time means less
waiting, and more productivity.
Power in a package

The COMPAQ PORTABLE 286 has
the power of the IBM PC-AT. But the
IBM PC-AT doesn't have a handle .
Ours does. So it goes where you go.
Works where you work. Whenever
and wherever necessary. And it's easy
to share with co-workers.
That's full-function portability,
pure and simple.

A COMPAQ PORTABLE 286 can leave che
office when you do. Takeyour work whereveryou go.

Expandability without getting bigger

All the devices that increase the capabilities of the COMPAQ PORTABLE
286 go on the inside-not the outside
-of the computer.
You can get it with one or two half-

height 1.2-Megabyte diskette drives.
Although they can "read" diskettes
formatted for 360-K byte diskette
drives, they cannot "write" to them.
Therefore, as an option, COMPAQ
offers a 360-K byte diskette drive to
let you exchange data with other
industry-standard personal computers.
There's an additional slot for a
20-Megabyte fixed disk drive. All
COMPAQ Portable Computers offer
fixed disk drive systems that fit inside
the computer.
Another of our options: An internal fixed disk drive back-up system
keeps a safety copy of your work,
reducing the chance of losing your
data. COMPAQ pioneered the system
first in desktop computers, and now
in portables.
The COMPAQ PORTABLE 286
even comes with a security lock feature
that locks "on" to prevent interruption
of a file transfer, or "off'' to deny access to confidential information.
Because it's a portable, selfcontained unit, the computer can
be easily stored away after use.

Two data protection feaiures from COMPAQ:
an internal fixed disk back-up sysiem that s!Ores
data on iape cartridges, and a securily lock for
locking keyboard access lO your syslem on or off.

Who can use it?

Established reliability

If you're an experienced user, you may
be ready to upgrade your current equipment. The COMPAQ PORTABLE
286 gives you the latest technology.
For some, power is all-important:
Speed, performance, and the ability
to handle the most powerful software. All are leading qualities of the
COMPAQ PORTABLE 286.
Starting a business? The COMPAQ
PORTABLE 286 has tremendous data
base capabilities to help you keep track
of your inventory, your customers,
your employees, your finances. Its
exceptional storage capabilities make
it ideal for the complexities of accounting. Its exceptional speed means
greater networking ability. Its tremendous power enables you to get the
edge on the competition.
In addition, large corporations can
place several of these computers with
field representatives to provide clients
immediate information on current
prices, product availability, even
shipping dates and routing. So delivery shortages can be anticipated
and avoided.
The COMPAQ PORTABLE
286 can also travel within the company. From office to office. Desk to
desk . From accounting, to marketing,
to research. ·
It's powerful and versatile enough
to do almost any job. Light enough to
carry. And tough enough to survive
lots of users.

Despite its newness, the COMPAQ
PORTABLE 286 is in many respects
a proven product. It's based on the
rugged, reliable design of the original
COMPAQ Portable and COMPAQ
PL US. Many of the construction
techniques like cross-bracing components and shock-mounting disk drives
are identical. All of which goes to
prove our point: No other portable
computer can measure up to the
advanced power and potential of
the uncompromising COMPAQ
PORTABLE 286.
The COMPAQ PORTABLE 286
Sp~cifications

Processor: 16-bit 80286; 6 or 8 MHz clock
speed. Software: Fully compatible with all
major software applications written for the IBM
PC-AT. Expansion Slots: 3 available slots in
base configuration. Memory: 256-K bytes RAM ,
expandable to 2.6 Megabytes. Storage Devices:
360-K byte or 1.2-Megabytediskettedrives,
20-Megabyte fixed disk drive, fixed disk drive
back-up (10 Megabytes per tape). Interfaces:
RGB color monitor, RF modulator , composite
video, parallel printer, and asynchronous communications interfaces. Keyboard: Standard
IBM PC-AT layout (84-key). Display: 9-inch
diagonal green monochrome dual-mode monitor,
high-resolution text characters, high-resolution
graphics. Security: Locks in operating and nonoperating mode to prevent unauthorized keyboard access. Physical Specifications: W'W x
8V2"H x 16"0. Options: Technical reference
guide , MS-DOS '"/ BASIC Version 3, 512 / 2048-K
byte memory board.

The capabilities of the new COMPAQ
DESKPRO 286 represent a personal
desktop computer as practical as it is
technically advanced. Plus, it maintains
compatibility with the IBM PC-AT.
Utmost expandability

That's no exaggeration. The COMPAQ
DESKPRO 286 can expand to give
you massive storage and memory.
Without clutter. Expansion is

internal.
It comes with a single, half-height,
1.2-Megabyte diskette drive. You

can add a second drive of the same
capacity, or a 360-K byte diskette
drive so you can exchange information
with other personal computers.
For fixed disk storage, an internal
20-Megabyte system is available.
You can also choose a 30- or 70-Megabyte high-performance internal fixed
disk drive sytem. The storage capacity of each is equivalent to 10,240,
15,360, or 35,840 pages of doublespaced data.
One expansion board works with
all the fixed disk drives. When you upgrade to a larger fixed disk storage
system, a new board is not required.

To back up data, use the COMPAQ
internal fixed disk drive back-up system.
It's also a safe and convenient way to
store information for record keeping.
Hardworking, networking

Alone, the COMPAQ DESKPRO
286 is a tremendously useful computer.
It doesn't limit you to using software
under any one operating system. It
runs all the popular programs designed
for the IBM PC-AT. It can be configured for advanced color graphics
display using a color monitor and the
IBM Enhanced Graphics Adapter .

fixed disk drive back-up system. All
are available and can be added to the
inside of your COMPAQ DESKPRO
286-easily, affordably, without
losing your initial investment in hardware, software, or training.

A proven heritage

An enhanced keyboard layout, with shiji keys in easy reach for couch typists, is standard on the
COMPAQ PORTABLE 286 and COMPAQ DESKPRO 286.

The modular design of the computer
also lets you configure RAM and
storage to the exact needs of any individual. So you never have to buy
more computer than you need. Or
worry about obsoleting your investment because you bought less computer than you need.
The COMPAQ DESKPRO 286
also makes the ideal hub of a local area
network. Using networking packages,
your computers (and your people) can
share information and software, and
can communicate with one another.
With 70 Megabytes, the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 286 becomes a powerful,
high-performance file server. You

A fixed disk can score enough programs and data
co handle all the accounting for most businesses.

can store lots of data, as well as store
several programs you can run simultaneously when using software
programs like IBM Top View. Your
computer will perform at lightning
speeds. And other configurations
can make economical "nodes" of
the network.

The COMPAQ DESKPRO 286 is
of tested lineage. It has many of the
reliable construction and design qualities of the COMPAQ DESKPRO.
It has further conveniences like a
dual-function security lock to prevent
unauthorized access. As well as greater
performance, power, and speed. The
COMPAQ DESKPRO 286 stretches
the limits of personal computingwith no compromises.
The COMPAQ DESKPRO 286

Where to start
The flexibility of the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 286 allows you to begin
at any level of computing power and
reach beyond the IBM PC-AT.
You can use your computer for
writing extensive documents, preparing professional graphics for
presentations, and for doing complicated financial studies. Chances are,
however, you'll not want to stop
there. You'll discover new ways for
streamlining your work. You'll want
to do customer lists, accounting tasks
and business taxes, product inventory, annual sales projections on
spreadsheets. You have the option of
adding a second diskette drive, a fixed
disk drive, more memory, even a

Specifications
Processor: 16-bit 80286;6 or 8 MHz clock
speed. Software: Fully compatible with all
major software applications written for the IBM
PC-AT. Expansion Slots: 5 slots available in
base configuration. Memory: 256-K bytes
RAM , expandable to 8.2 Megabytes. Storage
Devices: 360-K byte or 1.2-Megabyte diskette
drives ; 20-(half-height), 30- , or 70-Megabyte
fixed disk drives; fixed disk drive back-up
( IO Megabytes per tape). Interfaces: RGB color
monitor, RF modulator, composite video, parallel printer, and asynchronous communications
interfaces. Keyboard: Standard IBM PC-AT layout (84-key). Display: 12-inch diagonal green or
amber dual-mode monitor, high-resolution text
characters, high-resolution graphics . Security:
Locks in operating and non-operating mode to
prevent unauthorized access; cover lock to protect internal components. Physical Specifications: System unit-19.8"W x 6.4"H x 16.5"D,
Keyboard unit-18 .0"Wx l.5"H x 7.0"D, Display unit-14.75"W x I0.25"H x 13.75"D,
Weight-57-64 lbs., depending on configuration. Options: MS-DOS / BASIC Version 3, Tilt
& Swivel Monitor Stand, Desk-Saver, Technical
Reference Guide, 512/ 2048-K byte memory board.

Ifyou' re anxious to put a computer
to work for you, but don't need the extra
power and added performance of our
most advanced portable computer, we
have the answer.
Lots of software, lots of uses
The COMPAQ Portable and
COMPAQ PLUS are based on the
8088 microprocessor, one of the most
popular computer technologies, so
software is abundant. Integrated business programs, personal productivity,
learning tools, even educational
thoughtware to sharpen your business
sk.ills. Literally thousands of programs,
compatible with the IBM PC and IBM
PC/ XT, will run on the COMPAQ
Portable and COMPAQ PLUS.
Many businesses put the COMPAQ
Portable or COMPAQ PLUS to work
as a full-time computer for part-time
users. Carry it from desk to desk .
Office to office. Let several people use
it for one or more hours a day. Or one
person use it a few days a week.

For heavy users , a COMPAQ
Portable or COMPAQ PLUS can
become a "second computer" for computing power away from the office.
With their rugged, uncompromising
construction, they're built tough
enough to pass around-something
that's impractical to do with desktop
computers. And because you stretch
its use, you stretch your budget as well.

There are other ways to improve on
your COMPAQ. Hundreds of
industry-standard expansion boards
are available. They fit neatly inside
your COMPAQ. So you can run more
advanced programs. Communicate
over telephone lines. Network with
other computers.
It's this kind of versatility and ease
of use that makes COMPAQ Personal
Computers second to none.

If you need more,
it does more
SPECIFICATIONS

How can one computer be so versatile?
One reason is the ability of the
COMPAQ Portable to become a
COMPAQ PLUS with the addition of
a IO-Megabyte fixed disk drive. This
expands storage capacity to the equivalent of 5,120 double-spaced pages of
information.

The COMPAQ Portable
Processor: 16-bit 8088 , 4. 77 MHz clock speed.
Software : Fully compatible with all major software applications written for the IBM PC/ X T .
Storage Devices: One or two 320-K byte diskette
drives. Expansion Slots: 3 available slots.
Memory: 128-K bytes RAM expandable to
640-K bytes. Display: 9-inch green diagonal
monochrome dual-mode monitor, highresolution text characters, high-resolution

graphics. Interfaces : RGB color monitor, RF
modulator , composite video, and parallel printer.
Keyboard : Standard IBM PC layout (83-key).
Physical Specifications: 20''W x 8\/i''H x 16"0.

The COMPAQ PLUS
Specifications the same with the exception of:
One 360-K byte diskette drive, one JO-Megabyte
fixed disk drive, 2 available expansion slots, and
full compatibility wi th all major software applications written for the IBM PC and PC/ XT .

Many companies use a COMPAQ Por1able as
a full-time computer for pan-time users.

Expansion boards let you add memory and extra
f unctions inside, not out .

Ifyou don't need all the extra performance of the COMPAQ DESK?RO
286, you can buy the popularly priced
COMPAQ DESKP RO and still get
many advanced features.
A command performance
at every level
The COMPAQ DESKPRO Series
allows you to buy as much computer
as you need-not more computer than
you need.
It's a polished performer, from
entry level to advanced computing, in
one totally expandable unit. Its plugin, modular design accepts up to four
separate storage devices. You select
almost any combination of diskette
or fixed disk drives you desire. And
there's the practical, internal fixed
disk drive back-up system to protect
and store your data. So as your needs
grow, the DESKPRO grows.
In fact it will grow from an IBM PC
to far beyond the IBM PC/ XT level
of functionality. The COMPAQ

DESKPRO will run all the popular
programs written for both the IBM PC
and PCIXT, two to three times faster,
without sacrificing compatibility.

Power? It's got what it takes.
The COMPAQ DESKPRO can
be easily configured for scientific,
engineering, and advanced business
applications.
A high-performance, 30-Megabyte
fixed disk drive provides added storage capacity.
The ability to add a high-speed
8087-2 coprocessor lets you deal with
complex scientific calculations and
economic models.
Internal expandability saves desk space.

SPECIFICATIONS
The COMPAQ DESKPRO
Processor: 16-bit 8086; 4.77 or 7. 14 MHz
clock speed. Software: Fully compatible with all
major software applications written for the IBM
PC and PC/ XT. Expansion Slots: 6 slots avail·
able in base configuration. Memory : 128-K
bytes RAM, expandable to 640-K bytes. Storage
Devices: One or two 360-K byte diskette drives,
IO-(half-height) or 30-Megabyte fixed disk drives,
fixed disk drive back-up (10 Megabytes per tape).
Interfaces: RGB color monitor, RF modulator ,
composite video, parallel printer, and asynchronous communications interfaces. Keyboard :
Standard IBM PC layout (83-key). Display :
12-inch diagonal green or amber dual-mode
monitor, high-resolution text characters , highresolution graphics. Physical Specifications:
System unit-l9.8"W x 5.8"H x 16.5"0,
Keyboard unit- 18.0"W x l.5"H x 7.0"D.

It's been easy for COMPAQ to recognize the compromises other personal computer makers have been making.
It's been just as easy to avoid them.
That's why performance, expandability, compatibility, durability, and
versatility are features you'll find in the
entire COMPAQ family of computers.
How advanced technology affects
the choice you make
There's an ever-growing library of
fast, powerful programs designed for
the IBM PC-AT and compatible with
the COMPAQ PORTABLE 286 and
COMPAQ DESKPRO 286. These
programs will utilize the full potential
of the computer "nerve center" -the
Intel 80286 microprocessor.
If you own a COMPAQ Portable,
COMPAQ PLUS, or COMPAQ
DESKPRO, you may discover that

these newer programs are simply too
big to run on your computer.
Therefore you have a choice: the
extra power and speed of the 80286 or
the popular COMPAQ Personal
Computers that use the 8088 and 8086
microprocessors. Remember that the
COMPAQ PORTABLE 286 and
COMPAQ DESKPRO 286 offer
more power, speed and performance
than any other personal computer. If
your needs don't require the advanced
technology, or you need a second
computer to complement the one you
have now, consider the COMPAQ
Portable, COMPAQ PLUS, or
COMPAQ DESKPRO. All three are
hardware and software compatible
with the IBM PC and PC /XT. Our
intention is to give you a choice without forcing you to invest in more, or
less, computing power than you think
you need .
Of course, COMPAQ Personal
Computers maintain compatibility
with the add-on devices and expansion
boards available for industry-standard
personal computers, without any
alteration or modification.

Increased power without
increased size
All COMPAQ Personal Computers
can take on more memory and storage
without taking up more space. The
COMPAQ Portable becomes a

Internal add-on devices add greally lO 1he
capabili1ies of a COMPAQ Compuier.

COMPAQ PLUS when you add a
10-Megabyte fixed disk drive . The
COMPAQ PORTABLE 286 can
accept a 20-Megabyte fixed disk drive.
The fixed disk drive fits neatly beside
the diskette drive inside the unit.
With the COMPAQ DESKPRO
and COMPAQ DESKPRO 286,
you can install almost any available
combination of diskette or fixed disk
drives you desire to achieve the level
of performance you need. The
COMPAQ DESKPRO and COMPAQ
DESKPRO 286, along with the
COMPAQ PORTABLE 286, can
accept the fixed disk drive back-up
system as one of the internal storage devices.
There are slots inside each
COMPAQ Computer for optional
expansion boards. These boards greatly
enhance the functionality and versatility of your computer. Literally hundreds are available to plug right in.
Each lets you do something different .
Like expanding the amount of memory
in your computer. Or communicating
with other personal computers. Or

even communicating with mainframe
computers.
Built tough to take it

COMPAQ Portable Computers are
expected to take some hard knocks. A
specially designed shock isolation system protects the diskette drives from
jolts and vibration.
Their inner components are surrounded by a cross-braced aluminum
frame. Those equipped with fixed
disk drives are protected by a triple
shock mount system. Plus, the outer
case is molded from high-impact
plastic, the same kind used to make
bulletproof windows and space helmet
faceplates. COMPAQ Portable Computers are tough, protecting your data
from every angle.

High-resolution text and graphics on one screen
eliminates the need for a second monitor.

At the South Pole monitoring
weather conditions for the research
team of a major university.
On tour with famous rock stars to
help plan concerts, keep up with the
finances, and receive electronic mail.
On motion picture sound stages
scheduling production and maintaining equipment inventory.
On military surveillance planes
logging information five miles
aboveground.
In the halls of the Supreme Court
answering complex questions on
environmental issues.

choice of an amber or green display.
Computers people believe in
From pinstripe suits to
flight jumpsuits

The structure and design of COMPAQ
Computers best characterize their
widespread usefulness and respected
capabilities. COMPAQ attentiveness
to construction details and concern
for functionality under stressful conditions are why these computers have
received worldwide acceptance.
That's why you'll find a COMPAQ
Computer on the bench of a major
league baseball team tracking player
performance.

It didn't take long for the public to
recognize COMPAQ Computer quality. No one builds them the way we
do. Which is why no other computer
company has grown the way we have.
As personal computers become
more and more commonplace, more
and more people have come to appreciate that quality. Our commitment to
providing a product that's beyond
compromise assures a product beyond
compare. We like to think of it in a
simple phrase that bears repeating: It
simply works better.

COMPAQ DESKPRO Computers
are no pushovers, either. They're surrounded by a protective steel shell.
They're the only desktop computers
made with protective shock mounts,
isolating the disk drive compartments
from those unexpected but inevitable
bumps and knocks that can cause
downtime.
Even our monitors do more

COMPAQ Computers display data
on high-quality monitors. All models
can display high-resolution text and
graphics on the same screen. The dualmode display saves you the cost and
clutter of a second monitor. COMPAQ
DESKPRO Computers give you a

COM PAQ Portable Computers have the ruggedness and durability for almost any work environment.

The Authorized COMB\Q Computer Dealer Network.
For sales and service, there are over 2,200 oorldwide.

When you purchase your COMPAQ
Computer, you'll be buying from the
best in the business. Authorized
COMPAQ Computer Dealers work
hard to earn your respect. Because they
had to work even harder to earn ours.

receive rigorous training by COMPAQ
engineers.
No matter whether you're a professional on the move, or an international
corporation with branch offices in
dozens of states and countries, you'll
find help readily available.

Authorized COMPAQ Computer
Dealers are carefully selected by a
special review process. We make sure
they are established business professionals with the expertise to provide
technical service for every COMPAQ
Computer they sell. Dealer technicians

Authorized COMPAQ Computer Dealers, U.S. and Canada
A-Com-Plus
A· VIDO El«1roniaCompany
ABACUS Compu 1cr Ccn1cr
Agriplcx Computu
All Things Computers
Allied Compu1crCcn1cn
Amcrisourcc
The AMS Computer S1orc
TM: Answer
Applied Data Sys1cms
Arends& Sons Inc
ASAP Computer Produc1s
Bamberger's

Band ma Computer Cc mer
Bute Compu1cr Shop
Bell& Howell
Blumbcr1 Ph<Mo & Sound
Blumc-n1h1l 'sCompu1cn

Busil'IC1sllnd, lnc .
By1cShop

C.C.C. Computer Center
C.T.I. Bus.incuProduc1sCcntcr

C.kul11or and Compu1cr Ctn1cr
Carolina Compu1cr S1orc
C.stcrline Computer Ccn1cr
CBM Compu1cr Ctnm
Central Compu1cn
Ccn1ral Valley Computer Ctn1cr
Century MK:roccntcn
Champlain Compu1cr Systems

Chester Inc.
Cincinn11iCompu1cr Store

Clancy-Paul. Inc .
Command Performance Computers
Compco Computer Ccn1ers
CompuGroup
Compu Ne1 Computer Soluuons
Compucentre
Compumark
Compumat MK:roCcnter
CompuShop Inc.
Computer Applications Business Center
Computer Center o( Boca Raton
ComputerCtnter/Palm Beaches
The Computer Ctntre
Computer Concepts
Computer Drpo1
The Computer Edge
The Computer Factory
Computer Gallery
Compu1er House
Compu1er Innovations
The Computer Learning Trtt
Computer Nook
Computer Plaz.a
Computer Pro
The Computer Room
The Computer Shoppe
Computer Solutions

Computer Source Inc.
The Compu1cr Store
Computer Superstores
Computer Systems Resources
Computer Systems Spcc1alms
Compu1er T«hmqun
Computer Town
Computer Trends Internat ional
Computer Utility
Computer Wue
Compu1er Works
ComputerCrart
COMPUTERcasc
Computer Land
Computers Unhmned
Computerware
Compu1erworks
Compuuquc
CompU1opia
Comun1-Ctn1er Sou th
Connolly Data Systems Inc.
Contacl OffK:e Au1omat1on Centers
Custom Computing Sysmns
Data File, The
DATAGO
Data Systems o( New Jerxy
Data Tenn1nal Mart
ORA Compu1er Ctnter
Endata Business Products Cn1r .

EntrC Compu1crCcntcrs
First Nauonal Compu1er Center
Forsy1he Computers
Future lnfonnauon Systems
FutureSyslems
Future Vmons Computer Store
Garland Mears lmgation
GatewayCompu 1cr
General Microcomputer, Inc.
Hamilton Computer Business Ccn1rr
Hamilton Rcn1als
HLA Compu ters
ICA Business Ctnter
Ideal Computer Sys1ems
ldex Business Computer Ctnter
llhm MK:rocomputers Inc.
lllmo1s Valley Computers
lnacomp Computer Centers
lnacomp Computer City
lnfomax Computers
lnfonnation Connecuon
lnterdynamics Data Systems
International Computer Systems
J.W. Kerns, lnc.
Jonathan 's Computer Ccnter
Khalix
Le Magasin Xerox
legacy Computer Systems
Lc1.1ngton Computer S1ore

L1gh1 Computer U nt re
Logic Trtt Compu1er
The logtCal Choice:
Lyceum Compu1rrs
M.C.W . Computers
MakenComputer ScrvtCcs
The Math Box
MBI BusmcssCtntcr
Micro Center
MK:ro Mart
MK:roAgc Computer Stores
MK:rocomputer Solut ions
MK:romc Computer Centre Lid.
MKrosourcel financ1al
Mlda Coi-pon11on
Midwest Computer Center
Miss-Lou Compu1er U:nter
Moore Business Centers
Morris Decision Sys1cms
Mr . Micro
MSC Computer Si ore
Nabih'slnc .
Ntte0 or Needham
Nonhbrook Computers, Inc .
Offtee Management Systems Inc.
Olsen Computing
Omni Computer Center
Omnifax Compu1er S1ores
OnlincCompu1ers Plus

PAX Compu1cr Center
Personal Business Computers
Personal Computer Ce:n1re
Personal Computer Institute
Photo & Sound Company
Piu sburgh Computer Store
Prodigy Compu1er Ccnm
Pro(esslonal Computer Cent re
Pro(ess.ional Computer Systems
Quantum Computer Store
RAC Computers
R.ainbow Compuung Inc .
Scan Business Systems Centers
Sherman Howe Computer Centers
Silver Creek Computers
Snyder Computer Center
Societe Parmic L1mitcc
Solutions Inc.
Southwest Automation
Spectrum Computers
Star Business Compu1ers
Sun Compu1ers
Taskforce Business Centres
Universal Computers
V.lcom Computer Center
Varsity Computing
Wabash Computer Systems
Wald« Computc:r Ctnm
The: Xerox Store

romPAa®
COMPAQ" is a registered trademark; COMPAQ PLUS "', COMPAQ DESKPRO "' ,COMPAQ PORTABLE 286 '", and COMPAQ DESKPRO 286 "' are trademarks
of COMPAQ Computer Corporation. IBM" is a registered trademark; IBM Personal Computer-AT'", IBM TopView " and IBM Personal Computer XT '" are trademarks
oflnternational Business Machines Corporation . MS-DOS '" is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. © 1985 COMPAQ Computer Corporation. Printed in the U.S.A.
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GRAPH ICS/INTEGRATED SOFTWARE

VDI GRAPHICS TOOLS AID
SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
Use of the virtual device interface (VOi)
could spell the difference between success and ruin
for developers of integrated software

Thomas B. Clarkson Ill
Graphic Software Systems Inc.

Integrated software has been the hot topic in
the computer industry recently. Ever since 1-2-3 These images of a space shuttle were
and Symphony from Lotus Development Corp . . generated by the VOi-based Sound Presenand Framework from Ashton-Tate popularized tations package from Communication Dythe concept of integrated software in the micro- namics Inc. Written for microcomputers,
computer environment, big-name hardware and Sound Presentations combines a graphics
software vendors have been rushing to grab a editor with a library of predefined graphics
piece of the rapidly growing integrated-software templates .
market. For example, Apple Computer Inc.'s
Macintosh, Digital Research Inc. 's Graphics En- place at the operating system-level or at the
vironment Manager, IBM Corp. 's Top View and application level?
Microsoft Corp. 's MS-Windows, all offer differ• Should the user interface be defined by the
ent approaches to integration.
operating system or be created by the applicaGiven the large number of contenders and tion developer?
• How should the integrated package meet
approaches in the integrated-software market,
software developers are understandably con- the increasing demand for graphics in the modfused. As a result, three fundamental questions ern office?
How developers choose to answer these quesneed to be resolved:
• Should the integration of applications take tions can determine their product's uniqueness,
MIN I-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985
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The three basic
types of user interfaces are
graphics- driven
(left), menu-driven (top right)
and commanddriven (bottom
right).

portability, usability and ultimate commercial
success. And, developers are now discovering
that the answers are related and may come from
a surprising quarter-the virtual-device-interface (VOi) standard for graphics.
Proposed by ANSI, the VOi standard was
developed to achieve device independence in
graphics applications. Basically, the VOi sits
between an application and the operating system
of a host computer. It translates graphics commands from the application into arrays of command parameters that can be relayed to drivers
for printers, plotters and virtually any other
standard graphics-output device.
As an unexpected bonus , the VOi also provides powerful tools for software integration by
allowing developers to work at a level between
the operating system and the application .
Integration becomes an issue

To understand VOi's role in software integration, it's important to remember that there's
only one reason to integrate software at all : to
make it easier to use.
Integrated software is easier for end users
because it enables them to access multiple, diverse application packages through a single ,
uncomplicated interface . Integrated software
also provides a common environment for creating and accessing data, thus providing consistency among all integrated functions.
For developers , there are two distinct types of
integration: integration of the data itself and
integration of user-interface functions.
Data integration is the attempt to make data
common to several functions-such as spreadsheets, graphics packages , database management systems and word processors-so it can be
passed back and forth and be processed by all
functions.
110

Integrating the user interface, meanwhile ,
provides a consistent methodology for the user's
interactions with the various functions in the
package.
While the idea of offering a single user interface to several diverse functions is appealing ,
vendors must use extreme caution in creating
that single model. It will, to a large degree,
define how each user perceives the product and
decides whether it is useful. Hence, the user
interface has a direct effect on the commercial
acceptance of the applications.
There are three primary types of user interface
designs: command-driven , menu-driven and
graphics-driven (visual) . Each has a particular
user appeal, depending on a user's experience.
Command-driven systems appeal to experienced users. Since the systems offer very few
prompts or choices , the user is expected to know
which programs are available and how they' re
used. If the system doesn't immediately recognize a command the user enters, it responds with
an error message .
The biggest advantage of a straight commanddriven interface is speed . Very few keystrokes
are required to initiate any action and it eliminates wading through multiple levels of menus.
The system's biggest drawback , however , is its
"unfriendliness ." The novice facing a screen
with nothing but a prompt has no guide to what
to do next.
Menu-driven interfaces were incorporated
into some of the first integrated software packages. With this interface , every possible choice
the user can make is in a menu that is frequently
arranged in a hierarchical manner. These menus
typically impose a temporal order , in which one
choice or action must be taken before another.
The selection of one menu item brings up another menu , which brings up yet another until a final
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

Benjamin West. The Death of General Wolfe , 1770. Courtesy The Bettmann Archive.

In

1983 we made history with the world's first IEEE-802 broadband Local Area Network,
and no one has topped us yet. Today, our Token/Net'" is the only 802.4 network with a
record of proven performance. It was Token/Net that linked the computing and manufacturing equipment of Allen-Bradley, DEC , Gould, Hewlett-Packard , IBM®and Motorola at the
1984 National Computer Conference . And it is Token/Net that provides technology for the
GM/MAP project and IEEE-802.4 compatibility for Allen-Bradley's VistaNet'" products.
· If you 're wondering why no one has caught up to us , the reason is simple: we helped
develop the technology behind the standard. So while other companies are scrambling
to get their prototypes off the drawing board- we're delivering . And because our highperformance network meets a standard that has been endorsed by IBM and virtually every
other major computer manufacturer, your investment in our LAN technology is secure. If
you're ready to marshal the full resources of automation , call us today at (617) 890-1394,
or write 303 Bear Hill Road , Waltham , MA 02154, telex 951793 .

Concord Data Systems
Leading the Communications Revolution
Token/Net is a trade mark orConcord Data Systems, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp . VistaNet is a trademark of Allen· Bradley Co .
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Only Microware's OS-9
Operating System Covers
the Entire 68000 Spectrum

FlDPPY-DISK BASED
PERSONAL

ROM-BASED
CONTROL
SYSTEMS

COMPUTERS
HAND-HELD
COMPUTERS

SMALL SYSTEMS
Is complicated software and expensive hardware
keeping you back from Unix? Look into OS-9, the

VAX and PDP-11 make coordinated Unix/OS-9 software
development a pleasure.
operating system from Microware that gives 68000 systems
SUPPORT FOR MODULAR SOFTWARE
a Unix-style environment with much less overhead and
- AN OS-9 EXCLUSIVE
·
complexity.
Comprehensive support for modular software puts OS-9
OS-9 is versatile, inexpensive, and delivers outstanding a generation ahead of other operating systems. It multiplies
performance on any size system. The OS-9 executive is programmer productivity and memory efficiency. Applica·
much smaller and far more ef·
tion software can be built
ficient than Unix because it's
from individually testable
Key OS-9 Features At A Glance
written in fast, compact assoftware modules including
•
Compact
(16K) ROMable executive written in assembly
sembly language, making it
standard "library" modules.
language
ideal for critical real-time apThe modular structure lets
• User "shell" and complete utility set written in C
you customize and recon·
plications. OS-9 can run on
• C-source code level compatibility with Unix
figure OS-9 for specific harda broad range of 8 to 32 bit
• Full Multitasking/multiuser capabilities
ware easily and quickly.
systems based on the 68000
• Modular design - extremely easy to adapt, modify, or
or 6809 family MPUs from
A SYSTEM WITH
expand
ROM-based industrial con·
A PROVEN
•
Unix-type
tree
structured
file
system
trollers up to large multiuser
TRACK
RECORD
• Rugged "crash-proof" file structure with record locking
systems.
Once an undergro und
• Works well with floppy disk or ROM-based systems
OS-9'S OUTSTANDING
classic, OS-9 is now a solid
• Uses hardware or software memory management
C COMPILER IS
hit. Since 1980 OS-9 has
• High performance C, Pascal, Basic and Cobol compilers
YOUR BRIDGE TO UNIX
been ported to over a hunMiaoware's C compiler techdred 6809 and 68000
nology is another OS-9 advantage. The compiler produces systems under license to some of the biggest names in the
extremely fast, compact, and ROMable code. You can easily business. OS-9 has been imbedded in numerous consumer,
develop and port system or application soft}'Vare back and industrial, and OEM products, and is ·supported by many
forth to standard Unix systems. Cross-compiler versions for independent software suppliers.

OS-9™
MICROWARE SYSTEMS CORPORATION
1866 NW 114th Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50322
Phone 515-224-1929
Telex 910-520-2535

Microware Japan, Ltd
41-19 Honcho 4 Chome Funabashi City
Chiba 273, Japan
Phone 0474-22-1747
Telex 298-3472

05·9 is a trademark of Microware and Motorola . Unix is a trademark of Bell Labs.

See us at NCC Booth #1444
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selection allows work to be done. As a result , the
user never has to remember the name of any
command or program. These interfaces are easy
for the novice but frustrating for the accomplished user who must endure screen after screen ·
of prompts before reaching the desired function .
Graphics-driven interfaces, pioneered by
Xerox Corp. in its Smalltalk programming language , are a fairly recent development and usually provide an interface that is both friendly and
non-restrictive. Rather than a temporal order,
the user is presented with a spatial order of
possible actions that are represented by " icons"
-pictoriat' representations of actions. The user
positions a graphics pointer over an icon to select
an action. The visual interface's "object orientation" rather than "procedural orientation" is
expedient in moving the user to a point in an
application at which he can perform useful work.
The most popular example of a visual interface
is the window-based variety. Window-based interfaces create "windows" into data , giving the
user immediate visual feedback for each action.
A user can even juxtapose windows of data from
different applications or, in some systems , transfer data from one window to another , and therefore , one application to another.
Application meets operating system

There are two fundamental levels at which
integration can take place : the application level
and the operating-system level. Integration at
the application level involves integrating multiple functions and creating a common user interface within a single , executable program
provided by one vendor. Symphony and Framework integrated-software packages take this
approach.
The second approach is to provide an operating-system-level environment for integrating
multiple executable programs or functions . In
this approach , the user interface is effectively
embedded in the operating system. TopView
from IBM and MS-Windows from Microsoft
employ this method of integration.
Operating-system-level integration generally
provides facilities for data integration as well as a
user-interface component. The operating system
fulfills the user-interface function by providing a
common run-time environment for the applications (as in the Apple Macintosh, for example).
The primary distinction (and disadvantage) of
the operating-system approach is that the system
integrator cannot change the user interface to
suit the specialized needs of the various application packages he is creating. Several of the new
integrated packages offer this kind of embedded
user interface by extending the capabilities of the
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

GSS-Chart is a graphics application built
according to the VOi standard using the
GSS Toolkit. It provides microcomputers
with the graphics capablilities of many host
packages without the overhead of large
mainframe use.

operating system . However, the user-interface
model that results from such an extended operating system forces the software developer to
choose between application portability and userinterface flexibility.
With many of the embedded user-interface
systems , the big gain is portability. The product
will run on any machine that is using the same
operating system .
However, what is gained in portability , is lost
in flexibility . Product differentiation is one of the
most difficult challenges faced by a software
developer in today's fiercely competitive software market ; the perpetual challenge is to create
unique features. The embeddea user interface
can greatly restrict the software developer's ability to provide such uniqueness. An applicationbased user interface gives the developer that
flexibility but historically has severely limited the
environments in which the product can run .
There is also the related question of whether
to allow the operating system to define the user
interface. How well can it manage the userinterface function? The role of an operating
system is device control , not user-interface management. Major benefits result from standardizing device control, but major problems may
result from standardizing the user-interface function.
Another question is whether a system-software vendor can produce a user interface that
works for all end-user market needs . Application
vendors a re the best group to define user inter. 113
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There's only
one reason to
integrate
software at
all: to make it
easier to use.

faces , because they know best their specific
markets.
In short , even with all it's drawbacks , software
integration and user-interface definition is best
done at the application level. Making that integration possible , and easy , is the greatest challenge facing the software developer today.
The third issue software integrators face is
graphics. Given the ever-increasing demand for
charts , drawings and even photographs in the
modern office , the integrated-software package
that can't manage graphic processing is becoming obsolete . Moreover, as local area networks
become more common , integrated software
must be able to output to ma.ny different kinds of
graphics devices , such as page printers , laser
printers and plotters.
Enter the VOi

Here is where the VOi , in its final stages
before formal adoption by ANSI , comes into the
picture. Device-independent VDI presents a single standard for relaying input to an application
and graphics output to peripheral devices. VDI
specifies capabilities of input and output devices
including joysticks , mice , keyboards , printers ,
plotters and cameras.
VDI provides device independence for the
development and use of graphics-based application software. This is achieved th{ough a virtual
graphics-device interface--0ften ca lled the " perfect peripheral. " The interface allows an applica-

tion to control any graphics peripheral supported
by VDl's library of device drivers . Device peculiarities present no obstacles to VDI-based applications.
For input devices, VDI supervises such actions
as pointing or string input. For output devices,
VOi controls high-level graphics capabilities
such as drawing lines and circles.
The proposed VDI standard exists today in
product form and is available to software developers and hardware manufacturers. Graphic
Software Systems Inc.'s (GSS) implementation
of VOi is included in GSS-Driver. VOi is also
available from IBM in the Personal Computer
Graphics Development Toolkit. It provides device independence through device-driver management , coordinate transformation , text models , character 1/0 , emulation of graphics
primitives, device inquiry and error reporting.
GSS also markets a collection of software
tools , GSS Toolkit, for programmers working
with the VDI. The toolkit includes the international standard graphical kernel system (GKS), a
plotting system for the graphic representation of
data , a metafile interpreter that reads back files
stored in virtual device metafile format, and a
window manager that allows the developer to
build user interfaces from icons, windows and
visual menus.
The GSS implementation of VOi is divided
into two parts: a device-independent VDI controller and a library of drivers for specific peripheral devices. The VDI controller handles devicedriver management , coordinate transformations
and emulation of graphics primitives. The device
drivers handle all graphics tasks. This division is
transparent to the application developer and end
user.
What is important to the developer and end
user is that the VOi is a standardized interface
between specific device drivers, the application
and the operating system. This means VDIbased applications are easier to develop and will
support a wide variety of computers and I/O
devices.
VOi sidesteps the question

GSS-Plottalk, based on VD/, is meant to
give the novice user the ability to create
quality graphics.
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In addition to graphics , the VDI plays a role in
the development of the user .interface of an
integrated package. Since the GSS Toolkit contains a window manager that developers can use
to build graphics-based user interfaces, they can
also use the VDI to define that interface.
If the developer chooses a non-embedded user
interface, integration can take place at the application level using VDI to provide device control
while application vendors provide the user interface and data integration. However, if the develMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

CXI is now compatible with

what's-her-name.

gives you more to work with. You get
one host session, one PC DOS
session and two notepads. All on
the same screen at the same time.
No toggling back and forth between
sessions. And no wasted effort
whatsoever.
We're easy to connect, too.
Just slip our 5-inch board into any
available slot-even a short oneon your IBM®PC,XT,ATor
compatible. Attach the coaxial
cable to a 3274176 cluster controller. And start sharing information
direct with your mainframe.
You should know, too, all our
products are now soft-loaded.
Not PROM-based like IRMA.
So when it comes time to upgrade,
you simply insert a new floppy.
Instead of new PRO Ms.
And that goes for our new
3278179 STANDARD connection as
well. It's feature-for-feature identical to
That's good to know.
IRMA. Except for one thing.
It means the CXI 3278179 PLUS
coaxial connection is now 100 percent comIt costs up to $300 less.
patible with IRMA~ So you can add our
Interested? For a brochure about
new hardware to your network and run all these and other CONNECTWARE™ micro-tomainframe solutions, call us at 800/221-6402.
the same software she runs. Without
In California,call 415/424-0700. Or write
changing a thing.
Not your mainframe application
CXI, Inc., 3606 West Bayshore Road, Palo
Alto, CA 94303.
software. Not your PC software. Not even
We'll make you forget all about old
old what's-her-name.
you-know-who.
So if nothing changes, why go with CXI?
Simple.
We don't have all
Our CXI 3278179 PLUS emulator

CXI

CONNEC'l'WARE is a tradema rk of CXI,Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business
Machines Corp. IRMAis a trademark of DCA, Inc. 0 1985,CXl,lnc.
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Compare t
The Multi-User Solution of the
future is now available.
and Multi-Processor implementaConvert your IBM PC, XT, AT or tion under PC DOS, MS DOS,
Compatibles to a true multi-user UNIX, XENIX, CPM 86, Multilink,
system while maintaining display, Concurrent PC DOS, and other Enhancer Card, 80286 AT Card,
keyboard and software compati- compatible multi-user operating 8088 Multi-Processor Card, 80186
systems.
Speed Enhancer Card, 68000
bility.
Card,
and related software.
Since the KT-7/PC display is the Kimtron's multi-user solution may
same as your PC monochrome
monitor, with its look-alike
keyboard, operators will feel
they' re using an IBM PC and can
also use the same software manual.
Kimtron's multi-user solution includes file and record locking,
shared data access, and communication between users . It is the
intelligent alternative.

be tailored for cost effectiveness;
as low as $1095 for an additional
user, and for speeds more than ten
times faster than LAN. You can add
one or as many as 31 additional
users per PC. Kimtron delivers the
future now by allowing an everwidening network of multi-user
PC's.

For more information about Kimtron' s Multi-User Solution, or
general video data terminals for
other mini or micro multi-user
systems, call your local computer
dealers, distributors or Kimtron
Corporation Today!

The KT-7/ PC may be compleThe KT-7/PC supports Time mented with one (or more) I/O
Sharing, Enhanced Time Sharing Card, Memory Card, 8086 Speed
NOTE: IBM PC, XT. AT. PC DOS, MS DOS, UNIX, XENIX, CPM 86, Multi-Link, Concurrent PC DOS are
registered trademarks of IBM Corporation, Microsoft Corp. , Bell Labs., Digital Research Inc., Software Link Inc.
respectively.

See us at NCC Booth #3532

~ tiirntron
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oper wants an embedded interface , software can
still be integrated at the operating-system level ,
using an environment manager based on a VDI.
In either case , the VDI will enable the software
developer to create unique user interfaces.
Moreover, the VDI enables the developer to
customize the user interface to the application
without worrying about portability . Since the
user interface is defined via the VDI rather than
the operating system, developers have the freedom to configure the user interface as they wish,
without limiting it to only a handful of computers. In an integrated package , developers can
even have a different user interface for each
application function.
Finally, the VDI allows greater product differentiation. The software developer .is able to
maintain the distinctness of individual functions;
uniqueness isn't lost or blurred in an integrated
environment. A VDl-based interface allows software developers to maximize and spotlight their
product's unique features in a crowded marketplace.
- With the market acceptance of visual inter-

faces , demonstrated by Apple's Macintosh and
given impetus by the entrance of IBM's TopView, the increased development of integrated
software with window-based user interfaces is
inevitable.
However, integration is not enough to make a
product commercially successful. The product
must also be easily distinguished as different and
superior in the marketplace . It must be easy to
use and , it must be portable to an ever-increasing supply of sophisticated hardware .
A VDl-based user interface places all these
criteria for success in the developer's hands. As
such , the VDI is an important method of ensuring product differentiation and ease of use in
integrated , window-based environments. The
software developer doesn't have to use the VDI
and create unique user interfaces for each application but at least he will be able to , should the
0
software market demand it.
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The low-cost DEC memory alternative

digital
1. VAX Memory
2. Q-Bus Memory
3. UNIBUS Memory
4. 15+ Years' Experience
5. Quality
6. Reliability

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

VAX Memory
Q-Bus Memory
UNIBUS Memory
15+ Years' Experience
Quality
Reliability
Extended warranty
Immediate Delivery
LOW Price

Dataram corporation
Princeton Road, Cranbury , NJ 08512
FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION:

(609) 799-0071

The Digital logo, O·Bus. UNIBUS and VA X are trademarks of Digital
Equipment corporation.
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BRIGHTENS BUSINESS LOOK
Software is painting better business graphics
to meet increased demands for -presentation-quality output
Carl Warren, Western Editor

The business community has discovered the
truth in the old cliche that a picture is worth a
thousand words. Accordingly, it is placing more
and more emphasis on transforming business
data derived from spreadsheets and databases
into pictorial representations.
The growing interest in business graphics has
gone hand in hand with the increased use of
integrated software packages, such as Lotus Development Corp. 's 1-2-3, which allow users to
make data-to-graphic transformations quickly.
Also, a new phenomenon, paint programswhich are spin-offs on Apple Computer Corp. 's
MacPaint-replicate freehand drawing on a CRT
screen. Kathleen Lane, manager of software
services at Dataquest Inc., San Jose, Calif., says
paint programs are " basically to play with," but
speculates they are sometimes used for business
presentations.
In addition , standalone graphics packages
have proved successful as powerful businessgraphics tools. These packages allow users to
efficiently manipulate business data. "That's the
beauty of business graphics," says Steve Ediger,
product acquisitions manager for software distributor Softeam Inc., Compton, Calif. " Being
able to look at data in a variety of forms appears
to be critical to most business people."
Ediger, too, sees potential for business applications of paint programs, but thinks the next
market breakthrough will be statistical packages
that combine several graphics techniques. One
such package, Decision Resources Inc.'s $245
Sign-Master, combines a text and ~olor capabiliMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

- A major benefit

of computergenerated
graphics is the
ability to represent data in a
variety of forms .
For example,
Precision Visuals
Inc. 's PicSure
presentation
graphics package allows transformation of data
into pie charts
(a) or scattergrams (b).

ty in acceptable output quality for many purposes. What constitutes acceptable--or presentation-quality is not rigidly defined, but
generally, the closer machine graphics can come
to those created by a graphic artist , the better
they are considered to be.
Whether in standalone applications or complex development tools, end users and value121
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added resellers (VARs) are basically looking for
three things: ease of use , ease of integration and
low cost. In general, there's great divergency in
' how various packages meet those criteria.
General-purpose programs, normally offering
basic graphics such as bar, line and pie charts,

are usually machine-specific and often cost
under $200. They constitute by far the largest
portion of the market. Dataquest reports that
350,000 copies of MacPaint, alone, have been
sold . Software Publishing Corp. 's PFS Graph , at
$140, is one of these inexpensive packages. It has

Driven llnk up output
Although business graphics software provides the
tools necessary to produce the graphical representation of numbers, displaying it on the CRT screen or
printing it on a hard-copy device is another matter.
The most difficult part of a graphics package to
create is the device interface, because each peripheral device is different and requires a special driver.
Consequently, developers of graphics packages are
forced to build in multiple device-specific drivers to
accommodate various peripherals.
Steve Brightbill , president of Brightbill-Roberts and
Co. Ltd ., Syracuse, N.Y. , notes that the diversity
among such raster-style devices as dot-matrix printers creates a need for a large library of drivers. "Not
all dot-matrix printers use the same command sequences, so you have to provide a driver for each
brand you choose to support," explains Brightbill.
Besides the diverse devices software developers
must contend with , there is the problem of combining
device drivers with the application. Usually, software
APPLICATION

VIRTUAL DEVICE INTERFACE

HARDWARE INTERFACE

DEVICE DRIVER

INPUT/OUTPUT TO DEVICE

The VOi implementation of the GKS standard provides a common link to device interfaces and drivers. The VOi translates graphics commands from
the application to code in the form of arrays of
command parameters. These arrays then pass to
the device-specific interface, which then passes
the commands to the device driver.
122

packages tightly couple device drivers to the application. Although this does make the driver part of the
software, it makes it difficult to alter. Therefore, upgrading the software to accommodate enhancements
to peripheral devices can be difficult, and usually
require the developer to completely rewrite the application .
Graphics applications developed within the last
year, however, are taking advantage of the graphical
kernel system (GKS) and virtual device interface (VDI)
implementation of that standard. This proposed standard , adopted by IBM Corp., provides device independence and language binding-a way of hooking
into any development language with common code .
Therefore, unlike tightly coupled device drivers, VDI
device drivers , which are standalone library modules,
are loosely coupled to the application . Changing the
device driver doesn't require any alteration of the application code .
The VDI language bindings serve the purpose of
translating the graphics request into code for the device driver in a common format. Thus, a keystroke
command to draw a circle on a plotter, for example ,
would send the Circle command and the appropriate
dimensions to the device interface. The device driver,
which receives the command from the interface, then
translates the command-now in the form of the proper operation code-to the proper command sequence
for the device. This information is in turn sent to the
device, which then creates the image.
Because VDI provides a common interface, a library of portable device drivers can be created . To
this end, Graphic Software Systems Inc ., Wilsonville,
Ore., has developed the GSS Driver Library, which
supports a wide range of devices, including graphics
display boards, mouse input pointers, a full range of
printers (dot-matrix, ink-jet, laser and daisywheel) and
virtually all plotter command languages.
Incorporating drivers into a system such as the IBM
PC can be as easy as including them as an extension
to the operating system by creating a system configuration file . Assigning the PC DOS device driver to the
GSS device driver Hl29.SYS, for example, would establish a Houston Instrument plotter as the graphics
output device. Thus, graphics output commands from
the application are translated into a syntax that is
compatible with the plotter.
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Create a whole new world of uses for your personal computer
A true breakthrough
You've never seen anything like it.
New AT&T technology puts real
pictures on personal computers.
With the same clarity and fullcolor intensity you're used to
seeing on a television screen. It's
called Truevision."' And what you
do with it is truly amazing.

'Ihle versatility
Now you can grab, digitize and
store electronic photographs with
a PC in one-sixtieth of a second
from a standard video source
such as a video camera, VCR. or
video disc.player. You can overlay text and graphics on these
images. Send them to other locations via ordinary phone lines in
as little as 15 seconds. Even
modify. enhance, merge and

manipulate them in real time.
Now photo files can be stored
on PCs. Electronic slide shows
can be assembled and operated
quickly and easily.
Still-frame teleconferencing
and image processing become
feasible and affordable.
And you can do it all without
a large investment in new dedicated equipment.

'Ihle economy
All it takes is the AT&T Truevision
Image Capture Board. All it costs
is $1,295 (suggested retail price).
This board can be used with
the AT&T PC 6300 or plug compatible personal computers such
as the IBM PC, XT, AT, and the
Compaq PC.

It digitizes and displays continuous-tone, TV-quality images on
analog RGB monitors, composite
color video monitors, and color
TV sets with RF modulators.
For applications requiring display only capability, the AT&T
Truevision Video Display Adapter
offers the same image qual~ty at
a suggested retail price of $695.
AT&Talso offers software
packages to complete thef icture. For example, the AT&
Truevision Image Processing
Software lets you modify.
enhance, merge and manipulate
real images in real time. It also
lets you use your PC to operate
an electronic slide show.
For software authors, drivers for
industry graphic standards such

as HALO and VDI, are available
to help in program development.

'Duly productive
AT&Thas given PCs the gift of
sight. With your insight, it can
mean new worlds of productivity
and efficiency. We've only
touched the surface of applications in the marketplace. The
possibilities stretch as far as the
eye can see ..• and beyond.
If you have an idea, talk to us.
We'll help determine its feasibility.
And we'll provide tools to help
you develop software.
For more information or to
place an order, write to: AT&T
Electronic Photography and
Imaging Center. 2002 Wellesley
Blvd., Indianapolis, IN 46219,
or call 1-800-858-TRUE.

•
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We'll workwith you
m the desktop up.
If you're facing a "make or buy" decision on terminals or display stations
for your system, let's talk. Before you set out with your interpreters,

current adaptors, conversion tables and visas.
Since we own Wyse Taiwan, our
manufacturing facility in Taiwan, we can
give you the offshore cost advantages, plus
design expertise you won't find anywhere
else at any price.
With a line as complete as ours, we
may already have something close to what you need in a terminal, microcomputer or workstation: from our best-selling WY-50 ASCIT terminals
and DEC-compatible WY-85s, through the
WYSEpc, all the way to high performance
color 1f8Phics workstations.
We've packed more performance,
·~' """"""'.,.. features, more style and more quality
each product, and still maintained low
leadership in every case. Which explains
It 20,000 terminals a month, we're now the leading independent
. So, you don't have to go any farther than California to satisfy
your high volume, low cost requirements.
Whether it's modifying part of our
existing line for you, or creating something
from the desktop up, no one can give you
more display for the money.
We'd like to be on your team, wodcing
in partnership from the desktop up.
, (408) 946-7115, and let's talk about how we can
. . .(W.display togeda.
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sold an estimated· 20 ,000 copies since its introduction almost two years ago . For $200, Sound
Presentations from Graphic Software Systems
Inc. adds a few more features: freehand drawing
with a mouse or cursor, pre-drawn templates and
the ability to create other templates.
For more than $200, users can supply the raw
data for graphics from afar . For instance , MicroSystems Software Inc. , Boca Raton , Fla., offers
a combined spreadsheet , graphics and communications package for $299. This package , called
Miracle , is built around communications. It allows users to take , manipulate and ship mainframe data by telephone. Company president
Larry Stoddard is quick to maintain that Miracle
produces graphics similar in quality to those of
1-2-3.
There is a considerable jump-in price and
performance-from low-cost packages to fullfeature , integrated graphics tools, such as those
from Applix Inc. Its $1 ,495 Alis package provides business graphics but adds presentationquality capabilities as well. Operators can, for
instance , create organizational charts and combine them with word-processed documents ,
using windows .
One advantage of more expensive packages
such as Visual Engineering Corp. 's ProChart
($1 ,000 to $36,000, depending upon the machine) is that they can support a wide range of
system architectures and not just a single machine. And , unlike lower priced programs, the
more costly applications provide better handling
of the display and hard-copy devices. Visual
Engineering's Visual: GKS (graphical kernel system) also runs on VAX microcomputers or
supermicrocomputers. It costs $36,000, but provides charting, ANSI-based performance graphics , device independence, portability of software
and of data to all UNIX-based machines, and
2-D and 3-D capability .

Creating the complex graphic representation of a tree-structure hierarchy is simple
using Texas Instruments' Arborist software,
which requires a software screen manager
to keep track of the displayed information,
and a graphics code that translates detailed data into viewable graphics structures .

Paint pictures by number

The actual transformation of raw data into
graphics has been a major challenge to software
developers because a number of elements in the
system architecture must be addressed to create
pictures. The hardware, of course , must have
graphics capability , and the application and system software must be able to translate graphic
data .
Except for a few packages , programs employ
raster-style (as opposed to vector-style) graphics. Therefore , drawing pictures on a CRT
screen makes use of the individual dots or bits
stored in screen memory. These dots are
grouped into picture elements (pixels) , which
make up a displayable graphics element. Thus ,
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

This 35mm slide shows how presentation
graphics can take business graphics beyond bar charts and graphs by combining
high-quality output with typeset-like lettering . This example was created with Decision Resources Inc .'s Sign-Master.

as the image is drawn, the pixels are illuminated
at specific locations to define a given picture.
But that is only part of the graphics process.
The most difficult task is the actual transformation from data to pixel , which is accomplished by
scaling the range of the data to be represented ,
mapping the device surface- be it printer, plot125
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CRT tech nology
keeps pace with
graphics technology. The
Princeton Graphic Systems
SR-12, priced at
$Q99, is a
marked improvement over color
monitors of just
two years ago,
at about half the
price. Offering a
small

ter or graphics screen-and, finally, transforming the data to specific X-Y coordinates. This
process has to take place for each point in the
data to create a graph. Conversely, paint programs create new data rather than scale and map
existing data, usually with a mouse or a light pen.
Standards trigger debate

In order to improve the portability and marketability of graphics packages, vendors take
advantage of emerging ANSI standards, especially the proposed graphical kernel system
(GKS) standard and its virtual device interface
(VDI) implementation. GKS provides the necessary common links to the hardware and operating systems.
Many companies view standard implementations as a route to developing graphics. Stanley
Klein, publisher of the S. Klein Newsletter on
Computer Graphics, Sudbury, Mass., believes
that standardization is the single most important
aspect of the whole graphics field. He believes
that G KS, already widely employed and for all
practical purposes a de facto standard, will become codified and reach final formulation this
year.
Klein contends that business-graphics standards are extremely important. "People want to
tie into applications without worrying about devices," says Klein. "The developer has no idea
what's out there. Standards facilitate the tie-in
between the output devices and the program (see
"Drivers. link up output," Page 122 ). What the
standards do is free up software vendors to do
program development. It puts them in harmony."
Not everyone is as convinced that standards
are helpful. Steve Oaks, director of OEM sales
for Time Arts Inc., Santa Rosa, Calif., the
126

developers of the Lumena graphic-arts package ,
vents the traditional complaint against standards: "They tend to inhibit creativity. By their
very nature standards set up guidelines that
everyone has to follow," argues Oaks.
Oaks holds that GKS is especially good for
defining graphics in the more costly vector-type
environment. (GKS was originally only for vector devices but now encompasses raster devices
as well.) Oaks asserts that consequently, GKS
doesn't lend itself well to a raster-based package
like Lumena, which is essentially a freehand
drawing product, primarily because " We do a lot
of reading and writing of pixels," though Oaks
adds, "We have developed our own graphics
primitives to do it efficiently."
Even with standards establishing some common working ground, there remains the question
of who's responsible for integrating machinespecific software with the machine's hardware.
Time Arts, for one, takes responsibility for
porting their product to a specific system . Currently , Lumena is for the IBM Corp. PC and
compatibles and costs $249 to $9,600, depending
upon the machine and desired capabilities. Time
Arts prefers to sell a bundled system that handles output to digital film recorders. The company is planning to offer Lumena on UNIX 68000based machines and suggests that buyers come to
them rather than to a VAR. "It's the hardware
manufacturer's responsibility to offer a selection
of software," says Oaks. He thinks VARs should
only have to use tools , not bear the responsibility
of adding them to systems. Not so surprising,
most of the software companies building graphics around standards feel the same way.
Standards may be a boon to developing socalled presentation-quality graphics. "Presentation graphics software makes it possible to create
slides and view graphs that are of highly acceptable quality," says Edward Washington, senior
industry analyst at Dataquest.
Graphics-image enhancers have emerged to
complement the most popular packages. Even
with sophisticated graphics packages available ,
users seek improvements in the appearance of
graphics generated by such popular packages as
Ashton-Tate's Framework, Lotus' 1-2-3 , and
Sorcim/I. U.S. Microsoftware's SuperCalc3 .
Creating high-quality presentation graphics
doesn't come cheaply . To achieve acceptable
resolutions of 80 to 120 dots per inch requires a
35mm slide-film recorder or a hard-copy device
capable of printing at high dot densities. Washington explains that there are two levels of
acceptability in presentation graphics. "The
screen image is primarily for review, so jaggies
[non-smooth curves] are acceptable. At the final
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IN A SERIES OF DOT MATRIX PRINTERS THAT GIVE YOU EVERYTHING YOU WANT FOR
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL USE.
FROM DESKTOP TO LINE PRINTERS, IT'S A RANG E THAT PROVIDES COMPREHENSIVE
PAPER HANDLING OPTIONS WITH OUTSTANDING' PRINT QUALITY.
FAST THROUGHPUT TIMES WITH LOW NOISE LEVELS.
PLUS GRAPHICS AND MULTI-COLOR CAPABILITIES, HEAVY DUTY PRINTHEADS AND
MULTI-LANGUAGE CHARACTERS AND FONTS.
Mo RE PERFORMANCE. Mo RE FEATURES. MoRECHOICE. ALL FROM NEWBURY DATA,
EUROPE'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF PERIPHERALS. ,
WE'VE
BEEN
PROVIDING
'HI-TECH'
SOLUTIONS
TO
'HI-TECH' PROBLEMS FOR
NEARL y 30 YEARS.

NewbiuDf Data
A rremberof the ORI Grat.-\)

Plugging the world into peripherals
LEN KEHOE, 20, VERNON STREET, NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS 02062. TELEPHONE: 617 551 028o

EVEN IF YOU'VE NEVER HEARD
OF IT,WE'LLTAKE IT TIIERE.
DEIJAAIRFREIGKf
ID OVER 100 US. CITIES.
10,000 US. COMMUNITIES.
Even if your package has to go to
Oshkosh, bygosh, you know that Delta
Air Freight takes it there.
To almost anyplace in the country
and usually on the most direct flight.
We don't waste your freight's time
by sending it to a central location.
Then re-shipping it to its destination.
Delta Air Freight gets your shipment on the next available flight.

DOOR ID DOOR
PICK UP AND DELIVERY.
But what about the time you waste
taking your freight to the airport? Or
arranging for a courier service?
We've got that covered.
Delta Air Freight offers you door
to door pick up and delivery. As well
as airport to airport. Leaving you time
for more profitable matters.
And taking the load off your back
Plus, we offe! you other reliable
freight services-like Delta DASH®for

same day delivery of small packages
(under 70 lbs.)
And Delta Air Express for packages over 70 lbs. guarantees your shipment on the fliglit specified.
Because with Delta, time is always
on your side. Isn't it time you put Delta
to work for ~ou? Call your local Delta

"'"~"',,-.,,--Q;;r{..~i.;.~"'~ ~~ g~~Air Frei&ht, you know
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AIR FREIGHT
AIR EXPRESS
DELTA DASH

·

your shipment Will get there.
No matter where there is.

AIR FREIGHT.
DELTA TAKES IT
THERE:
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GRAPHICS SOFTWARE

stage , the presentation level , you want as much
resolution as possible. That's where you spend
the money-on the output device ."
Klein agrees but contends that , even with
more graphic-arts departments using computergenerated graphics, the cost of outputting must
be reduced if the market is to surge . " Right
now, film recorders cost a few thousand dollars
and only laser printers in the $10,000 range can
provide the quality output that is desired ," says
Klein.
Enhance the picture
Enhancement programs use the base graphics
drawn by another package as a work slate , which
becomes the palette. These packages can then be
used to highlight specific areas on the graph by
drawing in predefined templates-representing
objects, colors or text fonts-from a template
library .
Although most enhancement packages are implemented entirely in software, Personal Computer Graphics Corp. , Los Angeles , uses firmware on the $695 IBM PC add-in board called
the 123 Master. The 123 Master, designed to
enhance 1-2-3-style graphics, employs an NEC
7220 graphics-display processor from NEC Corp.
It achieves resolutions of up to 1,024 by 1,024
dots , and non-flickering smooth scrolling.
The 123 Master doesn't replace any display
boards in the system , but serves to enhance their
capabilities. Thus, a standard PC with color
adapter and the 123 Master is capable of displaying enhanced Lotus graphics. The 123 Master
provides the capability of adding text fonts,
colors and shading witho.ut requiring the user to
learn a programming language.
But screen presentation is only one part of the
total picture. Currently , the 123 Master works
with the IBM graphics printer and Epson America Inc. 's printers.
Other companies are solving the problems
through software, touting the ease of use and
avoiding complex programming codes to achieve
enhancements. Brightbill-Roberts and Co. Ltd.,
Syracuse , N.Y., for example, offers the GraFix
Partner for $149. This package is billed as a
coresident graphics processor. A user can invoke
GraFix Partner by tapping a key ; the keyboard
cursor-positioning arrows define the area to be
enhanced. Besides providing a number of text
fonts , this package also includes a series of
templates that can be plucked from the template
library and placed into the graph , allowing the
user to represent certain things graphically without having to create them . The GraFix Partner
provides support for most dot-matrix printers
and plotters and the Polaroid Corp. Palette film
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

recorder as well.
,
Similarly, PC Draw ($395) from Micrografix
Inc., Richardson , Texas , is an object-based packege that provides templates and multiple fonts .
The $155 Fontrix package from the Data Transforms division of Solarstatics Inc., Denver,
serves as an enhancement to business graphics
and word processing. This package gives users a
graphics writer for typing in a specific choice of
fonts , a font editor for changing or creating a
font and 50 VOi-compatible printer drivers. The
display screen's resolution cannot match the
printer's, but Fontrix uses disk space as virtual
memory to increase the resolution of the font.
Greg Harvey of Palo Alto , Calif. , market
researcher Yates Ventures Inc. believes that
enhancement packages add value to integratedpackage style graphics. " Users tend to like Lotus-type graphics. When they can enhance them
for a presentation, the entire system becomes
D
that much more valuable to them ."

Many
companies
view standard
implementations
as a route to
developing
graphics.

Interest Quotient (Circle One)
High 489 Medium 490 Low 491

PC-PLOTverston 3.6
puts you on-line with
Tektronix Terminal
Emulation
Compatible with IBM-PC, XT & AT
AT&T PC-6300 and Data General I
PC-PLOT is a Tektronix and DEC VT-100 Emulator
that includes all the modules to implement a complete graphics work station.
It supports the new graphics boards such as IBM's
Enhanced Graphics Adapter and Professional
Graphics Board, and the Tecmar Graphics Master.
Plus it supports a mouse! Lets you draw in monochrome or color and has features that minimize your
time-share billings.
Request free detailed brochure today, or send
check, MO, MC or VISA # (include expiration date)
for $95 plus $3 shipping .

OVER 10,000 NOW IN USE!

talfial!I

2151 E. Dublin-Granville Rd .
Suite 205
Columbus. OH 43229
614/882-4786

Call 1-800-338-0333 In Ohio: 1-800-242-0333
(Give operator ID number: 786-8501)
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The Universe 2400 is the first 32-bit
supermicro computer built for demanding environments.

RUGGED VME PACKAGING
The tower model Universe 2400 has a
steel enclosure, tough plastic outer pan·
els, and a steel pedestal. VME-standard
PC boards with screw-in mounts and
gas-tight connectors help handle high
temperature, vibration, and shock.

THE 32·Bll PATH TO 68020
With a 32-bit, 4KB cache and a 12.5MHz
68000 microprocessor, Universe 2400
runs with no wait states at 1.25 MIPS.
And its 40MB, 32-bit VMEbus supports
full 32-bit data transfers to 32-bit memories and disk channels, and provides a
clean path to the 68020.

THE FIRST
llllSTRIAL
STREllTH
SIPERllCRI

the General Motors MAP network (802.4),
making the 2400 an ideal Computer·
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) platform.

UNIX SYSTEM V AND REAL TIME
UN/System V(derived from UNIX Sys·
tern Vunder AT&T license) gives you
application compatibility, plus powerful
real-time extensions, contiguous files,
shared data, and record/file locking.

UNDER $6,000, OUANTITY 100

That includes 12-slot VME chassis,
512KB 32-bit RAM, 4 serial ports, 68000based SCSl/SASI channel controller,
20MB Winchester, and floppy, in tower,
ISO/OSI/MAP STANDARD NETWORKING rack, wall, or table mount models.
Our 7-layer ISO-standard UniverseNeC
For details, contact Charles River Data
ties Universe systems into multi-vendor
Systems, 983 Concord St., Framingham,
networks including Ethernet (802.3) and MA 01701, (617) 626-1000.

CHARLES RIVER DATA SYSTEMS
UniverseNet is a trademark of Cha rl es River Data Systems. Et hernet is a tradema rk of Xerox. UNIX is a trademark of AT&T.
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OPTICAL 3Y2·INCH DRIVE
ADDS ERASABILITY
Thermo-magneto-optic technology
incorporates erasability into optical-disk drives
Carl Warren, Western Editor

YIR•ATIM MAeNITO-,OPTIC DRIYI
Optical technology is taking all classes of disk
drives a quantum leap forward in capacity. The
latest drive , a 3 1/2-inch prototype developed as a
laboratory demonstration model by Verbatim
Corp., Sunnyvale , Calif. , features erasability
and an unformatted capacity of 47M bytes (44M
bytes formatted). The drive records at 15,875
bits per inch (bpi) and has 6,350 tracks per inch
(tpi) on a removable cartridge disk .
Unlike other optical recording methods-such
as optical read-only memory (OROM) , writeonce-read-many (WORM) and phase changethe Verbatim approach uses a combination of
laser and magnetic technologies to achieve writing , reading and erasability.
The OROM method is employed in the production of inexpensive laser-read disks (e .g. ,
digital audio disks) that are pressed in a batch
process . It uses a master disk in the manner of
phonograph record production. Information is
embossed on the disk surface in a pattern of pits.
Then , laser light reflected off the pits is translated into digital information. Although this type
of optical storage can't be rewritten or erased , it
is inexpensive (usually , $6 per disk in OEM
quantities) and stores up to 780M bytes on a
4.72-inch diameter platter.
The WORM technique is similar to OROM,
except that the data isn't premastered (embossed) but is written in a serial fashion by the
drive's laser, which also serves to read the data.
However , information written on WORM disks
is also unchangeable.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

TRACKING ACTUATOR

OPTICAL LIGHT PATH

SOURCE: VERBA TIM CORP.

The low-cost subassemblles used in the
Verbatim magneto-optic drive include a
tracking actuator, an optical light path, a
focusing mechanism, an erasable 31/2-inch
disk in a protective cartridge and a spindle
drive.
To write the data on a WORM drive, the laser
either burns holes in a very thin metal film or
raises bubbles in the material. To burn the holes
requires a relatively high-powered laser, above
10 mW , and a lower power laser to read the
133
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data. In some cases, one diode laser can serve
both purposes. This method yields capacities as
high as lOOM bytes to 250M bytes on 5 1/4-inch
drives.
WORM requires pointers
Although the WORM method does offer advantages over OROM for writing and storing
data , there are some operational problems associated with it. For example, writing a new bit
over an old bit destroys the data area. Therefore,
a read-before-write mechanism is required to
prevent destruction of a data region. And because the data can't be erased, updating a record
requires a pointer system to retrieve new records , thereby increasing the complexity of the
operating system software.
The need for phase-change techniques arises
in direct response to the drawbacks of noneras-

ability. With phase-change media, the recording
surface is composed of a film of telluriumsuboxide alloyed with germanium, indium and
lead for stabilization. Heat generated by the
drive's.laser beam converts the highly reflective
crystalline surface to the less-reflective amorphous state, and vice versa. The difference in
state is represented by the presence or absence
of data bits.
Although phase-change technology allows for
erasing and overwriting data, there are accompanying difficulties. In fact, the medium isn't yet
proven. Its raw bit-error rate (e.g. rate before
error-correction), is high, typically 104 . Its sensitivity to ambient temperature also is high, calling
for special storage considerations.
Thermo-magneto-optic (TMO) technology
employs both laser and vertical magnetic recording methods. Three processes are involved in

U9hllookattechno...y
(b)

(•)
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I
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ACTUATOR
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DATA
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Data on thermo-magneto-optic (TMO) media is
stored as magnetic bits with a vertical orientation. A
written bit has a different magnetic direction (up vs.
down) than an unwritten bit. Consequeotly, the angle
of polarization changes and can be detected using a
four-element, linear, P-type-intrinsic-N-type (P.1. N.)
diode, which also serves to detect off-track errors.
Proper positioning and focusing of the laser beam
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is denoted by equal illumination of the four elements
of the diode(a~ and off track positioning by unbalanced
illumination of the diode elements (b). The same
diode is used to read the data.
The angle of polarized light passing through the
medium is analyzed (c). This produces a continuous
stream of modulated-light patterns that is, in turn,
converted to digital data bits.
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Our Smart-Frame™
will put you in touch.
-

One of the easiest ways to interact with a
computer is through a touch activated display.
One that lets you merely point your finger at what
you want your computer to do.
With touch , even the most complex application
can become user friendly. And less susceptible to
user error.
But the advantages of the highly reliable infrared touch input systems have been overshadowed
by cost . Placing them out of the range of medium
to low-cost turnkey systems manufacturers.
Which is the main reason Carroll Touch completely redesigned its line of touch input products.
We can it Smart-Frame"' . Because it contains a
powerful microprocessor built into the frame. And
because it uses scanning infrared technology-a
touch technology which is incredibly reliable,
rugged, accurate, and fast . A technology Carroll
Touch pioneered and refined.
As a result of the Smart-Frame design, Carroll
Touch units contain 45 percent fewer components
than before. Which means the cost to you is about
50 percent lower too.
We think that 's pretty smart. And Carroll Touch
did it just so you could get in touch . Today.

Carroll Touch
a subsidiary of AMP Incorporated

In Touch with Technology

See us at NCC, Booth 7152
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PO. Box 1309
Round Rock, Texas 78680
512/244-3500 , Telex 881906
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Let QDRM help you out of a sticky sHualion.
QDRIVE ™ dissolves the glue from
"cut and paste".
If you're still using scissors and glue to
merge your output from various software packages, you need QDRIVE
from Talaris Systems.
QDRIVE. The missing link.
QDRIVE is a software package designed to merge the output from your
text formatting tools with the output
from your graphics generating tools.

QDRIVE will merge and print your text
and graphics on the same page. You
won't need to coordinate separate
printing steps, programmers and word
processing operators, or a paste up
artist. And with QDRIVE, every copy is
an original.
Talarls software Is compatible with
your software.
With QDRIVE, you can merge your text
and graphics on a page-by-page
basis or tor an entire document. Text
files generated with TEX ™, TROFF,
MASS-11 ™.SCRIBE®. RUNOFF™, and
many other word processing tools
can be merged with graphics from
CalComp, Versaplot ™, Tektronix ®,
DISSPLA ™,TELL-A-GRAF™, Dl-3000®,
RS/1 ™,and TEMPLATE®.
All you need to know is the size to be
allowed for the figure and the graphics
file location.

QDRIVEwill do the rest- scaling the
graphics file to fit, and positioning it
correctly on the page.
Talarls has the one-source solution.
Talaris Systems has the hardware to
match the software.
Talaris offers a complete line of
high-resolution laser printers.
These printers can print the full range
of files that QDRIVE can create. From 8
to 24 pages per minute and with over
700 fonts to choose from.
Call Talaris Systems for more Information about the QDRIVE solution.
Once you've tried It, we think you'll
stick to It.
TM and ® product names subject to
trademark claims.

••
The Talarls 2400 Laser Printer
COME SEE US AT

SIGGRAPH

'85
1m-1m
IOOTH NO. 1Mt

SAN FRANCISCO

a software company

:A • I =E ¥31b
~

SYSTEMS INC.

Headquarters: P.O. Box 261580/San Diego, CA 92126/(619) 587-0787
EalfCoalfOtftce: Suite400/67 South Bedford St/Burlington, Mass 01803/(617) 229-5820
Central hglon Office: 1521 Avenue G/Plano, TX 75074/(214) 423-6311
Southeast Region Otftce: 626 Holcomb Bridge Rd, Ste 330-B/Roswell, GA 30076/(404) 587-3511
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TMO: magneto-thermal for writing and erasing,
magnetic for storing written bits and magnetooptic for reading the bits . Like phase change,
TMO permits overwriting of data bit cells.
The medium used in the Verbatim drive consists of a terbium , iron and cobalt surface layer in
which all the bits are vertically, rather than
horizontally , magnetized , as in standard magnetic media .
A written bit is created by reversing the magnetic direction of a portion of the disk's surface.
This reversal is accomplished by heating the
desired spot with a 10-mW laser. The sensitive
layer of the medium itself has a coercivity of
2,500 Oe at room temperature (70 F). Therefore, it's highly resistant to magnetic change.
When the laser beam hits the spot , its temperature rises , thus lowering the coercivity of that
spot to 100 Oe . Consequently, that spot is susceptible to magnetic reversal by the steady bias
field of200 Oe in which it resides , while adjacent
areas within the field remain unaffected.
The bits are read by detecting the di.fference in
polarization of light transmitted though the medium (the magneto-optic process). Because a
written bit has a different magnetization than
that of an unwritten region , unpolarized light
passing through a sheet of polarizing material
detects the presence or absence of a bit. An
analyzer determines the angle of the laser light
as it emerges from a region on the media , and a
photodetector sees a continuous stream of
changing or modulated light patterns. This modulated analog information can then be translated
into digital bits.
TMO media isn 't as temperature-sensitive as
phase-change media . Unlike phase-change
media , which may change state at a temperature

MAeNnO-OltTIC
•ICO•DI. . TICHNIQUI

WRITIEN BITS,
ORIENTED UP
OR DOWN

In magnetooptic recording,

a diode laser is
used to raise the
temperature of
the media to a
level where the
magnetic domains can be oriented either up
or down perpendicularly by an
externally applied field.

UNDERCOATING

SOURCE: VERBA TIM CORP.

of 100 C, TMO media requires a higher temperature-220 C-and a surrounding bias field to
cause a magnetic reorientation. Consequently ,
TMO media is less susceptible to accidental
erasure due to temperature variations. Verbatim
uses a high-power laser in the 10-mW range and '
·a low bias field, even though the TMO technolo-

. . . . . . . . .ry
•Product: Thermo-magneto-optic disk drive
(prototype stage)
•Manufacturer: Verbatim Corp .. 323
Soquel Way, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086
•capacity: 44M bytes (formatted) 4 7M
bytes (unformatted)
•Diak diameter: 3 1k inches (8.9 cm)
•cartridge: 3.9 by 3.9 by 0.24 inches (100
by 100 by 6 mm)
•Substrate: glass
•Sensitive fllm layer: sputtered terbium ,
iron and cobalt
•Recording sides: one
•Tnlcks: 4,000, pre-grooved
• Seeton per track: 20
ecapeclty per sector: 512 bytes (10,240
bytes per track)
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•Bits per Inch (bpi): 15,875 (625 bits per
mm)

•Tracks per Inch {tpl): 6,350 (250 tracks
per mm)

• Acceu time: track-to-track, 1 msec;
average, 50 msec

•Transfer rate: 1M bps
•Rotation speed: 600 per minute
•Laser type: 10-mW laser diode
•Interface: presently undefined
•Power dissipation: Less than 10W
•Prototype size: 2 by 4.2 by 7 inches
(50.8 by 106.8 by 177.8 mm) Note:
Production models will be same size as
Sony 3 1k-inch flexible drives. measuring 2
inches by 4.2 inches by 5 1k inches.
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How the metllu• 9 • the..._..
To write data on an optically assisted magnetic disk
drive requ ires a medium of high coercivity (2,500 Oe)
and a low magnetic bias field of 200 Oe. Raising the
temperature of a spot-region on the media- lowers
its coercivity to 100 Oe, allowing the vertical bit in
that spot to change direction to denote a written bit.
To avoid accidental erasure, the temperature at
which a magnetic change can occur in combination
with the bias field is well past the coercivity curve . In
the Verbatim prototype, the coercivity must drop to
100 Oe with the temperature at 220 C to cause a
change.

FIELD
BIAS

- -o--- WRITE POINT
220 c

TEMPERATURE
REGION OF
HIGH-COERCIVITY

gy should theoretically allow for a lower cost,
lower power diode laser and a strong bias field.
Besides offering erasability and insurance
against accidental erasure, the TMO approach
also provides bit-error rates that approach the
desired 10· 12 after error correction. Similar biterror rates are also projected for phase-change
and WORM devices.
Additionally, TMO allows better head/media
separation than is possible on a traditional magnetic drive. In a magnetic drive, to achieve an
areal density of 50,000 bits per square inch, the
read/write head must be within 0.125 micrometers of the medium to read and write the
crowded bit cells. In contrast, an optically assisted drive allows the laser lens to be a millimeter or more away from the medium and still
achieve high linear densities. Therefore, increasing the linear density can be easier in an optically
assisted drive.
The Verbatim prototype uses an optical,
closed-loop servo mechanism to reduce off-track
errors to a maximum of [ +/-] 0.1 micrometers.
The servo mechanism uses a four-element, linear, P-type-intrinsic-N-type (P. I. N.) photodetector, placed opposite the laser on the other
side of medium. Strong illumination of any element denotes off-track error, which causes the
positioning mechanism to adjust the location of
the laser beam. When the transmitted laser light,
passing through the medium, illuminates all four
elements equally, the laser is properly positioned
and focused on the track. Writing, reading or
erasure can then take place. Because the Verbatim drive operates at 600 rpm with 10,240 bytes
per track, the servo is spec'd at 120 kHz to
provide sufficient time for the laser to adjust.
The Verbatim thermo-magneto-optic prototype, which is scheduled to be unveiled at the
National Computer Conference (NCC) this
month, uses a 31/2-inch-diameter glass substrate
medium with a sputtered terbium-, iron- and
138

70 F

REGION OF
LOW-COERCIVITY
1000e

2,5000e

cobalt-sensitive layer. The medium is encased in
a 3.9-by-3 .9-by-.24-inch plastic cartridge.
The glass medium has 4,000 pre-grooved, 4micrometer-pitch concentric tracks that yield
6,350 tpi. Although the track density can be
doubled in the mastering process, ensuring accuracy in the production process can be difficult
with current technology. However, 5 1/4-inch
WORM drives, which use a 4.72-inch diameter
disk, can support track densities of 12,000 to
15,000 tpi, due to the large physical area of the
platter. Each track on the Verbatim medium
contains address information for guiding the
laser. The medium is designed so that each track
can be divided (formatted) into 20 512-byte
sectors-the standard sector size used on most
magnetic drives. Therefore, a one-to-one relationship can be drawn between translating data
from a magnetic Winchester drive to the Verbatim drive.
Although the Verbatim prototype uses a glass
substrate, evaluation models-planned for early
1986, with production models due in 1987-will
use a more durable and less expensive substitute.
Verbatim is exploring a number of alternatives ,
including polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), a
rigid, transparent acrylic plastic currently used in
videodisks; and polycarbonate, which is a rigid ,
transparent thermosetting plastic used in OROM
compact disks.
The PMMA substrate exhibits acceptable optical properties, but absorbs water, which changes
the optical- and data-retention properties of the
sensitive film layer. Polycarbonate, while it's
water resistant, tends to have poor optical properties; laser light passes through the substrate at
two different speeds, resulting in two separate
rays which partially obscure the change in polarization of light passing through a bit. As a result ,
the polycarbonate substrate, in its present form ,
is unusable in a TMO-type drive.
What is required in a commercially acceptable
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

WHO ELSECOULD FIT 520 MB,
20 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE,

AND AN SB BILLION COMPANY
INTO A9"DISK DRM?
We know
what systems
builders
need. We're
builders too.

Who else but NEC?
We've been pioneering advancements in electronics for almost 85 years. Including disk drives
from the time they were developed back in 1959.
Today, NEC is an $8 billion company. And one of
the leading disk drive manufacturers in the world.

Our newest 9" drive is super fast.
So is delivery.

That gives
NEC an edge
over other drive
companies.
Because it
gives us unique
insight into the
real needs of a
'/IJ?/14
systems builder.
~
Who else
"~"7 I~
would have
VJ;;~y
thought to
make a 9" drive
only 8 1 /z" wide, SO
We canputyou in
two can be mount- the 9" driver'sseat
with no waiting.
ed in a single 19inch rack? For a storage capacity
in excess of one gigabyte.
For the name of your nearest
NEC representative, call 1-800343-4418. (In Massachusetts, call

Our latest achievement
520MB ina 9"
drive, sized
in large drives is
for today's
the NEC D2352.
superminis.
It features 520
megabytes of
storage capacity
(unformatted).
And with a 15
millisecond
average access
time and data
transfer rate
of 1.859 megabytes it's also
the fastest drive
going.
It's also precise.
One reason is a
spindle supported at
both ends. Which adds
rigidity and stability. Resulting in greater read/write .
precision.
It's also available. Not next month
but today. We can supply the NEC D2352
in any quantity you need.

A field-tested technology.
The capacity and speed of our D2352 is revolutionary but the technology behind it is evolutionary. It's based on our successful 402 MB plated
media 8" drive that NEC customers have been
using for the past several years.

CaC
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617-264-8635.)

And discover why more and
more systems builders are saying,
"NEC and me:'
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Computers and Communications
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Thanks to Hayes this
Robinson-Humphrey
Research Analyst's
mind is a thousand
miles away.

John Moore might be at the
console of his personal computer in Atlanta but thanks to
his Hayes Smartmodem 1200111
and Smartcom 11• software. his
mind is deep inside the memory banks ofadistant mainframe.
As a Financial Analyst for
Robinson-Humphrey. a leading
brokerage firm. Mr. Moore's
responsibilities include researching financial institutions
as to their investment quality.
Obviously. timely and accurate information is essential.
So rather than sort through
thousands of hard copy reference sources. Mr Moore relies
instead on his Hayes communications system. which allows
his computer to "talk" to commercial database mainframes
over ordinary telephone lines.
With a simple keyboard
command. his Hayes modem
automatically dials up a modem-

equipped mainframe (or
another personal computer for
that matter). issues a password.
logs on and informs Mr. Moore
thatthe mainframe is on the line.
Never leaving his chair. he
scans the vast electronic files.
retrieves the needed information and composes a report
on his screen.
But his Hayes modem
and communications software aren't finished yet.
They then dial up another
computer at a local publishing concern. transmit the
document electronically.
and 48 hours later
the printed report is distributed to
RobinsonHumphrey brokers.
1b put your computers in
touch with hundreds of commercial databases offering vast

amounts of information on
virtually any subject do as
Robinson-Humphrey did-go
with the leader in computer
communications. Hayes.
See your authorized Hayes
dealer soon. Because the more
information a computer has to
work with ...
the harder it
works.

------...,....=

Hayes Mkrocomputer Products.

P.O. Box 105203. Atlanta GA 30348
404/441-1617

© 1985 Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc.
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medium is a substrate that provides the optical
properties and water resistance of glass and the
durability and cost-effectiveness of a polycarbonate or PMMA. Under consideration is a
fiberglass-type base acrylic. with a pre-defined
angle of polarization.
Interfaces remain a challenge
The emergence of optical drives raises the
question of what type of interface best exploits
the attributes of the disk drive and, yet, can be
easily attached to a host computer.
Verbatim and others are exploring the possibility of using the enhanced small disk interface
(ESDI) , which is currently being refined for
optical drives. Using ESDI would offer drive
manufacturers and system integrators certain
advantages. Specifically , semiconductor manufacturers are beginning to develop ESDI chip
sets and controller manufacturers are designing
ESDI-compatible controllers. Optical-drive
manufacturers expect to take advantage of these
controllers to obviate the necessity of expensive,
special optical-disk controllers. Additionally,
ESDI provides the specifications for error-cor-

rection needed to raise raw error rates from 104
to 10-12 , using Reed-Solomon polynomials and
sufficient control lines for handling the laser
portion of the drive. .
Because ESDI is defined primarily as a device
interface, it can be coupled to the small computer systems interface (SCSI) to add intelligence
and provide the necessary host-bus independence. Moreover, although the Verbatim prototype has a 1M-bps transfer rate-and evaluation
and p;oduction models are expected to offer
twice this rate, which is still five to 10 times
slower than a Winchester-a cache-bufferi ng
mechanism can be implemented on the interface
to provide data rates consistent with the rest of
the system architecture. Furthermore, by combining ESDI and SCSI, the attributes of the
drive become transparent to the host computer
system. Consequently, little or no modification
of the operating system software will be required.
D

TMO allows
better
head/media
separation
than is
possible on a
traditional
magnetic
drive.

.
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_.htllh. ~-inch disk drive with the brains

(53 and BOMB, formatted) to outwit high
jn generations of systems yet to come.

ll:ilt...It drive smart enough to step beyond simply

• heral functionality, to improving total
ttoomnce.
We combined the drive and controller
~-~~storage unit to give you a number
€otttroller/drive interfacing problems are
:it takes a lot less time to test and integrate
'11'0neot.
The Q200 has its own media defect and
11M~m·111·,ty, so it not only recognizes errors,
~ to correct them itself. That means
liin oltime and work. at your end, with no
iPPitl2 to worry about.
With the SCSI interface, the Q200
tJDoPabtbe limits of existing drive technology, into
ay thinking about system architecture as a whole.
llS'1M11:111·110 longer has to be designed and redesigned
lbi1111tt<lidate a mixed bag of peripheral interfaces.
Upgrades will no longer JUean expensive hardware
are overhauls.
And like every Quantum drive that's
re it, our latest brain child was. born to run longer,
Oml<>W~ with fewer parts. This lean breeding not
f.:WftJ~·rers more in your system, but makes it possible for
M wr the Q200 to you in very high volumes. At prices
-~ill snake this baby look very, very smart, indeed.
Please call us for more information.
~ Corporation, 1804 McCarthy Boulevard,
CA 95035,(408) 262-1100. TWX 910-338-2203.
a\egionalSalesOffice: Salem, NH (603) 893-2672.
R~ Sales Office: Santa Clara, CA (408)
~S.European Sales Office: Frankfurt, West Germany
t67. Quantum products are distributed in the
Vt)llte(l'.l)tates and Canada by Arrow Electronics.
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Printing so sharp
you won't believe it's ink jet...
Performance so reliable
you'll know ifs Epson.
It's the new Epson HS-80 OEM printer,
designed for portable and desk-top applications. It meets so many of the hopes you've
had for ink-jet printers, we were tempted
to call it a breakthrough. For
instance:
-The proprietary ink formulation solves the clogging
problem.
-You can use ordinary
typing paper instead
of "special" paper.
-The ink doesn't bleed,
so printing stays clean.
- Multiple fonts to choose
from include sub/superscripts.
- It's quiet, even at 160 cps.
- It's built by Epson, and that means years of trouble-free
operation.

The HS-80 Ink Jet printer. It's the Epsonomic answer to your portable printer needs,
because it gives you quality printing and reliable performance at a competitive price.
And that's what Epsonornics is all about.
Find out how well the HS-80 can satisfy your compact product needs.
Call or write today for full details.

EPSON®

(Q)~U¥1]

EPSON AMERICA, INC.
OEM Products Division
23600 Telo Avenue, Torrance,
CA 90505. (213) 534-4500, Ext. 247
TELEX: 664277

1he top lines for
your bottom line

Please see us at NCC Booth #7236
SW Region (714) 768-7046 ·NW Region (408) 985-8828. SE Region (404) 458-9666 ·NE Region (617) 245-8007 • Cenlral Region (815) 338-58!0
®Reg istered trademark of the Epson Corporation.
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RETHINKING NETWORKS:
A COORDINATED APPROACH
By employing virtual-path technology and decentralized control,
networks can maximize transmission capacity
and minimize protocol conversion
Richard D. Haney, Doelz Networks Inc .

Data networks should ideally resemble an
efficient postal service. Data senders insert information into one end of the network, and data
recipients remove it from the other without
either party's being concerned about the mechanics of route transmission.
As a practical matter, this scenario doesn't

A

/

D
•

exist. Frequently, data must pass through multiple, dissimilar independent networks and network jurisdictions, requiring constant or frequent user or system intervention. Each network
deals with data communications on a specific
level , but none eases the passage of data among
them. (see "Networks suffer from disunity,"
Page 146.) What's needed is a coherent, coordinated approach to the movement of data from
data-transmission
network built
with the Elite
One and Esprit
One switches
places data in
"sealed" packets
and sends them
unchanged
along virtual
paths to
individual users .

COMPUTER RESOURCES
ELITE ONE SWITCH
ESPRIT ONE SWITCH

.Q

TERMINAL

· - DATA PATH
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one point to another, regardless of speed, protocol, media, or equipment type.
One attempt at such an approach uses Elite
One switching concentrators and/or Esprit One
switches, both from Doelz Networks Inc., Irvine, Calif. These devices multiplex incoming
data into data packets that can be separately
routed to their destinations over third-party
transmission lines. This setup closely matches

STAR mTW•KS ARI CBITRALIZ• TO A FAULT
COMPUTER
RESOURCE

g0

LOCAL
SWITCH

0

X = BLOCKED DATA PATH

OPERATIONAL CENTRAL SWITCH

FAILED CENTRAL SWITCH

The highly centralized intelligence of a
traditional star network has several
drawbacks . For example, a failure in the
central switch will stop traffic throughout the
system, and thus a single equipment fault
becomes a network-wide disaster.

the post office ideal. For example, concentrator
switches treat data packets like envelopes. They
are addressed, sealed and sent unopened along a
virtual path to the addressee-independent of
the transmission 'media.
Intelligence put where needed

Most traditional data networks place switching
intelligence in central locations to maintain tighter system control. But , unfortunately , highly
centralized systems can cause some operational
problems and are vulnerable to others.
Centralized intelligence routes data to a middle location and then switches the data to its
destination. The gateways through which the
data must pass can be numerous, requiring consideratble formatting and handling. The processing ensures error-free routing, but data formatting consumes transmission capacity and costs
time .
Decentralized, or local control, on the other
hand , formats data for network transmission
directly at the user's location . This setup improves network performance by reducing the
amount of control and error correction needed
in each data packet. Local control also improves
transmission capacity by reducing transmission
to , and retransmission from, a central controlling switch. It even improves system flexibility
and reliability-all the intelligence and control
are not put into one all-important switch. If a
concentrator switch malfunctions , the rest of the

NetwOl'ks suffer fro• disunity
Many of the problems besetting networks stem from
a lack of common approach . Even the term " network"
itself is open to debate. There are local area
networks, data distribution networks (DDNs) and wide
area networks (WANs). Often the different networks
use different speeds and different protocols . Almost
invariably they use different transmission media. The
result? Solutions to the problems in one network may
create problems in others.
LANs use proven tranmission media and generally
support data rates to 10M bits per second (bps).
LANs effectively distribute data within a single
building or limited campus location. Unfortunately,
many LANs are product- or manufacturer-specific.
And most LANs operate with specific protocols .
Therefore, although they can effectively move data
within a location, their numerous data-speed and
protocol limitations present difficulties to other
networks .
A DON can be a local phone company , a regional
cable system or even a microwave system. These
intra-city and regional networks are currently
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undergoing rapid change as deregulation increases
costs and new " bypass" technologies arise to
circumvent those costs.
DDNs typically handle data rates to 64K bps, but
some newer microwave and other cable-bypass
systems accommodate 1.54M bps. LAN users must
find ways to connect to these intermediate networks
at reasonable costs. So, speed and protocol
conversion equipment must boost data from
high-speed LANs to low-speed DDNs and
concentrate as much data as possible across
expensive and limited DON channels through
multiplexers .
After traversing the tortuous path from terminal to
LAN to DON , data must pass through yet another
communication gateway, and again pay the cost. The
passage from DON to WAN, the national or
international transmission system, often requires
another conversion of speed and protocol. At the
least, the transfer from DON to WAN means data ·is
using another network with its own management,
transmission and operating systems.
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lored to the ~of
the surveyor, drafter,
oceanographer, geophysicist
and land developer ... to
name but a few. You can generate superior architectural
elevations, contour maps,
circuit-board layouts and
assembly drawings quickly
and accurately on bond,
vellum or synthetic media.

POINT . . . Minutely
defined step size and highresolution logic-combined
with robust drives and optimized pen ballistics enable
you to create plots of high precision and surpassing quality.
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See us at Siggraph Booth #528 .

*suggested US retail $2,995
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our products, but you can buy it separately.
And when you choose RDS, you'll
be in the company of

manufacturers including
AT&T, Northern Telecom,
AltDs and over 60 others.
Actually, we didn't change a thing.
And major corporations like Anheuser
We just combined it with the best
Busch, First National Bank of Chicago and
relational database management system. Pacific Bell.
Introducing INFORMIX!SQL.
Which makes sense. After all, only
RDS offers a family of products that work
It runs on either UNIX™ or MS™ -DOS
so well tDgether. As well as with so many
operating systems. And now with IBM's
SQL as part of the program, you can ask
industry standards.
more of your database. Using the emergSo call us for a demo, a manual and
ing industry-standard query language.
a copy of our Independent Software
To make your job easier, INFORMIX- Vendor Catalog. Software vendors be sure
SQL comes with the most complete set
to ask about our new "Hooks" software
of application building tDols. Including a integration program. Our number:
full report writer and screen generator.
415/424-1300.
Plus a family of companion products that
Or write RDS, 24 71 East Bayshore
all work together.
Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303.
Like our embedded SQLs for C and
And we11 show you how we took a
COBOL. So you can easily link your pro- good idea and made it better.
grams with ours. File-it!~ our easy-to-use
file manager. And C-ISAM~ the de facto
standard ISAM for UNIX. It's built into all
INFORMIX is a registered trademark and RDS, C-ISAM and f'il e-W are trademarks of
Relational Database Systems, Inc. IBM, UNIX and MS are trademarks ofln temational
Business Machines Corporation, AT&T Bell Laboratnries and Microsoft, respectively.
C> 1985, Relational Database Systems, Inc.
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network remains in operation.
The Motorola Inc. MC68000 microprocessor
and custom VLSI architecture and software provide intelligent control at the local-switch level
via the Elite One concentrator switch. Elite One
can independently control as many as 16 ports
and six data links. What's more , as many as 60
concentrator switches can form a network link
with distributed intelligence.
Network links are connected with Esprit One
switch nodes. Each node can handle 109 connections. They can be trunks to other Esprit One
switches, Elite One network links, clusters of as
many as 16 local ports or network processors.
The total addressing capability of the network
exceeds 500,000 users.
Virtual paths unite network

The key to network unity lies in the " virtual
path." When a transmission begins, the Elite
One switching concentrator establishes a "virtual connection" between sender and recipient in
much the same way that a phone call establishes
a virtual connection between terminals. The
connection , established by the virtual circuit,
exists for the duration of the transmission . This
situation eliminates the need for long " to" address codes because the recipient is already
established. The network identifies the source of
each packet and points it toward its destination.
Most modern network nodes stop each packet
and "open" it to determine whether it is destined
for that node . If it isn't , the node repackages the
packet and sends it to the next node. The packet
travels from node to node until it finds its
prescribed destination. All this activity uses system capacity unnecessarily. By identifying only
the sender and establishing virtual connections
with the recipient, the " post office" approach

eliminates the wasteful packet assembly/disassembly process.
Because each recipient switch acts as one end
of an exclusive virtual path , it determines whether an arriving packet is from an address to which
it is"currently talking. Packets from other addresses are ignored. Each node determines the
destination at a glance by checking the first two
bytes in each data packet for a match to one of its
destination addresses. This real-time check,
done in parallel with ongoing processing, does
not impose additional throughput delay and

ESPRIT ONE
SWITCH NOOE

}:>

C>

ALTERNATE ROUTE

As a backup to a virtual path, the Ooelz
network prepares an alternate path at each
switch point. Should the first path become
unworkable for any reason, data is rerouted
to the second.

lpec•u•...ry1
. . . . . . . . . .ryl

llplitOne

•Company: Doelz Networks Inc ., 18581
Teller Ave., Irvine, Calif. 92715
•Model: Elite One switching
concentrator
•Interfaces: RS232C, V.35 or internal
modem
•User ports: user-specified four to 32
ports per unit
•Protocols: X.25, asynchronous,
bisynchronous and synchronous
data-link control
•Protocol rates: to 9,600 bps
.•Codes: 5, 6, 7 or 8 data bits
•Parity: odd, even or none
•Price: starts at $5,640

•Company: Doelz Networks Inc ., 18581
Teller Ave ., Irvine, Calif. , 92715
•Model: Esprit One switch
•Interfaces: V.35, RS232C or internal
modem
•Protocols: X.25 asynchronous,
bisynchronous and synchronous
data-link control
•Protocol rates: to 19.2K bps
•Network capacity: 99 Esprit One units,
500,000 users
•Switching capacity: 67 link ends,
4,096 user addresses
•Trunk speed: 72K bps
•Parity: odd , even or none
•Price: starts at $50,000

-.o..
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addition, short packets can get through the
"pipeline" faster, increasing the number that can
be handled in a given time.
Second, short packets eliminate the waste
often contained in the variable packet sizes carried by traditional networks. Packets with a
minimum of 64 bytes often produ~e wasted
transmission space because of the lack of meaningful material. That is, a 64-byte packet might
contain only 12 or 16 bytes of data. A packet of
12 to 24 bytes accommodates small amounts of
data, increasing the economy of the entire network .
Doelz packets, on the other hand, contain one
or two "blockettes." If a user's data is only a few
characters in length, such as generated by a
keyboard entry, the network system demands a
blockette of 12 bytes , made up of 7 bytes of data
plus 2 bytes of a cyclic redundancy check (CRC)
to test overall network performance and 3 bytes
of address and packet-control information. For
Small packets provide big benefits
longer transmissions, two blockettes can be comAnother aspect of the approach is the use of bined for 24 bytes, of which 19 bytes can carry
small packets. Traditional networks use packets data because packet-control and network checks
that are 64 to 256 bytes long. Virtual switching are still handled by only 5 bytes of information.
enables a network to handle packets with com- ' Third, short packet size relates closely to the
patively few addresses. For instance, the Doelz virtual-path concept. Traditional long packets
system uses fixed 12- or 24-byte packets.
contain data from many users. When such a
Short packets provide advantages over large packet reaches its destination, the individual
packets. First, the small size reduces the proba- parts must be separated and redirected to approbility of contamination by noise or low-grade priate terminals. This division uses up switching
transmission. This reduces retransmission, re- capacity in the local loop. In the virtual-path
sulting in higher throughput. In addition, the approach, however, individually addressed
small-packet approach increases responsiveness packets can go directly to their recipients , thereto user demands over large-packet approaches. by increasing the speed of communications in the
Because short packets require less transmission local loop. Furthermore, because each packet is
capacity, they can be easily manipulated. In dedicated to one user, error control can be

eliminates the need for every byte in a packet to
be read by every node.
The system can thus set up virtual circuits
among multiple ports, which reduces modem
and line costs. It also eliminates line redundancy, protocol adapters and telephone company
intervention whenever new "drops" are added
to or deleted from the network.
One or more virtual, multipoint circuits provide a single shared path among the network
ports. This approach proves useful within asynchronous or synchronous environments that tie
several terminals to a central processing facility
--such as in airline-reservation, banking and
inventory-control applications.
In addition to the original virtual path, an
alternate route is also set up at each switch point.
If the original route becomes disconnected (because of equipment failure, for example), the
alternate route automatically activates.

....I -

PACKnS....,..
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BLOCKETTE
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Doelz packets consist of one or two
blockettes. If a user's data is only a few
characters in length, the system uses a
blockette of 7 bytes of data plus 5 bytes of
150
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system test and control information. For
larger transmissions, two blockettes can be
combined for 19 data bytes.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985
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DX332:
THE COST-EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE.
The new PPC DX332 Series Winchester disk
drives, packaged to fit an 8-inch floppy footprint,
can emulate four 82.9 MB drives, two 165.9 MB
drives, or one 315 .2 MB drive, in as little as onetenth the space and at significantly less cost.
The physical organization of the heads and
tracks permits standard emulation of a broad
spectrum of drives ...
without compromise. The
DX332's 1/0 connection is
compatible with the
industry-standard SMD interface and up to 16 drives
may be daisy-chained to
amplify the mass storage
capacity.
Designed for multi-user,
multi-access applications, the
DX332, using proven stateof-the-art technology, is an
See us at NCC Booth #4713

exciting, effective, quickly available replacement for
14-inch disk drives in existing systems, as well as
for applications in your new systems.
With the DX332, we have designed the perfect
Winchester drive for system builders and integrators.
It offers dramatic performance and a cost-effective
usable capacity upgrade of 332 megabytes.
You do have an alternative ... DX332 ... the
cost effective alternative,
with direct emulation on
most existing systems.
Phone, write or TWX for
our new brochure and
technical data.
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9600 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311
818-882-0030, Toll Free: 800-821-4126 (CA),
800-443-9577, TWX 9 10-494-2093

.THE PERSONAL CHOICE
OF ALL IBM COMPATIBLES
normal use. The ribbon life is also very long. It's
Facit 4509 has all the benefits of the standard
good for over 4,000,000 characters. Part of our
IBM PC printer. And more.
reliability plan.
"What benefits?
"What reliability plan?
Different fonts, bold, underline, pin graphiCs,
etc. With a print quality that can either be
Like all Facit printers, every 4509 is subjected to
rigorous pre-delivery tests and quality control.
medium resolution one-pass or higher resolution
two-pass (vertical bold).
Pound for pound, we use more metal in our
designs than other makes. This is true for
All the features provided by the IBM/Epson
every PC printer in the Facit family.
and Epson RX80 command sets. But with a higher
throughput
"What Fadt family?
How high?
A family of PC printers that meets your
60 full 80-character lines per minute. With
requirements. Whatever they may be. At highly
lasting print quality.
competitive prices.
For how long?
Printer ~ How competitive?
The printhead lasts over 100,000,000
Find out.from your nearest Facit
characters. This equals several years of
representative.

Perfect T

•/BM is a trademark of lntemational

Business Machines Corporation.

l=ACIT

Head Office: Facit AB, S-17291 S undbyberg. Sweden. Phone: (8) 7643000. USA : Facit Inc. P.O. Box 334, Merrimack. NH 03054. Phone: (603) 424-8000
AUSTI<ALIA: EAi Electronics Associates Pty Ltd., 427-3322. AUSTI<IA: Ericsson Lnformation Systems GmbH . 0222-613641. BELGI UM: Ericsson S.A., 02-24382 11.
CANADA: Facit Canada Inc., 416-821 -9400. C YPR US: LBM (Lillytos) Ltd 5164634. DENMARK: Facit NS, 02-9224 00. FIN LAND: OY Facit, 90-42021. FRANCE: Facit
S.A., 1-7807117. GREAT B RITAIN: Facit, 0634-40 1721. GREECE : Computer Application Co., Ltd., Ol -67l9722. HONGKONG: Gilman & Co. Ltd., 5-79095 55.
ICELAND: Gislij . Johnsen HF, 354- 1731 11. INDIA : Forbes Forbes Campbell & Co. Ltd .. 22-2680 81. IRE LAND : Memory Ireland Computers Ltd., 1-989733. /TALY: Facit
Data Products S.p.A., 039-636331.. JAPAN: Electrolux Qapan) Ltd .. 03-479-:M ll. THE NETHERLAN DS: Ericsson Information Systems B. V., 03480-709U. NEW
ZEALAND: McLean Information Technology Ltd .. 501-801, 501-219. NORWAY: Ericsson Information Systems NS, 02-355820. POR TUGAL: Regisconta Sari, 1-560091.
SINGAPORE: Far East Office Eqpts Pte Ltd. , 7458288. SPAIN: Facit. 91-457 1111. S WEDEN: Ericsson Information Systems Sverige AB, 08-282860. S WITZERLAND:
Ericsson Information Systems AG, 01-39197 11. USA: Facit Inc., 603-424-8000. WEST GERMAN Y: Ericsson Lnformation Systems GmbH, 0211-61090.
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switched in or out on a per~path basis-an
essential feature when dealing with mixed synchronous and asynchronous data. Such switching
is impossible in .the traditional multiuser packet.
Networks escape protocol problems

Transmitting data enclosed in different protocols over the same network is difficult. The
traditional approach centers on protocol conversion: turning equipment-specific languages into a
network-specific language. This approach , of
course , wastes switching capacity. Less obvious
is the fact that protocol conversion is also wasteful of network-transmission capacity.
Traditional networks using the X.25 interface
standard convert the incoming bytes of various
protocols, such as asynchronous or synchronous
data-link control , into the X.25 protocol. That
includes the incoming protocols' start bit , CRC
bits and stop bits. Once the now-X.25 "packet
reaches the output port , the entire packet is
converted back into its original protocol.
In contrast, the post office approach leaves the
majority of the bytes untouched. Instead, it
strips the existing protocol's start bit, CRC bits
and stop bits from each data byte and replaces
them with control bits. This substitution eliminates both the need to convert the entire packet
from one protocol to another and also the time
wasted in converting and transmitting useless
protocol-specific control bits. The result? Transmissions are not affected by protocols, because
there is no protocol conversion , saving switching
and transmission capacity .
Method provides 'self-healing'

Transmission integrity on the packet Jevel is
relatively easy to address: It requires an effective
packet format and an error-correction scheme.
But system integrity is difficult to ensure.
Deregulation has affected the vendors that
control network transmission links from end to
end . Until January 1984 the only vendor was
AT&T Co. Now , however , in addition to the
AT&T long-distance network, there are regional
and local operating companies across the country. Even satellite or private carriers have been
considered. When a network problem occurs,
getting the responsible vendor to remedy the
situation is often as difficult as discovering the
fault 's location.
Today's private networks must provide highquality diagnostics in order to discover transmission faults and , if possible , route around them.
The Doelz system does these things with local
intelligence that provides distributed-diagnostic
capabilities, redundant-switching facilities , a
multiple-priority scheme and integral network
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

management for flexible routing and control i
The Esprit One switch and the Elite One
switching concentrator utilize four priority levels
for data transfers. The highest level is reserved
for network-management-control messages,
which transmit and collect information on the
network's operational status. The other three
priority levels allow the data-communications
manager to control the transmission precedence
of user data through a network. By giving the
user several levels of access priority, data of
differing importance can be handled concurrent~
ly and efficiently.
Although each switch has management capabilities, overall network supervision is assigned
to a specific node as network manager. This
node directs the flow of traffic along the virtual
paths and polls the network periodically with an
" all call" signal. With the other nodes' responses
to the all-call, the network manager has a complete picture of the entire network every 30
seconds in terms of user statistics, alarms, network structure, modem operation and line quality. This supervision tests the integrity of the
network and collects data on network performance and current structure in order to analyze
system effectiveness.
Any node in the system through the network
manager is capable of identifying and isolating
system faults . In fact, nodes can test themselves,
their transmission lines and their transmission
elements. When a fault is identified in a nodal or
transmission element, internal functions maintain network integrity. When a fault is identified
in a line segment , the network manager instigates a self-healing process, which-by means of
a redundant leased line (or dual dial-up)-automatically restores service. This architecture
avoids the problem found in traditional star
networks in.. which a line failure can isolate an
entire network segment from the controlling
capabilities of the central switch, as well as from
the transmission links of the rest of the network.

Because each
packet is
dedicated to a
single user,
error control
can be
switched in or
out on a
per-path
basis.

D
Richard D. Haney is manager of product
planning for Doelz Networks Inc ., Irvine, Calif.
He previously managed his own company,
Group 1000, a data-communications concern in
the San Francisco Bay area and was a
co-founder of Network Resource Corp ., now a
wholly owned subsidiary of Sytek Inc., Mountain
View , Calif. He holds bachelor's and master's
degrees in computer science from San Jose
State University.
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NEC printers are incredibly reliable.
In fact, with nonnal use, an NEC printer can run an average of
S years before it needs a repair. And chances are that repair will take
only about 15 minutes.
To become that reliable, an NEC printer has to go through some
of the most demanding tests in the industry.
First, we test every single part before it goes into the printer.
Then we test the printer itself. Nothing is forgotten. Nothing is left
to chance.
·
But reliability is only part of the. story. There's much more.
Our printers are compatible with every popular PC. With more leading software programs. And with more forms handlers to make
Spinwriter is a registered trademark of NEC Corporation. Pinwriter is a trademark of NEC Corporation.

ONLY STOP

Spinwriter 8800 letter-quality printer.

paperwork a snap.
So no matter what your printing nee
your budget- NEC has a printer for you. Our full line o
printers, for low to high speed letter quality printing. And our versatile
Pinwriter™ and Color Pinwriter printers, for high resolution dot matrix
printing.
To find out more about NEC printers, call 1-800-343-4418 (in
Mass. 617-264-8635). Or write: NEC Information
Systems, Department 1610, 1414 Massachusetts ....
Ave., Boxborough, MA 01719.
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NECPRINTERS. lHEYONIYSIOPWHENYOUWANflHEMlQ NEC Information Systems, Inc.
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INGENIOUSLY
NEW!
INCREDIBLY
fASJI
700 cps for under $2000.

Now you can move mountains of
data without paying a premium for a
•
high speed printer. The new OT-700
matrix printer, priced amazingly low at under $2000,
prints at an incredible 700 characters per second. Effortlessly. The secret behind this speed breakthrough is a
unique "shared resource" Tri-Head print technique.
A technique that delivers high throughput with minimal
effort for high reliability, for around-the-clock trouble-free
performance.
There's more. Dual pass correspondence printing at
350 cps. Two graphics modes. Front panel menu
programming. Condensed or expanded print.
Serial/parallel interface ports. And it's
made in the U.S.A. Call or write
for more information .

Distributed by:
CA Western Micro Syst. (415) 964-2050 Argus (818) 846-1545; Gemini (714) 891 -1507, (619) 268-1181 ,
(213) 594-9618 Western Micro Syst. (818) 700-9922 FL Input Syst. Assoc. (305) 724-4321
HI MegaByte (808) 944-0462 IL Kaltronics (312) 291-1220 MA Eastern Micro (617) 480-0400
Ml MCD Corp. (313) 924-1020 MN Kaltronics (612) 544-0494 NJ Gen. Business (609) 424-6500
NY Ruder (212) 582-7315 A.G . Eng. (716) 424-7492 OH Swenson (513) 866-3233
A.G . Eng. (216) 292-6242 OR Western Micro Syst. (503) 635-1340 PA A.G . Eng. (41 2) 443-7670
TX M-P Syst. (214) 385-8885 UT Computer Ware (801) 534-0337
WA Western Micro Syst. (206) 881 -6737 CANADA Peripherals Plus (514) 281 -1306

Nationwide Service by NCR Corporation
See us at NCC Booth #4009
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DESKTOP PLOTTERS

BUSINESS USERS PONDER
DESKIOP PEN PIOl IERS
Technical users are happy with pen plotters,
but emerging software and lower prices beckon business
toward computer-image recorders and page printers
Rick Dalrymple, Senior Editor
By dramatically dropping prices, desktop plotter manufacturers have made their products
more affordable. But look at who's buying them:
engineers~ scientists, architects, draftsmen, medical technicians, college professors and, oh yes, a
sprinkling of businessmen.
Shouldn't businessmen be in the majority?
After all, don't personal computer market statistics show business and professional applications
outnumbering the scientific and technical by at
least three to one? The answer is "yes." But,
nevertheless, the desktop plotter manufacturer's
best customer so far is the technical user.
The reasons lie in market timing. Business
personal computer users are just entering the
market for graphic-output devices at a time when
computer-image recorders and page printers are
being introduced at prices low enough to be
considered by personal computer users . But,
even more important is the development of
interactive-graphics software aimed at the business user. These products are making computerimage recorders and page printers easier to use
and together they offer the business user two
items the desktop plotter cannot-35mm slides
and the combination of text and graphics on
paper.
To understand the evolving niche of the desktop plotter, it is worthwhile to compare and
contrast the requirements and motivations of
both technical and business users.
The love affair between technical users and
their computers has been going on for a long
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

A low-cost, six-pen plotter, the Houston
Instruments PC Plotter 695 (left), produces
both 81f2-by-11-inch and 11-by-17-inch
plots. The PC Plotter 595 (right) produces
81f2-by-11-inch plots only. The plotters cost
$695 and $595, respectively .
time. Never keen on the idea of sharing a
computer, technical users were quick to adopt
the personal computer. And , because they had
had a favorable experience with the clean continous lines drawn by a pen plotter, technical users .
were in the market for a plotter to go with their
new computer.
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35mm slides
are produced by
the Polaroid Pa/1ete using instant
Polaroid Polachrome CS
35mm color
transparency
film. Resolution
is 640 by 400
pixels.
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Although many technical users are expert
programmers, few are interested in spending
their time writing programs , software interfaces
and graphing routines. Also , most could ill afford to spend more on a plotter than they had
spent on a computer.
To meet their needs , pen plotter manufacturers introduced small , inexpensive desktop plotters featuring firmware that responds to highlevel control sequences. Meanwhile, developers
of software packages targeted at technical personal computer users picked up the plotter manufacturer's high-level control sequences and
used them to create plotting routines and plotter
interfaces , which were then bundled into the
developer's software package.
One example of the results enters in the
marriage of personal computers and instrumentation. Most laboratory instruments provide digital output, which is fed into a personal computer
using the general-purpose interface bus (IEEE
488). Then, mathematical transformations and
statistical routines are performed on the data
using third-party software. Because the user
requires a hard-copy graph, these packages include plotting routines and drivers for a variety
of pen plotters.
While technical users wasted little time in
getting their personal computers up and running ,
the same cannot be said for most business users.
For many , .using a personal computer was their
first direct contact with computers and , accordingly, the first order of business was to learn how
to use word-processing and spreadsheet software.
Although spreadsheet programs are usually
considered businessmen's tools , scientists and
engineers, along with market researchers and
economists, were the first to appreciate the
graphics routines found in Ashton-Tate's Framework, Lotus Development Corp.'s 1-2-3, Sorcim
IUS Microsoftware's SuperCalc3 and other integrated software packages.

Because spreadsheet packages can be used as
a kernel , allowing the user to add applicationsspecific templates , spreadsheets have been used
to create mathematical simulations. And the
best way to view the results of these " what if'
simulations is to examine a collection of graphs
created by the software package's graphing routines drawn on a desktop plotter.
Although individuals working with statistics
often think in graphics (" If I can figure out a way
to dampen this curve it should reduce the number of outliers in the scatter plot" ), most businessmen are more comfortable with words and
numbers. And this leads us to the big difference
in the use of graphics between the technical and
business communities.
Consider the scientist and his pen-plotter
graphs. For each change in experimental conditions there are corresponding graphs. Each is
studied and reviewed with changes in the shape
of the graph noted and recorded . Although the
process may require hundreds of graphs, only a
few might be shown to other scientists.
Consider a typical businessman. Instead of
collecting graphs, he acquires his analytical insight by " pushing the numbers." When the businessman uses a graph, it functions as a visual aid
to communicate information to others. Each
graph attempts to make a point: " Sales are up ,
but profits are down. Contributing to the problem are unfavorable currency-exchange rates,
high interest and increased shipping charges."
Businessmen don't merely share information,
they present information , and , for them , creating the right impression is often more important
than the data contained in the graph. That's
why , when advertising to business users , vendors
of graphics software and output devices tout
" presentation graphics."
Create useful presentation graphics

Most businessmen are not happy with the
graphing capability of their spreadsheet software. Even when the graphs are drawn with a
pen plotter, the result lacks pizzazz. To improve
the appearence of these graphs , businessmen are
turning to software programs that interactively
enhance the graph d~awn by the spreadsheet
program. However, to take advantage of this
software, the user needs to add a graphics card
to the computer.
Businessmen learned that , in shopping for
word-processing software , it is wise to select the
software first and then buy a compatible printer.
Extending that wisdom to presentation graphics,
businessmen are buying graphics software before
selecting an output device.
The first software program to offer graphicsMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

Bring your companys presentation graphics into
the computer age with the best recommendation
you can make: Hewlett-Packard.
In a chart, is the area fill uniform?
With HP, the answer is always yes, yes,
and ... yes.

Runs with leading PC's
and software packages.

•>

Hewlett-Packard's Graphics
Plotters introduce professional-quality
graphs and charts to the office ...
quality that, quite frankly, makes the
competition look stone-age by
comparison.
Combine our brilliant color capability, precise line quality, and proven
reliability-and HP becomes the obvious choice for your presentation
graphics needs. When it comes to
plotters, it's easy to see why HP has
become the world's Number One
recommendation.

Compare the quality of an
HP Plotter...
Before making your graphics plotter
recommendation, find out how HP
stacks up against the competition.
Here's a quick checklist:
Are the lines sharp and bold? Do
they meet precisely? Are the diagonal
lines smooth? Is the text easy to read?

HP Graphics Plotters are compatible
with most of the personal computers
in your office, including IBM, Compaq,
and AT&T-as well as a host of HP
computers. You even have a choice of
many off-the-shelf software packages,
such as Lotus 1-2-3'" and Symphony,'"*
that give you "first-day" productivity.

Send today for your
FREE sample plotsand see exactly what we mean.
Return the coupon-or call us tollfree at (800) FOR-HPPC. We'll send
you a detailed brochure, a list of
available software, plus sample plots
from both an HP Graphics Plotter
and a leading printer. Don't resort
to stone-age methods before seeing
the difference an HP Graphics Plotter
can make. Call Hewlett-Packard today.
"1 -2-3 .and Symphony .are trademarks

of Lot us Development Corporation.

Leatkrship in Business Graphics.
For Leaders in Business.
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Mail to: Hewlett-Packard, 16399 W Bernardo Dr.
San Diego, CA 92127-1899.
Attn: Marketing Communications.
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TEXT PLUS GRAPHICS,
MINUS SCISSORS AND PASTE:
THE $2195 PC SOLUTION!
using the Virtual Device Interface. It offers Tektronix terminal
emulation and output options
like the ConceptWriter Tll or
Lasergrafix laser printers. In
short, it's a personal publishing
system at an unprecedented
low price. Now available from
your local distributor.
Call 1-800-631-2692 for
more information.

Now you can produce
full-function text-andgraphics for reports, manuals, color overheads and
slides right on your PC XT/
AT. All you'll cut out is the
scissors and paste! The
CONCEPT 100 System lets you
create text on a Wang-like word
processor, complete with
90,000-word dictionary and list
processing. You can easily
create charts and drawings. Or
import text or graphics from
other systems. Then, use electronic cut-and-paste to combine them on-screen just as
you'll see them in hard copy.
CONCEPT 100 r .. is based
on the ANSI GKS* standard

Ei1
LW CONCEPT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
A OMS Company

P.O. Box 5277, Portland, OR 97208
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DESKTOP PLOTTERS

enhancement capability was the Grafix Partner
from Brightbill-Roberts and Co. Ltd ., Syracuse,
N. Y. Grafix Partner is a member of the new
breed of " background" software packages
(MMS , January, Page 107). The program is

loaded into the computer's main memory along
with any other application package the user may
wish to run . Grafix Partner remains " invisable"
until called. When activated , the Grafix Partner
makes an electronic copy on a disk of whatever is

HP lntrocl•c•• v8ctor·technology co•puter·lmage recorder
Two items make the introduction of the HP 7510
Color film recorder interesting. First, the product uses
vector technology instead of raster technology and
second, it comes from the leading manufacturer of
pen plotters, the San Diego Division of Hewlett-Packard Co., San Diego.
The HP 7510 uses the same vector technology as
HP plotters but instead of drawing on paper with ink,
the HP 7510 draws on film with light. Like the Polaroid
Corp. Palette, the HP 7510 passes the computer generated image through three color filters (red, green
and blue). Unlike the Polaroid Palette, the HP 7510
draws each image on a direct-view storage tube instead of a raster CRT. The resulting specifications are
impressive: 16,344 by 10,896 addressable points per
frame with over 16 million available colors. By contrast. the Palette offers a resolution of 640 by 400
pixels.
Although the HP specifications are way above
those of the Pallette, unfortunately so is the price$13,900 compared to $1,499. As the specs and
prices indicate, the Palette and the HP 7510 are in
different leagues. According to Peter Testan, director
of Marshfield, Mass., research company C.A. Pesko

Using vector technology, the HP 7510 Color Film
Recorder offers a resolution of 16,344 by 10,896
addressable points per 35mm frame. Camera (circled) shown mounted on the HP 7510 is optional.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

Vector-drawn
pie charts from
the HP 7510 do
not have the
jagged Jines
usually found in
raster-CRTbased computerimage recorders .
Prism-like cones
show the color
range of the
product-over
16 million colors
are available.

and Associates lnc.'s Color Hardcopy Market Requirements Service, the HP 7510 will compete with
computer-image recorders priced from $10,000 to
$50,000. A likely competitor for the HP product is the
CalComp Samurai from CalComp Sanders. Anaheim ,
Calif. Priced at around $10,000, the CalComp Samurai uses raster technology to produce slides with a
resolution of approximately 4,096 by 2,732 pixels.
Because the HP 7510 uses vector technology, it
accepts the vector output produced by most graphics
software directly-increasing speed and eliminating
the need for special vector-to-raster conversion cards.
Therefore, plotter drivers that support the HP 7550
plotter will produce immediate results on the HP 7510.
Of course, the programs that support the HP 7550
plotter do not take advantage of the unique capabilities of the HP 7510. HP has already placed HP 7510
in the hands of many graphics software vendors.
There is little doubt that the product will create a stir
in the technical community. The question yet to be
answered is, will the developers of business-presentation graphics software consider the product exciting
enough to work with HP to exploit its potential?
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Most
businessmen
are not happy
with the
graphing
capability of
their ·
spreadsheet
software.

on the computer's display screen. The user can
then take advantage of the program's graphicsediting features to rearrange elements in the
image, change colors, change type fonts or superimpose one image on top of another.
The Grafix Partner also allows the user to load
in other graphics-enhancement software packages so that additional type fonts, border designs, icons, logos and other graphic elements
not included in the Grafix Partner may also be
used.
Although the Grafix Partner offers support for
a variety of graphic-output devices, including
pen plotters, it has clearly been promoting a
relatively new computer-image recorder-the
Polaroid Palette from Polaroid Corp., Cambridge, Mass.
Recorders permit direct transfers

Computer-image recorders allow users to directly transfer computer images onto 35mm
slides, a capability not offered by pen plotters,
which produce images on either paper or overhead transparencies. Before the introduction of
the Polaroid Palette , computer-image recorders
were so expensive that their use was limited to a
few large corporations and service bureaus catering to graphic artists. Recently, however, the
cost of these devices has been coming down .
The Polaroid Palette offers an attractive alternative to pen plotters. Besides enjoying compatibility with almost all business, graphics-enhancement software, the product is compact (8 inches
wide, 6 inches high and 14 inches deep without a
camera) and affordable-$1,499 (without the
camera).
Having to wait for slides to come back from a
processing Jab has long been an inconvience in
the use of computer-image recorders. Polaroid
has attacked the problem with its Instant Slide
System based on the proprietary AutoProcessor
and instant film. Users can produce 35mm slides
right at their desks in broad daylight.
To make the slides, programs adapted for the
Polaroid Palette present images to the camera
one color at a time on a CRT inside the unit. A
rotating assembly in the unit has red, green and
blue color filters. The unit also allows the CRT
display-320 by 200 pixels-to shift one scan
line. It produces a 640-by-400-pixel color image
by exposing the film six times, once for each
color and again for each scan line shift.
The fact that businessmen employ 35mm slides
as premier visual aids has not been lost on the
leading manufacturer of pen plotters. This
month Hewlett-Packard Co., San Diego Division, San Diego , is introducing its first computer
image recording product. Called the HP 7510
162

Color Film Recorder , the product uses the same
instant 35mm slide film employed by the Polaroid Palette . However, the products differ in the
method used to create the computer-generated
image. Instead of using raster technology , the
HP 7510 uses vector technology. (see " HP introduces vector-technology computer-image recorder ," Page161).
Take care of pen plotters

Although it takes time to shoot and mount
35mm slides, the process is more convenient and
less time-consuming than producing overhead
transparencies with a pen plotter. Most plotters
require the operator to manually feed transparency film one sheet at a time and to tell the
computer when to begin plotting. It is also
necessary for the operator to change pens when
they become dull, or run out of ink. If the plot
requires more colors than pens in the plotter, the
operator will have to change pens and restart the
plotter.
Pen plotters are not fast and must operate at
even slower speeds to draw images on transparency film. Plotting times for overhead transparencies on low-cost plotters can take from 10 to 15
minutes per plot and sometimes longer if pen
changes are required. Higher priced desktop
plotters can cut transparency plotting times ,
without pen changes , to between 5 and 7 minutes .
Plotting on paper is faster, by about 3 to 5
minutes, but still painfully slow if a number of
copies is required. Eight sets of 10 plots each can
easily tie up a plotter and an operator for an
entire day. One solution is to make a set of plots
using black only and then copy them with a
photocopier. For presentations, this means creating two sets of plots, one in color on overhead
transparencies and another in black only to
provide originals for the photocopier.
Color printers gain favor

There are other ways to produce color hard
copy . The problem , of course, is cost. The
lowest priced color photocopier still costs more
than $20,000, and getting color photocopies
through quick-print services is expensive and
introduces the same turn-around problems encountered with photo Jabs.
There are color computer printers. However,
the time it takes to print a plot is still measured in
minutes , not seconds, and users must trade off
alphanumeric printing speed for color-graphics
capability. Some printers are optimized for
graphics and only print a few characters per
second; others offer faster printing speeds but
with lower resolution graphics. Unlike most plotMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985
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SD-510
Half-High 5 %-Inch Winchester Disk Drive
12.76 MB unformatted. 10 MB formatted storage cap.
5 MB per sec. transfer rate.
Industry standard ST-506 interface.
FD-55 Series
5 %-Inch Half-High Floppy Disk"Drives
Capacities from 250 KB - 1.6 MB.
2 new LSI 's. 4.9 watts operating power.
Brushless DC Direct Drive Motor.

FD-35 Series
3.5-lnch Micro Floppy Disk Drives
Capacities from 250 KB - 1 MB.
Interface Compatible with 5 Y• • Floppy Disk Drives.
Power Saver Version : 1.72 watts Read/Write, 2.9 watts Seek, 27 milliwatts Waiting.

MT-2ST
Half-High Digital Cassette Streaming Tape Drive
Backs-up 20 MB in 4 min.
Industry standard OIC (021 interface.
Low cost media.

TEAC®

Instrumentation and Computer Products Division.
COPY RIGHT 1984. TEAC CORPORATION OF AMERICA. 7733 TELEGRAPH ROAD, MONTEBELLO, CA 90640
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ters , printers can print unattended for long periods of time and the price of color printers using
both ink-jet and impact matrix technologies is
now falling below $5,000.
But the best printer compromise for the office
is probably the monochrome page printer (MMS
Spring Peripherals Digest , April 19, Page 55). No
longer limited to the data-processing center by
price or size, page printers allow users to combine " near-typeset-quality text" with graphics.
The most important advantage of the page printer is that it will be viewed by most businesses as a
daisywheel printer replacement. Its cost is justified by its alphanumeric printing capability ; page
printers supply high-resolution graphics without
the agony of justifying a printer purchased to
print graphics exclusively.
Even low-cost page printers, priced below
$5,000, offer the same high-resolution graphics
found on the higher priced units-typically 300
by 300 dots per inch. The rub , of course, is the
lack of color. Businessmen who have never seen
page-printer graphics will probably be pleasantly
surprised by its reproduction quality. Because

page printers use a different fill technique, pie
charts and bar charts printed with a page printer
look better than those drawn by a pen plotter
using only one color. Page printers can use
shades of gray to differentiate sectors, while pen
plotters are limited to cross-hatching techniques.
Businessmen will prefer to use the same
graphics in both slides and hard copy. And
chances are that vendors of graphics-enhancement software will offer screen aids to allow
users to build slide images in color and hardcopy images in page-printer shades of gray.
Vendors of page-printer software, on their part,
already offer features that allow users to pick up
bit-mapped images so that they can be further
manipulated by page-layout utilities.
Should business users buy desktop plotters? If
their objectives closely match those of the technical user the answer is decidedly yes. If not, the
marketplace offers a variety of alternatives. 0

Businessmen
are shopping
for graphics
software first
and then
selecting an
output device.
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Long before there was a market for 3.5" disks, in fact, four years before, there was Sony.
And while every single 3.5" disk manufacturer has duplicated the Sony design,
there's one thing they haven't been able to duplicate. Sony quality.
Such error-suppressing materials as VIVAX ... magnetic particles (the very core of
the disk itself) have been developed by Sony. As is the case for our manufacturing process. It inatudes a burnishing technique that eliminates projections as small as 1/1,000,000
of amjllimeter from the disk's surface.
The result? Every time you use a Sony 3.5" disk you're assured you're using the
best magnetic medium you can buy.
With somebody else's, you can only guess.

SQ

o

tll86SonyT--~·

NY.

A-.olSony Colpcxabonol Amenca. Sony Onve. Paot<Rldge. New.Jen1ey 07656. Sony osaregilll!ledtr-olSonycarpor-.. \llwax ose--clSonyCo<pcnbon.
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LEXIDATA.
LOOKING GOOD
software packages for mechanical
ards for our systems. And we see to
it that they're built cost-effectively
design/analysis, business graphics,
mapping, and
so they can be
priced the same way.
geological.interpretation.
OUR RESOLUTION:
TAK.EA
INTELLIGENT
SOLUTIONS.
CLOSER LOOK.
Lexidata sysWe offer a variety of
tems are hard at
systems with a variety of resolutions. Computer-driven command and con- workaround
LEX 90™ is Lexi- trol battle simulators are using Lexidata the world, helpgraphics systems'to display 3-D terrain
ing companies
data's newest family appreciation maps. (Courtesy of The
of raster display
Singer Company, Link Simulation Sys- realize their
processors. There's t_e_m_s_D_iv_is_io_n_)_ __ _ _ _ __ goals in all kinds
a LEX 90 model that can support up
of applications. These companies
Lexidata's monitor enclosure design
to 24 planes of 1280x1024 display
have found powerful, cost-effective
features a unique tilt and swivel
memory at 60Hz non-interlaced
solutions
that can do the job for
movement with smooth and easy
them now, yet grow with them later.
operation. All monitor connections
refresh.
and peripheral power supplies are
There's SimulRes, which allows
If that sounds like your kind of
located in the enclosure's base.
the simultaneous display of 640x512
company - or your kind of customer - then we should talk.
and subsystems are recognized
and 1280x1024 images on the same
worldwide for their ability to costscreen.
Call us at 1-800-472-4747. In
Massachusetts, call 617-663-8550.
effectively reduce the picture-proThere's GEOVIEW,™ a threeOr write: Lexidata Corporation,
cessing workload of host computers. dimensional geological interpretaThey're being
tion package.
755 Middlesex Turnpike, Billerica,
Massachusetts USA 01865. TWX:
used to find oil, deAnd for solid
sign motorcycles,
modelers,
710-347-1574. In UNITED KINGtreat hospital pathere's the
DOM call: Lexidata, Ltd., Hook
(025672) 3411. In FRANCE call:
tients, compose
extraordinary
magazines, and
capability of
Lexidata SARL, Rungis (1) 686-56-71.
trace the moveSOLIDVIEW,™
InJAPAN call: Lexidata Technical
ment of military
Lexidata's patCenter, Tokyo 486-0670.
troops. And as
ented z-buffer
many applications Students at the Royal College of Art in
technology for
as there are now,
Kensington , England, use Lexidata 's
the display Of
there are many
SOLIDVIEW to create designs such as
solid models.
more to come.
these first-class passenger train seats.
If you need
HIGH-PERFORMANCE
an intelligent low-cost color or
COMPANY.
monochrome 1280xl024 graphics
For over a decade, Lexidata™ has
terminal, with PLOT 10™ or
been advancing color graphics techVTlOO™ emulation, our Series 2000
nology, especially in the area of
is available featuring a powerful
computer-aided design, where our
16/32-bit 68000 microprocessor.
systems are being successfully inteAnd, of course, all Lexidata sysgrated by OEMs and end-users.
terns are compatible with a variety
We've set some very high standof leading third party application
LOOKING GOOD
HIGH-PERFORMANCE COLOR
GRAPHICS SYSTEMS.
We're looking good for a lot of
good reasons.
Our family of high-performance,
raster"graphics display processors

lllLEXIDAT4
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ALPHA MERICS CORP.
20931 Nordhoff St.
Chatsworth, Calif. 91311
(818) 709-1155
Circle427
Alphaplot I

pen plotter,

open-bed,
flatbed

Alphaplot II

pen plotter,
open-bed,
flatbed

fiber tip, felt tip,
wet ink, nylon
tip, ballpoint,
steep tip,
plastic nib

6

7

paper, transpar18 x
ency, film, mylar, 30, 30vellum, bond
inch roll

2

0.001

0.001

Auto Cad, Cadplan, Lotus
1-2-3, Spring Cad, 4-D Cad

RS232C

4,590

fiber tip, felt tip,
wet ink, liquid
ink, nylon tip,
ballpoint, steel
tip, plastic nib

6

7

paper, transpar24 x
ency, film, mylar, 36, 36wllum, bond
inch roll

2

0.001

0.001

Auto Cad, Cadplan, Lotus
1-2-3, Spring Cad , 4-D Cad

RS232C

5,590

fiber tip,
plastic nib

6

8

paper, transparency, mylar

10 x 15 4

IBM, Apple

RS232C,
Centronics

799

paper, transparency, film, bond

12-inch
roll

O.Q11

Lotus 1-2-3, Chart-Master,
Autumn, Mirage, Dr. Halo

RS232C,
Centronics,
video

6,150

11x17 7

0.004

0.008- Apple Business Graphics,
O.Q16 PFS-Graph, Graph 'n Cale

RS232C

779

AMDEKCORP.
2201 Lively Blvd .
Elk Grove Village, II. 60007
(312) 595-6890
Circle428
Amplot II

flatbed

0 .002- 0.012
0.004

ADVANCED COLOR TECHNOLOGY INC.
21 Alpha Road
Chelmsford, Mass. 01824
(617) 256-1222
Circle429
Chromajet II

printer/plotter,
platen

inkjet

125

APPLE COMPUTER INC.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, Calif. 95014
(408) 996-1010
Circle430
Apple Color Plotter
Model 410

pen plotter

plastic tip,
fiber tip

4- 3.94
8

paper,
transparency

BENSON INC.
2690 Orchard Park Way
San Jose, Calif. 95152-2059
(408) 945-1000
Circle 431
B90

printer/plotter thermal transfer 1

.65

paper, film, fan
fold, bond

11-inch
roll

240

Benson/ISAP

Benson parallel, 6,995

Versatec
emulation

DATA GENERAL CORP.
4400 Computer Drive
Westboro, Mass. 01580
(617) 366-8911
Circle432
4435

pen plotter

up 15
to
10

paper,
transparency

8 1hx
11

0.001

0 .0040.008

DG Graphical Kernel
System

RS232C

DATAPOINT CORP.
9725 Datapoint Drive
San Antonio, Texas 78284
(512) 699-7542
Circle433

9656

1520

pen plotter

paper,
transparency

8•h x
11 , 11
x17

19 0.00098 0.004

paper,
transparency

8V2 x
11 , 11
x17

19 0.0098

RS232C,
CCITTV24

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.
129 Parker St.
Maynard, Mass. 01754
(617)493-5111
Circle 434
LVP16

pen plotter,
flatbed
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fiber tip

10 15

0.004

BASIC , HPGL, AGL

RS232C,
CCITTV.24
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DESKTOP PLOTTERS

I

$

ENTER COMPUTER INC.
6867 Nancy Ridge Drive
San Diego, Calif. 92121
(619) 450-0601
Clrcle435

6

Sweet-P Model 100

pen plotter, grit fiber tip, felt tip, 12
• wheel
wet ink, liquid
ink, nylon lip,
ballpoint,
plastic nib

Sweet-P Model 600

pen plotter, grit fiber tip, felt tip, 10 14
wheel
wet ink, liquid
ink, nylon tip,
ballpoint,
plastic nib

paper, transpar- 81h x
ency, film, mylar, 11 , 8 'h
11811um, bond
x 120

paper, transparency, film, mylar,
vellum, bond

61f> x
11 , 11
x 17

paper,
transparency

81h x
11

FACITINC.
9 Executive Park Drive
P.O. Box334
Merrimack, N.H. 03054
(603) 424-8000
Clrcle436
4550

4551

pen plotter,
roller grip

fiber tip,
ballpoint,
ceramic tip

up
to

pen plotter,
roller grip

fibertip,
ballpoint,
ceramic tip

up
to
12

6

18

0.004

0.012

IBM, Apple Business
Graphics, Lotus 1-2-3,
Auto Cad, Chart-Master,
Energraphics, PFS-Graph,
Chartstar

0.004

0.012

HP-7475 device-driver

0.004

0.008

IBM PC, HPGL

16

Centronics,
parallel

395

Centronics,
1,095
parallel ,
RS232C, serial

RS232C,

Centronics

12
9

paper,
transparency

11x17 16

0.004

0.008

IBM PC , HPGL

RS232C,
Centronics

GULTON INDUSTRIES INC. (GRAPHIC INSTRUMENTS DIV.)
Gulton Industrial Park
E. Greenwich, A.I. 02818
(401) 884-6800
Clrcle 437
Microplot 80

printer/plotter

dot matrix,
thermal

roll chart

Superplot 80

printer/plotter

dot matrix,
thermal

fan fold, roll chart

8'h x
11

RS232C,
IEEE-488

2,000

RS232C,
IEEE-488,
Centronics,

2 ,000

TTL
HETRA COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRIES INC.
1151 S. Eddie Allen Road
P.O. Box970
Melbourne, Fla. 32901
(305) 723-7731
Circle 438
pen plotter

9911

9912

pen plotter

ballpoint

6

300

paper,
transpanmcy

B'h x
11 , 11
x 17,
11-inch
roll

ballpoint

8

300

paper,
transparency

B'h x
11 , 11
x 17,
11-inch
roll

fiber tip

10 15

paper,
transparency

81h x
11

fiber tip,
liquid ink

10

0.005

IBM,
Apple,

serial loop

Morrow,
NBI,

Tandy
0.005

IBM, Apple, Morrow,
NBI, Tandy

serial loop

0.001

0.004

OYer 200 packages
supported

RS232C,
IEEE-488,
HP-IL

1,095

0.001

0.004

over 200 packages
supported

RS232C,
IEEE-488

1,895

HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.
16399 W. Bernardo Drive
San Diego, Calif. 92127
(619) 487-4100
Clrcle439
7470A

pen plotter, grit

wheel
7475A

170

pen plotter, grit
wheel

15

paper, transparency, mylar

5

81h x 19
11 , 11
x 17
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Ir

you've been seeking a profitable partnership,
this coupon has a lot ofredeeming value.
It's your ticket to the AT&T VAR program, a
chance to get in on the ground floor and profit
from a major contender that is gathering momentum. AT&T has a flexible, high-performance product line that will ~e adding to y~:mr .bottom line for
years to come. With AT&T backmg 1t, you'll be
glad to be their partner; long after all of those flyby-night operations have folded.
When you sign up with AT&T, here's how your
future takes shape. AT&T Account Executives will
work with you to share sales leads generated by
our comprehensive computer marketing program.
The products you'll be selling will be backed by
a national advertising program. And a co-op advertising program will enable you to reach your customers in your markets with your own message.
Promotional materials and trade show support are
also included.

An extra edge is provided by-AT&T's comprehensive service support package. This includes
nationwide field-service team coverage and a full
maintenance package with a 24-hour hotline. Plus
complete training on AT&T Computers.
The future of your bottom line is further
assured by our full line of computers. These highperformance products include our 3B family of
UNIXT"' System V-based super micro and minicomputers, as well as our popular new AT&T UNIX PC,
and the enhanced AT&T PC 6300 which runs
MS-DOS* and Xenix.* Because they're the computers with the future built in, they're a sound,
long-term investment that your customers will
want to make.
For more information about why AT&T's aggressive, all-encompassing VAR program is the right
choice for you, call 1-800-247-1212, or clip the coupon.
There's no commitment, except the one we've
made to your success.

CUTIING ON THE DOTTED LINE
COULD CHANGE THE FUTURE OF
YOUR BOROM LINE.
,

~------,
FOR MORE INFORMATION, MAIL TO:
AT&T Information Systems, P.O. Box 45042,

Jacksonville, Florida 32232-5042

I

'I
....'
ATs.T

The right choice.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMSl.l.tly 1816
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To Be Successful In Information Management,
You Need More Than Just The Right Connections.

onnectivity. The
buzzword of the year.
Everybody's talking
compatibility, multi-user
interfaces, and integrated
applications.

the first operating system
designed specifically to take
advantage of the power of
local area networking. And
it's at least a generation
ahead of all the others.

C

Well, excuse us, but it's
about time. Datapoint has
been delivering integrated
information processing and
office automation systems
for more than 15 years. You
see, we discovered a long
time ago that people really
gain productivity when
computing power is distributed. Because the real power of business computers is access
to information-wherever it is, whenever you need it.

Powerful Resource
Management Powerful
enough to integrate the most
complicated data processing
applications with the most
commonly used office automation tools. Of course, all
this sophistication is totally
transparent to your users.
From any desktop workstation,
they simply select the tools they need to make them more
productive. Even if that workstation happens to be an IBM®-PC.

It's more than a matter of stringing cable. The goal is
deceptively simple. You and your people need desktop access
to the information and the software and hardware tools you
use to do your job. Even more important than choosing the
right connections is how you use those connections. Managing information flow. Controlling data access. Allocating
shared resources. Integrating applications. These are the tasks
that will determine the success of your information management system.

Flexible Resource Management You can add, shift
or remove workstations, peripherals, and software applications without bringing the rest of the system down. Without
reprogramming. And, most importantly, without affecting your
users' productivity.

And here's where Datapoint comes in. Take our Resource
Management System.® The heart of the Datapoint®ARC®local
area network. In fact, the Resource Management System is

The right connections-and more. From our pioneering
efforts in distributed data processing to the world's leading
local area network, the secret to the Datapoint success story is
this unique combination of technological innovation with a
singular focus on business productivity. If you're looking for
the right connections in information processing-and more
-call us toll free at 1-800-334-1122.

DATAPOINT
Information Management Tools
You Can Use TODAY
The "O" logo, DATAPOINT. ARC and Rc...-sourcc Managcmcnl System, arc registered trademarks of DATAPOINT Corporation . IBM is a rcgislcred trade mark of lmcmational Business Machinl.-s Corpor.uion.
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DESKTOP PLOTTERS
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pen plotter, grit fiber tip, liquid
wheel
ink, roller ball
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7550A

~
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10 31 .5

paper, transparency, mylar,
vellum

8V2 x
11, 11
x 17
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over 200 packages
supported

RS232C ,
IEEE-488

3,900

HOUSTON INSTRUMENT
8500 Cameron Road
Austin, Texas 78753
(512) 835-0900
Circle 440
DMP-29

pen plotter,
flatbed

fiber lip, felt tip,
liquid ink, steel
tip, plastic nib

8

22

paper, transparency, mylar,
vellum, bond

11x17 8

0.005

0.005

Lotus 1-2-3, IBM

RS232C

2,295

DMP-29-3

pen plotter,
flatbed

fiber tip, felt tip, 8
liquid ink, steel
tip, plastic nib

22

paper, transparency, mylar,
vellum, bond

11x17 8

0.005

0.005

Lotus 1-2-3, IBM

RS232C

2,790

DMP-40

pen plotter, grit fiber tip, felt tip,
liquid ink, steel
wheel
tip, plastic nib

8

4.2

paper, transparency, film, mylar,
vellum, bond

8V2x
11, 11
x17

8

0.005

0.005

Lotus 1-2-3, IBM

RS232C

995

PC Plotter 595

pen plotter, grit
wheel

liquid ink

8

4.2

paper, transparency, mylar,
bond

8V2 x
11

8

0.004

0.004

Lotus 1-2-3, IBM

RS232C

595

PC Plotter 695

pen plotter, grit
wheel

liquid ink

8

4.2

paper, transparency, mylar,
bond

8V2 x
11, 11
x 17

8

0.004

0.004

Lotus 1-2-3, IBM

RS232C

695

8 1318

paper, transparency, vellum

8V2X
11

6

0.05

0.1-0.3

IBM INSTRUMENTS INC.
Orchard Park
P.O. Box332
Danbury, Conn. 06810
(203) 796-2500
Clrcle 441
XYn49 Digital Plotter

xvn5o Series Digital
Plotters

flatbed

fiber lip, liquid
ink, nylon lip,
steel tip,
ceramic tip

flatbed

fiber tip,
liquid ink

8

13

paper,
transparency

water-, oilbased fiber lip

3

8

paper,
transparency

11x17 5

RS232C,
current loop,
. 8-bit' parallel,
IEEE-488

1,995

0.04

0.004

0.004

0.012

IBM, Apple Business
Graphics, Lotus 1-2-3

RS232C,
Centronics

595

0.004

Lotus 1-2-3, PFS-Graph,
GraphWriter, HP 74-75

serial, parallel

599

4,500RS232C,
IEEE-488, 8-bil 5,500
parallel

MANNESMANN TALLY CORP.
8301 S. 180th St.
Kent, Wash . 98032
(206) 251-5524
Circle 442
Pixy Ill

pen plotter

81h x
11

9

NEC INFORMATION SYSTEMS INC.
1414 Massachusetts Ave.
Boxborough, Mass. 01719
(617) 264-8000
Clrcle443
Britewriter

pen plotter

felt tip

4 2.44.48

paper, transparency, bond

NICOLET'S COMPUTER GRAPHICS DIV.
777 Arnold Drive
Martinez, Calif. 94553
(415) 372-7568
Clrcle444
ZETAS

pen plotter,
drum,
roller grip

fiber tip, felt tip, 10 25
liquid ink, nylon
tip, ballpoint

paper, transparency, film,
mylar, fan fold,
vellum, bond

11x1720

0.001

0.004 all major software packages

RS232C,
IEEE-488

5,950

ZETA 887

pen plotter,
drum,
roller grip

fiber tip, felt tip, 10 25
liquid ink, nylon
lip, ballpoint

paper, transparency, film ,
mylar, fan fold,
vellum, bond

11x17 20

0.001

0.004 all major software packages

RS232C,
IEEE-488

7,950
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DESKTOP PLOTTERS
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ZETA Sprint

~

pen plotter,
flatbed
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AS232C,
Centronics

19

0.004

0.004 all major software packages

felt tip, liquid ink, 3 5-6
ballpoint

paper, transpar- 11x17 2
ency, film, mylar,
vellum, bond

0.005

Auto Cad, BG Graphics.
Versacad , LL Plot, Starplot

AS232C ,
IEEE-488,
8-bit parallel

1,275

8 17.7

paper. transpar- 11 x 17 11
ency, film, mylar,
vellum , bond ; opt.
roll chart

0.0020.004

Auto Cad , BG Graphics,
Versacad , LL Plot, Starplot

RS232C,
IEEE-488,
8-bit parallel

2,795

Centronics,
many host
computers

5,380

fiber tip

8

14

paper. transparency, mylar,
vellum. bond

NUMONICS CORP.
418 Pierce St.
Landsdale, Pa. 19446
(215) 362-2766
Circle 445
5412

pen plotter,
grit roller

6412

pen plotter,
grit roller

fiber tip, liquid
ink, ballpoint,
plastic nib

0.004

PRINTRONIX INC.
17500 Cartright Road
Irvine, Calif. 92713
(714) 863-1900
Circle 446
Graphicprint 4160

paper, mylar, fan
fold, roll chart

16-inch
roll

160 x
168

4 2.53.5

paper,
transparency

8'h x
11 , 4inch roll

0.008

0.008

IBM, Apple II, Texas
Instruments, Epson,
Kaypro, Osborne

AS232C ,
Centronics

399

pen plotter, fiber tip, wet ink, 6 16.5
flatbed, platen
nylon tip,

paper,
transparency,
film, mytar,
vellum, bond

11x17 3

0.001

0 .015

HPGL

RS232C ,
Centronics

1,1951,395

200

0.002

RS232C,
IEEE-488,
Versatec
parallel

8,999

18 paper, transparency,
film, vellum, bond

0.004

0.004

IBM. Apple Business
Graphics, Hewlett-Packard ,
Lotus 1-2-3, BASIC

RS232C,
IEEE-488,
Centronics,
current loop

1,7901,850

0.004

0.004

IBM , Apple Business
Graphics, Hewlett-Packard,
Lotus 1-2-3, BASIC

AS232C ,
IEEE-488,
parallel

3,290

printer/plotter

SHARP ELECTRONICS CORP.
10 Sharp Plaza, Box C
Paramus, N.J. 07652
(201) 265-5600
Circle447
CE-515P

printer/plotter, fiber tip, felt tip,
ballpoint
pen plotter, grit

wheel

SOLTEC DISTRIBUTION
P.O. Box 818
Sun Valley, Calif. 91353-0818
(800) 525-5544
Circle448
SPL-400

ballpoint

VERSATEC (A XEROX CO.)
2710 Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara, Calif. 95051
(408) 988-2800
Circle449
V-80

printer/plotter

electrostatic

paper,
transparency,
film, mytar, fan
fold, roll chart,
vellum, bond

8'h x unlim11
ited

WESTERN GRAPHTEC INC.
12 Chrysler St.
Irvine, Calif. 92718
(714) 770-6010
Clrcle450
DA8400

pen plotter,

flatbed

fiber tip, felt tip,
ballpoint

6

FP 5301

pen plotter,
flatbed

fiber tip, felt tip, 10 18 paper, transparency,
ballpoint
film, 11ellum, bond

MP1000

pen plotter,

fiber tip, felt tip,
ballpoint

6

6 paper, transparency,
film, vellum, bond

0.004

0.004

IBM, Apple Business
Graphics, Hewlett-Packard,
Lotus 1-2-3, BASIC

RS232C,
IEEE-48,
parallel

1,190

ballpoint

4

8 paper, transparency, 121h
roll chart

0.004

0.004

IBM, Apple Business
Graphics, Hewlett-Packard ,
Lotus 1-2-3, BASIC

AS232C,
IEEE-488 ,
parallel

2,490

flatbed

wx 4731

174

printer/plotter,
pen plotter,
drum
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Wdh'the ADM™
l2plus, you'll have video
display te1111inal features that range this wide.
Thanks to the wide page display of Lear Siegler's ADM 12plus, it's the ideal video
display terminal for financial spread sheets, flow charts and word processing .
The impressive list of specialized ADM 12plus capabilities includes selectable 80or132
column display and variable format display memory This lets you store data in pages of
up to 158 columns wide or 48 lines long and review them with horizontal or vertical scrolling. And you get 32 programmable functions with 400 characters of memory, programmable cursor keys, bidirectional printer port and independent baud rates. Plus, the
ADM 12plus is compatible with the TeleVideo 912, 920, 925 and 950 as well as Lear
Siegler's ADM2 , ADM 12 and ADM31 terminals.
Call for complete information on how Lear
. . . . . LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
Siegler's ADM 12plus can be your financial expert. ~· DATA PRODUCTS DIVISION

800-LEAR-DPD (800-532-7373).

901 E. Ball Road, Anaheim, CA 92805, (7 14) 778-3500

See us at NCC Booth #5162
© 1985 Lear Siegler. Inc.
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NE\N PRODUCTS
SYSTEMS
Eileen Milauskas, Assistant Editor

Business system
offers three functions
• 80286 CPU
• 5 I2K-byte memory
• I3-inch display
Software-compatible with the proprietary Professional Computer Family, the
Tl Business Pro computer system serves
as a single-user workstation. a network
server or a clustered multiuser system.
Based on a 16-bit. 80286 CPU. the system achieves a 150-nsec RAM speed and
comes with a color or monochrome. bitmapped, 13-inch display; 512K bytes of
main memory. expandable to 3.5M bytes
and serial and parallel interfaces. It handles four of six possible data-storage
options: a 360K-byte or 1.2M-byte. flexible disk drive: a 21M-. 40M- or 72Mbyte Winchester disk drive and/or a 60Mbyte cartridge-tape backup. The unit
runs the MS-DOS 3.0 or XENIX operating system and supports eight users. It
accommodates MS-BASIC. MS-FORTRAN, MS-Pascal, MS-COBOL, RM/
COBOL. LISP. Assembler and C.
$3.995. Texas Instruments Inc., Data
Systems Group , P.O. Box 809063. Dallas. Texas 75380-9063.
Circle 300

Minis serve data,
transaction processing
• 32. 64 users
• Instruction processors
• 2M-, 4M-byte memory
The DPS/42. a 16-bit minicomputer
176

supporting 32 users. integrates data and
word processing with communications. It
includes a commercial instruction processor (CIP). memory-management unit.
disk contro ller. two mu lti line communications processors and 2M bytes of memory. Maximum fixed disk capacity is 3G
bytes. The DPS/85. a 32-bit minicomputer accommodating 64 users, comes with
4M bytes of memory and 3G bytes of
mass storage and serves transactionprocessing requirements. Features include a memory-management unit with a
4K-hyte cache. CIP and scientific instruction processor (SIP). The CIP executes COBOL programs at 80.000 statements per second; the SIP adds
floating-point arithmetic capability for
FORTRAN. BASIC. and Pascal programs. Both models run the proprietary
GCOS 6 MOD 400 operating system and
support concurrent synchronous and
asynchronous communications in proprietary and I BM networks as well as public-daia networks. $19,300. DPS 6/42;
$57.000. DPS 6/85. Honeywell Infor ma tion Systems Inc., 300 Concord Road.
Billerica. Mass . 01821. (617) 671-6000.
Circle 301

configurations. The PPC400- I2 offers
one 360K-byte. half-height floppy disk
drive and a 256K-byte RAM. The
PPC400-22, also providing 256K bytes of
RAM. comes with two half-height floppy
disk drives. The PPC400-XT has a single
half-height floppy drive, a I OM-byte hard
disk and 256K bytes of RAM. Memory is
expandable to 5 I2K bytes. Each system
comes with bundled software that includes MS-DOS 2. 11. GW BASIC I. 12
graphics language and Comprehensive
Software's PC TUTOR and CORONAPAL. $2,640. PPC400-12; $2 .795 ,
PPC400-22: $4,295. PPC400-XT. Corona
Data Systems Inc., 275 E. Hillcrest
Drive. Thousand Oaks. Calif. 91360 ,
(805) 495-5800.
Circle 302

Multiuser systems
use 32016 processor
• C compiler
• 45M-byte Winchester
• IM-byte RAM

Transportable aids
business requirements
• 9-inch screen
• 8088 CPU
• Bundled software
The Corona PPC400 series of transportable personal computers generates a
resolution of 640 horizontal dots by 400
lines on a 9-inch. green screen for graphics and text-processing applications. The
16-bit, 8088-based series comes in three

Running the GENIX operating system. an enhancement of Berkeley UNIX
Version 4. I. the GS 1 and GS2 multiuser
systems support four users. Incorporating National Semiconductor's 10-MHz
NS32016 CPU. the systems incorporate
the proprietary GVC-16 Multibus board .
Both models include a C language compiler. demand-paged virtual memory . a
45M-byte Winchester disk drive. floating-point hardware. four RS232 ports,
IM byte of RAM and an SOOK-byte
floppy disk drive. The single-board GS!
is expandable to 2M bytes of memory ;
the GS2 adds a four-slot Multibus ca rd
cage for memory cards, analog-to-digital
converters. Ethernet controllers or bitmapped graphics cards . $8,900 , GS- I ;
$9,900. GS-2. GVC Inc., 222 Third St. ,
Cambridge, Mass. 02142. (617) 5761804.
Circle 303
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OEM Computer Product Buyers

"The Invitational Computer
Conferences bring to you the
latest high-tech information you
need to hear, and the major
OEM products you need to see.
Well be
there!"
1985/86 U.S. ICC Locations

Sept. 5, 1985
Sept. 23, 1985
Oct. 8, 1985
Oct. 22, 1985
Nov. 7, 1985

A nd you'll find other top OEM

n
manufacturers, such as
NCR, Fujitsu, Xebec, Lear Siegler,
Siemens and IBM, to name but
a few.
Celebrating its 15th year, the
"OEM Only" ICCs bring you, the
volume buying decision makers,
together with the key suppliers
of computer and peripheral products. The ICCs also bring you
a full day of high-tech seminars,
explaining the latest in computer
product technologies and what
they mean to you, the systems
design engineer. As an invited
guest, there is no charge to attend
the seminars or product displays.

The ICCs, a series of eleven,
one-day regional conferences are
convenient to where you work.
The small, exclusive setting makes
it easy for you to meet potential
suppliers one-on-one.
Hear what the OEM manufacturers have to say, learn about new
technologies, and remember, you
may attend "by invitation only."

Jan. 9, 1986
Jan. 28, 1986
Jan. 30, 1986
Feb. 27, 1986
Mar. 18, 1986
Apr. 2, 1986

Newton/Boston, MA
Atlanta, GA
Westlake Village, CA
Minneapolis, MN
Gaithersburg, MD
(D.C. area)
Irvine, CA
Austin, TX
Dallas, TX
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
San Jose, CA
Nashua, NH

Call your local OEM supplierJor
your invitation or.fill out the coupon and mail to:
B.J Johnson & Associates, Inc.
3151 Airwqy Avenue, #C-2 . . .
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
,...~
Phone: (714) 957-0171
•" •
Jelex:5101002189 BJ JOHN l A A

Yes, I need an invitation to your "OEM Only" ICC. The nearest ICC to me is: ____________
I buy in volume:
D Computers
D Disk/Tupe Drives
D Controllers/Interfaces
D Terminals/Graphic Displays
D Software
D Printers
D Memory Boards
D Modems/Multiplexers
D Power Supplies
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMSl_.,ty 1 •

Name
Title
Company/Division
Address
City

State

Zip

Mail To: B.J. Johnson & Associates, Inc., 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Phone: (714) 957-0171 Telex: 5101002189 BJ JOHN
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DISK/TAPE

Drives access data
in less than .4 0 msec
• ST506/4 l 2 interface
•20M, 41.9M bytes
•Four, eight heads
Employing a linear, closed-loop servo
positioning system, the models C:M4426
and CM6853 disk drives from Computer
Memories Inc. achieve respective average access times of 40 and 39 msec.
Transferring data at 5M bits per second
(bps), the half-height model CM4426
stores 20M bytes of formatted data; the
full-height model CM6853, 41.9M bytes.
Both drives are compatible with the
ST506/412 interface.
Suiting desktop and portable applications, the CM4426 achieves reliability
through an isolated, shock-mounted
head/disk assembly. Read preamplifiers
within the head/disk assembly reduce
electromagnetic interference and radiofrequency interference noise susceptibility . A dynamic spindle brake minimizes
head-to-media contact, and heads are
parked in a dedicated shipping zone.
Thermal tracking and a positioner car-

Subsystems employ
IEEE- 488 interface
• IOM-byte hard disk
• 3 1/2-inch floppy disk
• HP compatible
Software- and hardware-compatible
with Hewlett-Packard technical , business
and personal-computing systems , the
TopSecret-1 and -2 Winchester cartridge
disk drive subsystems use the HP-IB/
IEEE-488 interface . The subsystems suit
high-speed data logging and hard-disk
backup applications. The TopSecret-1
consists of a 5 1/4-inch, I0.4M-byte Winchester disk cartridge drive with an 85msec average access time. Data-transfer
rate runs l 74K bytes per second . The
TopSecret-2 includes a 3 1/2-inch , doublesided floppy disk drive in addition to the
178

Compatible with t he ST506/412
interface, the models CM4426 halfheight and CM6853 full-height disk
drives serve desktop and portable
applications.
riage lock prevent head movement during shipping or power-down periods to
assure data integrity. The CM4426, using
two oxide-media disks and four minimonolithic read/write heads, reaches a
9,687-bpi recording density and a 695tracks - per-inch (tpi) track density.
Track-to-track access time is I0 msec .
The CM6853 offers four oxide-media
disks and eight read/write heads. It attains a recording density of 9 ,275 bpi and
a track density of 750 tpi , achieving a

track-to-track access time of 9 msec .
Rotational speed for both disk drives is
3,573 revolutions per minute.
The mean time between failures
(MTBF) for the CM4426 is 20,000 power-on hours (POHs); MTBF for the
CM6853 is 17,000 POHs . 01000 price for
the CM4426 is $750; $890 for the
CM6853. Computer Memories Inc., 9216
Eton Ave .. Chatsworth , Calif. 91311 ,
(213) 709-6445 .
Circle 304

cartridge hard disk. Formatted capacities
of the floppy drive are 630K, 710K and
788K bytes under the HP microdisk formats of 256 , 512 .and 1,024 bytes per
sector, respectively. The average access
time is 185 msec; data-transfer rate is 13K
bytes per second. TopSecret-1, $3,890;
TopSecret-2, $4 , 190. Bering Ind ustries
Inc., 1400 Fulton Place, Fremont, Calif.
94539 , (415) 651-3300.
Circle 305

Transferring data at 5M bps , the unit
records at 10,700 bpi . Track density is
556 tpi . $1,075 . Micro Storage Corp.,
2986 Oakmead Village Court , Santa
Clara, Calif. 95051, (408) 986-0770 .
Circle 306

Removable drive
suits personal computers
• !OM-byte storage
• Sputtered media
• SM-bps transfer rate
A 5 1/4-inch, removable , half-height,
cartridge disk drive with IOM bytes of
formatted storage , the MS212 uses carbon-coated , tliin-film , sputtered media
and a closed-loop servo system. Aimed
at personal microcomputers , the drive
loads from the front and employs the
ST506/412 interface. Its MTBF is 10,000
power-on hours. An on-board microprocessor accepts either single or multiple buffered seeks. Average access time
is 98 msec; track-to-track , 25 msec .

Disk controller
supports SMD drives
• Multibus-compatible
• 2.5M bytes per second
• Disk interrogate command
Achieving a 2 .5M-byte-per-second
transfer rate, the Rimfire 1200 caching
disk controller supports SMD disk drives
and suits UNIX-based systems. Up to
32K bytes of cache can be segmented
into 512 bytes each. Capabilities include
overlapped seeks, zero latency track
read , sector skewing and sector slipping .
Features include scatter/gather commands, 48-bit error-correction coding,
Tag 4/5 SMD features , 11th-cylinder bit
or SMD-E bits in Tag 2, pick and hold,
dual-ported drive support and disk interrogate command. $2,195, OEM quantity .
Ciprico Inc., 2955 Xenium Lane , Plymouth , Minn . 55441, {612) 559-2034.
Circle 307
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Available, Reliable,
Affordable Solutions
for Computerization
Little Board"'/ 186 ..

$499 c~~hKl

Single Board 16-Bit Computer
with SCSI / PLUS '" Bus
• Data and file compatible with IBM PC
• Three times the COMPUTING POWER of a PC
• Boots PC-DOS 2.10, 3.00
• Runs most MS-DOS generic software
• Mounts directly to a 5-1I 4 inch disk drive
• Includes: B MHz B0186 CPU, 128K or S12K
RAM, 16K-12BK EPROM, 2 RS232C Serial
Ports, Centronics Printer Port, floppy Disk
Controller, SCSI/PLUS '" Multi-Master b us for:
hard disk I networking I 110 expansion
• Available with 512K RAM

$349

Little Board™/PLUS . . .

Single Board 64K CP/ M Computer
with SCSI/PLUS'" Bus
Same as Little Board/ 186 except:
• 4 MHz ZBOA (8-bit) CPU • 64K RAM,
4K to 16K EPROM • CP/ M 2.2 included

Little Board™Cor~~1~a1) now $289
same as Little Board/ PLUS
except no SCSI, 4K EPROM

PRINTERS

Plotter/printer provides
four graph formats
• 40 to 160 cpl
•Th ree size settings
• Two type styles
A combination printer , typewriter and
graph plotter , the portable model EB50
Colour PenGraph incorporates a rotating, ball-pen writing head to produce
charts and graphs in four colors. The uni t
outputs fo ur graph formats , consisting of

layout charts for tables , pie charts including concentric , bar graphs and line
graphs, in three print sizes: 40 cpl at 4
cps, 80 cpl at 7 cps and 160 cpl at 14 cps .
T he two type styles are Courier and
Italic. Features include a 44-key keyboard ; 16-character, LCD display generating a 5-by-7-dpi matrix; one-line correctio n memory ; I 0-key buffer ; and a
Centronics interface . $299. Silver-Reed
America Inc., 19600 S. Vermont Ave .,
Torrance , Calif. 90502 , (2 13) 516-7008.
Circle 308

BookshelfMSeries
Cost Effective, Compact, Versatile
computer systems
Choice of Little Board
CPUs, 1 or 2 noppy drives
(48 or 96 tpi); 10MB
internal hard disk option.
6 Yt " high, 714" wide,
1oy,• deep, 12Yt lbs.

DISTRIBUTORS
Argentina-Factorial, SA
Australia-ASP Microcomputers

1-41 -0018
613 · 5~0628

Belgium-Centre Electrontque Lempereur .. 041 -23-45--41

Canad<l-Dynacomp
(604 ) 872-7737
Denmark-Danbit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 03-66-20-20
01 -534-3158
England-Quant S)'5tems
. . . . . 358-0-585-322
Finland-Symmetric OY
France-EGA!.+ . .
1-502-1800
Israel-Alpha Terminals

. . . . . 03- 491695

Spain-Xenios Informatica
3-593-0822
Sweden-AB AKTA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 08-54-20-20
USA:

CALL AMPRO

IBM is a registered trademark of Intl. Bus. M.ach.
MS-005 is a registered trademark of Microsoft.
ZBOA is a registered trademark of Zi10$ Inc.
CP/ M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.

Dot-matrix printers
emulate I BM S 152
•Re-ink ing cartridge
• 160 cps , utility mode
• 40 to 233 cpl
T he standard-carriage MLI 92 and the
wi de-carriage MLI 93 dot-matrix printers
ac hieve a 58-dB(a) noise level and an
MTBF of 4 ,000 ho urs. Emulating the
IB M 5152 graphics printer , the models
also provide bidirectional utility pri nting

wi th short-line seeking logic at 160 cps;
enhanced mode , 80 cps ; and correspondence-qua lity mode , 33 cps. Seven- o r
8-bit graphics resolution ranges from 60
by 144 dpi to 288 by 144 dpi . At 5 to 17.1
cpi, the MLI 92 prints from 40 to 132 cpl ;
the MLI 93 , 68 to 233 cpl. Features include a re-inking ribbon cartridge , menuse lect mode , self-test, downline-loadable
character set, unidirectional print mode,
an SK-byte buffer , superscripts and subscripts, underlining , proportiona l spacing , horizontal tabs, 6 and 8 lpi and a
print head with a life of 200 million characters . $499 , ML192 ; $699, MLl93 . Okidata , an Oki America Company , 532
Fe llowship Road, Mt. Laurel , N.J .
08054 , (609) 235-2600.
Circle 309

Dot-matrix printer
targets word processing
• 220 cps
• 72 . 144dpi
• Diablo interface
Used specifically for word-process ing
applications. the model 354 of the Printstation 350 series of dot-matrix printers
achieves 220 cps . Employing a Diablo
mode l 630 inte rface, the unit's printing
capabilities include bold and emphasized
print with an optional 64K-byte CPU
with loadable character sets. G ra phics
input is available in dot densities o f 72 or
144 dpi . Features include propo rtional
printing. right justification, automatic
centering and three-way pape r handling
for cut-sheet , fanfold and multipart demand docume nts. $2,895 . Centronics
Data Computer Corp. , I Wall St ., Hudson . N.H . 03051. (603) 883-0111 .
Circle 310

Dot-matrix printer
generates 140 cps
• 80 co lumns
• ASCII character set
• Three pitches

CIRCLE NO. 88 ON INQUIRY CARD
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PRINTE RS

An 80-column, 140-cps , dot-matrix
printer, the Westrex 1 offers a 96-character ASCII and a 12-international-character set with true descenders. Printing in
pica , elite or condensed pitches , the unit
achieves superscript , subscript , underline
and short-line seeking capabilities. Features include serial or parallel interface ;
2K-byte buffer ; auto sync; eight selectable baud rates; 120 variations of pitches,
fonts and styles; 8-bit, dot-addressable
graphics; a ribbon cartridge lasting up to
8 million characters; and self-test and
diagnostics. The printer handles cutsheet and roll-fed paper up to 9 inches
wide, pin-fed fanfold paper up to 91/2
inches wide and the original plus two
copies. $499. Westrex OEM Products, 51
Penn St., Fall River , Mass. 02724, (617)
676-1011.
Circle 311

Introducing the CTS
2424AD modem
CTS has been manufacturing reliable products since 1B96
when we introduced our first hand cranked , wall mounted ,
wooden telephone. Today, we 're introducing a soph isti cated ,
full duplex, autodial , 2400 baud modem , and our promise of
reliability stays the same.
The CTS 2424AD modem offers technological rellabillty in its
signal processor. Orig inally designed fo r more expensive and
complex modems, the patent pending CTS signal processor
provides integral adapt ive equalizing for noti ceably clearer,
error free transm issions.
Our 2424AD meets CCITT V.22bis requi rements and operates
both synchronously and asynchronously at 2400 and 1200
bits per second. Other features include autodial with memory
storage of up to ten telephone numbers (40 characters per
number).
The CTS 2424AD offers field reliability with its t wo year warranty. And we demand our distributors provide you with the
service you deserve.
Brand reliability is important at CTS, because it' s important
to you . That's why we suggest you check out our 2424AD
before you buy a 2400 baud modem. You 'll find what' s bu ilt
in to a CTS DATACOMM product is what you 're looking for.

DATACOMM Products Division
6900 Shady Oak Road
Eden Prairie, MN 55344

800·328·6104
NEW TO THE INDUSTRY SINCE 1896.
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Printer offers
three modes
• Letter-quality text
• Color graphics
• Data processing
A serial-matrix impact printer , the
model 750 executes letter-quality printing at 100 cps , data processing at 180 cps
and color-graphics printing at 10 ips .
Resolution for letter-quality is 180 by 360
dpi; draft-quality, 180 by 180 dpi. Graphics resolution varies from 60 by 60 to 180
by 180 dpi . Using a 24-wire printhead ,
the unit holds six resident fonts plus four
downloadable fonts. RAM is expandable
to 64K for downloaded fonts or transfer
buffer. Capable of four-part printing , the
model is compatible with Fujitsu DPL24
graphics and the Diablo 630 protocol for
word processing. Friction feed and a
16K-byte buffer are standard. With an
optional IBM PC and PC-compatible
software package, the printer emulates
the IBM color graphics printer and the
Toshiba Pl351 dot-matrix printer .
$1 ,990; $95 , emulation software. JDL
Inc., Suite 104, 2801 Townsgate Road ,
Westlake Village , Calif. 91361, (805)
495-3451 .
Circle 312
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.,_____ We're not just talking
about fifth generation
parallel comput.ers,
.,____ _ we're delivering them.
We're Flexible Computer Corporation and we've
developed the Flex/32 Multicomputer. The fifth
generation massively parallel computer. The
computer that everyone predicted would be the
next major step for the computer industry. The
Flex/32 provides the only multi-computing
environment; parallel hardware with concurrent software.
The Flex/32 offers you a whole new generation
of capabilities. And that's not just a lot of talk.
For more information on the Flex/32, fifth generation computer and what it can do for you,
ca II or write Flexible Computer Corporation,
1801 Royal Lane Bldg. 8, Dallas, Texas 75229,
214/869-1234.

APPLICATIONS
Multi-Target Radar/Sonar
Flight/Combat/Weapon Simulation
Tests Systems
Command Control and Communications
Signal /I mage Processing
Artificial Intelligence/Expert Systems
PARALLEL HARDWARE
Multiple Super Mini Computers
Multiple Memories
Multiple Data Paths
Multiple Instruction Paths
Multiple VMEbus 1/0 Paths
Multiple Built-In-Test
CONCURRENT SOFTWARE
Concurrent C
Concurrent Fortran
Ada
Unix V
Real -Time O/S
Concurrency Simulator

Flexdble Computer Corporation
UNIX Vis a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
Ada is a trademark of the U.S. Government.
Flex/32-Concurrent C and Concurrent Fortran are
trademari(s of Flexible Computer Corporation.
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Display system enhances
portable computers
• 25 lines by 80 cha racters
• l 28K addressable dots
• 640-by-200-dot matri x
A 6 1/2-by- l I 3/4-inch , se lf-contained display system for a ugme nting the pe rforma nce of po rtable a nd des ktop co mpute r

The
Line Tamer™
UPS speaks
for itself.
Its on-board micro and
RS-232 port let it talk
with your computer for
power system monitoring and
control. And its energyefficient design slashes your
operating cost.

'

syste ms, the T hinView 25 displays 25
lines by 80 columns o f text . For graphics
display, the unit achieves l 28K addressable do ts, a rra nged in a 640-by-200-do t
mat rix, a nd separates data a nd graphics in
split-scree n mode. Picture ele me nts a re
updated in 200 msec with a 70- Hz refresh
ra te . The inte rnal, rec hargeable battery
syste m a llows 16 ho urs of use . The sys-

A

conventional UPS calls for the
battery and inverter to run constantly,
wasting up to 40% of the power used.
The Line Tamer Uninterruptible Power
System for microcomputers is up to
80% efficient because it bypasses
the battery and inverter during
normal operation . Its unique design
will save you money without sacrificing the performance of an on-line UPS.
The built-in Line Tamer Power
Conditioner cleans and regulates
AC power, removing spikes,
transients. noise, overvoltages and
undervoltages. When a blackout
occurs, or line frequency varies
beyond specified tolerances. the
battery and inverter activate in
phase. with no break in the sine wave
output to your equipment.
The on-board microprocessor and
RS-232 port let the Line Tamer UPS alert
you automatically in the event of a
power emergency, so you can begin
an orderly shutdown . Among the
user-defined warning and alarm
parameters are High or Low Battery
Voltage, Over or Undervoltage, Overtemperature and Battery Capacity.
It also keeps you informed of System
Status. including Number of Power
Outages, Number of Minutes on
Inverter. Number of Hours on System,
Number of Overloads, and Battery
Time Remaining.
The Line Tamer UPS also features five
front panel LED's for System Ready,
Inverter On, Charger On, AC Present
and Alarm . An audible alarm backs
up the LED and automatic interrupts.
The complete specifications for the
Line Tamer UPS for microcomputers
speak well, too. For your copy, call or
write Shape Magnetronics today.

SHAPE

MAGNETR O NI CS , INC .

See us at NCC Booth #5003

te rn is inte rfaced via o ptio nal serial or
pa ralle l po rts. $749. Axonix Corp., 4 17
Wakara Way, Salt Lake City, Uta h
Circle 313
84 108, (800) 82 1-7093.

THE CLEAN
POWER
SOURCE

901 DuPage Avenue. Lombard. IL 60148
Phone 1 312 620-8394 • TWX 910-991-2352

Terminals include
gr~phlcs, APL Set
• 15-inch screen
• 107-key keyboard
• 132 columns
The HDS-200 series of video display
te rminals consists o f fo ur models, the
HDS-200 display te rminal, HDS-200G
graphics display te rm inal, HDS-201 APL
display te rminal a nd the HDS-20 1G
APL/graphics display te rminal. A ll models co nform to ANSI X3.64 standa rds,
a re compatible with DEC software and
offe r a 107-key keyboard with 55 programmable fun ctio n keys , two RS232C
inte rfaces and a 15-inch , ambe r monitor.
The model HDS-200 features an 80- or
132-column display, smooth scroll , four
pages o f me mor y, windo ws, viewports
and text- and form-editing fu nctions.
Providing Te kt ro nix 4010 and 4014 ,
Retrogra phics VT640/DQ640 and Visual
500 te rminal e mulation , the HDS-200G
suppo rts local printing and offers a printer buffe r. Resolution is 720 by 350 dpi

Line lamer Is a trademark of Shope Mognetronlcs. Inc .
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by 3, 120 pixels. Graphics mode includes
line, arc, circle and box graphics. Tektronix emulation functions include variable line types , four character sizes and
vector, point and incremental plotting.
The terminal's 105-key , low-profile keyboard offers 20 programmable function
keys with a 10-key, DEC editor-type keypad. Features include a set-up mode for

with I ,024-by-1,024, 4,096-by-4,096 or
320-by-720-pixel addressing in vector
mode. In alpha mode, the unit diplays a
96-ASCII character set in 35 lines by 72
columns . The HDS-201 and HDS-201G
offer the capabilities of the HDS-200 and
HDS-200G, adding an APL character
set, APL keyboard with APL legends
and the ability to create APL overstrike
characters with 96 predefined APL overstrike characters and 32 user-defined
overstrikes. $995, HDS-200; $1,295,
HDS-200G; $1 ,295 , HDS-201; $1,595,
HDS-201G . Human Designed Systems
Inc., 3440 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
19104, (215) 922-2353.
Circle 314

87 user-selectable operating features;
RS232C and 20-mA loop printer ports;
14-inch, green , amber or white screen;
APL character set; variable-speed,
smooth scroll ; and selectable static and
blinking cursor control. $1,295, 0100.
CIE Terminals Inc., 2505 McCabe Way ,
Irvine, Calif. 92714, (714) 660-1421.
Circle 315

One board
speaks over
450,000 words.

CallText ™ Voice Synthesizers have an Unlimited Vocabulary

Terminal combines
graphics, alphanumerics
• 20 function keys
• 14-inch screen
•Tektronix emulation
Compatible with DEC VTlOO, YT220
and VT240 terminals as well as Tektronix
4010 and 4014 terminals , the CIT-420
monochrome terminal supports both
graphics and data- or word-processing
applications . In interlace operating
mode, resolution is 632 by 574 pixels; in
non-interlace operating mode, 632 by
287 pixels . Addressable plot area is 4,096

With CallText Voice Synthesizers, your computer can speak
electronic mail, stock quotations,
sales status, weather reports or
any vital information. And
CallText products include a telephone interface, so people can
call in and listen as any ASCII text
file is converted to speech in real
time.
Advanced technology gives
CallText Voice Synthesizers full
command of the entire English
language - nearly a half million
words.
For a live, interactive demonstration of how data can be
delivered in voice, call (415)
969-6257.

Features
• High quality text-to-speech
conversion.
• FCC-registered telephone interface with Touch-Tone
decoding and generation.
• Speaker amplifier for local
monitoring.
• Two models now available:
- CallText 5000, IBM PC/XT
compatible card. Includes
I I 0 drivers; BASIC, C,
Assembly languages.
- CallText 5050,
RS-232C
computer ._
peripheral.

S~Waf}ll§·
461 NORTII BERNARDO AVENUE, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94039-7 461
TELEPHONE (415) 964-7023
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Calling unit
operates with any modem

2,400 bps and Bell 212A- and 103-compatible at 1,200 and 300 bps, respectively. Capable of synchronous and asynchronous operation, the DLX 224
incorporates an automatic adaptive
equalizer at 1,200 and 2,400 bps. Features include a pattern generator, an
error detector and an integral auto dialer.
$895. Penril DataComm, 207 Perry Parkway, Gaithersburg, Md . 20877-2197 ,
(301) 921-8600.
Circle 317
~
l.c( ')

•Bell-, CCITT-compatible
•19.2K bps
• RS232C interface
Compatible with Bell 801 C, CCITT
V.25 and CCITT Y.25bis standards, the
ACE Universal autocall unit works with
modems on the domestic or international
circuit. Accepting asynchronous or synchronous dialing commands from a personal computer. terminal, CPU or frontend processor, the unit accepts input
speeds of 19.2K bps. Non-volatile softstrapping is accomplished via an external
keypad or from a terminal connected to
the serial interface. Features include
RS232C and RS366 interfaces , errormessage reporting, call-progress reporting. memory storage for 50 telephone
numbers with 20 characters each, speed
dialing , automatic redialing and automatic call initiation via synchronous terminal power-on. $975. Nokia-Kinex
Corp., 6950 Bryan Dairy Road, Largo,
Fla . 33543, (813) 541-6404. Circle 316

Modem transmits
over PSTN
• 2 ,400 bps
•Dual autodial
•Bell-. CCITT-compatible
Offering full diagnostics and dual autodial capability. the 2,400-bps Datalinx
224 modem transmits data over the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)
or over two-wire, leased lines with tailback data rates of 1,200 and 300 bps. The
unit is CCITT V.22bis-compatible at
186
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Data switch
networks 16 systems
• 150 to 9 ,600 baud
•Peripheral-sharing support
• RS232 communications
Dynali nk. a 16-port , microprocessorcontrolled serial data switch, links together systems, printers and modems
using RS232 serial asynchronous data
communications. Up to eight communication channels can be active at any time .
Achieving data rates of 150 to 9,600
baud, the unit requires commands from
the attached devices to establish and
break data links. Each of the 16 interfaces supports transmit , receive and signal ground and can be configured for
data terminal equipment or data circuitterminating equipment. $1 ,575. Dynapro
Systems Inc., Suite 400 , 177 W. Seventh
Ave., Vancouver, B.C. , Y5Y 1L8 , Canada. (604) 872-8631.
Circle 318

Modem series
bundles software
• 300 , 1,200 bps
•Talk/data toggle
•Auto-dial/auto-answer
Operating with the Hayes Smartcom II
software , the Hayes-compatible series of
FasTalk modems comes with SignOn
software. The FasTalk 300 and 1200
standalone models run at 0 to 300 bps
and 0 to 300 or 1.200 bps , respectively.

. •

The FasTalk 1200PC , a plug-in card compatible with the IBM PC, achieves O-to300 or 1,200-bps data rates . Modem capabilities include auto-dial /auto-answer ,
automatic selection of pulse or tonedialing modes, talk/data toggle for
switching between voice and data without redial, call-progress detection and a
speaker for monitoring call progress.
Supporting the XModem protocol , the
software offers a learning mode , autostart. phone directory, single-keystroke
dialing and password-protected host operation. $345, FasTalk 300; $525, FasTalk
1200 and 1200PC. Universal Data Systems, 5000 Bradford Drive , Huntsville,
Ala. (205) 837-8100.
Circle 319

Multiplexer acts as
bus switch
• 120 addresses
•IEEE 488 bus-compatible
•Redundant resource control
In bus-switch operating mode , the
4840 bus switch/multiplexer enables a
single controller to address up to 120
primary addresses on up to four independent IEEE-488 buses. In multiplexer
operating mode, it allows a single resource to be shared by up to four GPIB
controllers , offering redundant control of
the resource . Providing optical isolation
of each IEEE-488 bus , the unit prevents
ground loops and reduces system noise.
Devices on any of the buses request
service through an SRO interrupt.
$2.895. ICS Electronics Corp., 2185 Old
Oakland Road, San Jose , Calif. 95131 ,
(408) 263-4844.
Circle 320
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'Jake a fast step forward
in backUp.
Introducing FasTape, the fully
assembled subsystem from
Archive. Now systems integrators, VARs, VADs and
OEMs can add streaming
tape to their Winchester diskbased systems almost as
fast as you can say"backup'.'
Get Serious.
You can't turn a PC into an
effective engineering workstation, office automation file
server, small business accounting
system or any sort of "serious" computer without backup.
Today's advanced personal computers have more power than yesterday's minis, and with 20MB to 100MB
Winchesters, they
have backup
needs to match.
FasTape is
the answer. It's the
serious solution
for serious data.

It's About Time.
Until now if you wanted to add tape
backup to your system, you had two
choices. You could take the time,
invest the money and put up with the
aggravation of selecting a drive,
bending metal, specifying
a power supply, adding a
fan, building a controller
and developing software.
Or you could pay a small
fortune to have a subsystem house do it for you.
Now just call Archive.
We've done all the work
for you. So you save time.
- - - - - - - - - - - And money.

Fas7ape is a complete solution, including !4" streaming tape drive, power
supply, switch selectable 115/230VAC,
enclosure, cables, and utility software, with controllers available to interface·FasTape to your system.

Wfive Got Your Number.
As the industry's leading
manufacturer of 14" streaming tape drives we're able
to offer 20MB, 45MB and
60MB backup systems at
low OEM pricing.
As a tried and true
OEM supplier we also
understand what it takes to
make you successful. Like
controller/formatter boardsIBM PC, SCSI and QIC-02- technical
support, fast delivery, volume pricing
and a very reliable product. ·
You've Got Our Number.
Take the first step. Call Archive today
at (714) 641-0279 and you can have
a FasTape system up, running and
fully integrated in less than a megasecond. Or write for more information. Archive Corporation, 3540
Cadillac Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92626.

ARC~

Out front with backup.
See us at NCC '85 Booth #3514

NEW PRODUCTS

SOFTWARE

Software performs
asynch communications
• Script language
• 19.2K baud
•Multitasking
Relay Gold. a productivity software
tool for the IBM PC, PC-compatibles,
the DG/One and the Wang personal
computer, executes personal-computerto-personal-computer and personal-compu ter-to-mainframe communications.
The menu-driven package comes with
context-sensitive help screens, function
keys and color screens. A script language
automates tasks such as overnight, complex or repetitive sessions or customizing
the keyboard. Features include multitasking capabilities, text editor and
Hayes modem compatibi lity. Cooperative processing support allows a mainframe or a personal computer to control
the other. The software performs bidirectional communications at 2,400 bps
via I ,200-bps modems and transfers text
and binary files at 19.2K baud. Together
with the proprietary Relay/VM mainframe software, the package transfers
files from IBM mainframes; with Relay/
3270 software, it emulates DEC VT100
and VT52 and IBM 3270 series terminals
using standard telephone lines. The
package comes with a tutorial disk. $225.
VM Personal Computing, 475 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N.Y . 10017, (212) 686-1450.
Circle 321

Development manager
suits MS-DOS, PC-DOS
• Updates files
•Defines macro commands
• Recompiles programs
A program development manager for
the MS-DOS and PC-DOS version 2.0
operating systems, Pmaker ha ndl es
large , complex or distributed programming projects and automates document188

production, incremental-backup or system-administration processes. After
reading text files created by a text editor
or the proprietary Make Pmaker File
utility. the software tracks and updates
every file in a program, recompiling and
relinking a program after changes have
been made to source files. As many as
128 macro commands can be defined on
any line in a dependency file, preventing
repetition of frequently performed routines. An unlimited number of command
statements may follow a dependency
statement. $395. Phoenix Computer
Products Corp., Suite 220. 1416 Providence Highway. Norwood. Mass. 02062,
(617) 762-5030.
Circle 322

C interpreter
suits UNIX, MS-DOS
•Displays variable values
•Traces programs
•Monitors program operation
Used in conjunction with development
utilities such as editors , window managers and program-analysis tools, the Safe
C Interpreter cuts development time by
e liminating the need for repeated compiling and linking. The software moni tors the execution of a program in the
following ways: the program can be single-stepped and conditional breakpoints
can be set ; programs can be traced at
every expression, statement or function
call; and the values of the variables can
be displayed and modified . Running on
UNIX and MS-DOS systems , the interpreter monitors the operation of a pro-

gram to catch stray pointers, out-ofbounds array indexes and bad arguments
to functions. $400, MS-DOS version ;
$4.000. VAX 111780 version. Catalytix
Corp., 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge ,
Mass. 02138. (617) 497-2160.
Circle 323

Package enhances
Lotus 1-2-3
• Calendar management
• Graph development
• ·To do list"
Increasing the functionality of the
Lotus 1-2-3 software package, OptionWord"s word-processing commands are
displayed at the top of the screen , replacing the 1-2-3 menu. Word-processing
functions include editing, copying, moving. justification, insertion, deletion and
erasing of text. A "To do list" allows
more than 40 activity ite.ms , with a deadline date and a priority assigned to each .
Ca lendar Management consists of an appointment schedu ler and calendars for
the years 1985 through 1988 . Graphmate
develps graphs for the user's own values ,
labels and other information by filling in
data screens . Graph types include line
and stacked bar. Offering a library of 59
business applications , the software requires 256K bytes of RAM and runs on
the IBM PC and PC-compatibles as well
as most systems that run 1-2-3. It supports C. ltoh, Epson, IBM , Okidata and
Toshiba printers. $99.95. OptionWare
Inc. , Corporate Place, 4 Barnard Lane ,
Bloomfield. Conn. 06002, (203) 243~~ -

c~~
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NEW PRODUCTS

SUBASSEMBLIES

CPU boards runs
at 12.5, 16 MHz
•VM E, VMXbus
• 68020 CPU
•No wait states
The model IV-3201 32-bit VME/
VMXbus CPU board runs with no wait

states at 12.5 or 16 MHz from l28K or
512K bytes or IM byte of local RAM .
Two independent , 32-bit bus interfaces
allow tightly coupled resource expansion
via the VMXbus and interprocessor communications and global resource utiliza-·
tion via the VMEbus. The on-board
DRAM is dual-ported with the VME-

bus. Using a Motorola 6885 l Programmable Memory-Management Unit , the
board accepts the 68881 floating-point
coprocessor. Features include an 8X825
bus interrupter, 8X824 interrupt handler
modules and a 16-bit, programmable
timer. $4,345 , 12.5 MHz ; $5 ,345 , 16
MHz. Ironies Inc., 742 Cascadilla St. ,
Ithaca , N. Y. 14850, (607) 277-4060.
Circle 325

/ffl////////////!

Voice-recognition board
has 240-word vocabulary
• Command vocabulary
•IBM PC-compatible
•Pause elimination
IBM PC-compatible , the VocaLink
CSRB240 voice-recognition board incorporates a connected-speech-recognition
feature which allows input of data in a
natural-speaking style. A command vocabulary of 15 to 20 words may be structured, including the digits and control
words , to be spoken without unnatural
pauses. This command/digit connectedspeech vocabulary is ,used in conjunction
with a 240-word vocabulary of discretely
spoken words. The board uses an 80186
microprocessor and holds 128K bytes of
RAM. $1,650. Interstate Voice Products,
1849 W. Sequoia Ave . , Orange, Calif.
92668, (714) 937-9010.
Circle 326
190
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NEW PRODUCTS

LITERATURE

project planning , scheduling and control
and the programs' application features .
Specific " yes" or " no" designations are
given for application features such as
network format, capacity, time bases,
duration estimates and graphics output.
The directory also provides information

For easy computer
program control
and protocol of
a video disc player,
where do you go to

Catalog represents
100 manufacturers
The summer edition of the Glasgal
catalog contains specifications of datacommunication products represented by
over I 00 manufacturers . Illustrated with
photos , schematics, charts and diagrams,
the catalog includes indexes and crossreferencing . The edition covers 68 product categories , including modems. multiplexers, multiplexing systems, protocol
converters. channel-sharing units , tailcircuit adapters , LANs , fiber-optic
equipment, buffers and network-management systems . Glasgal Communica- .
tions Inc., 207 Washington St. ,
Northvale. N .J . 07647 , (201) 768-8082.
Circle 327

Catalog describes
communications products
The 1985 edition of the Modem Mart
Catalog offers 98 pages of data-communications products from 30 manufacturers, including Gandalf Data, Hayes Microcomputer , Micom System s and
Racal-Vadic. The product listings include
modems , multiplexers and protocol converters . Modem Mart, 905 Bassett Road ,
Cleveland, Ohio 44145, outside Ohio ,
(800) 321-251 O; inside Ohio , (800) 3626883.
Circle 328

on computer hardware configuration and
software operating systems required for
over 120 project-planning software packages . $21 .95 . Industrial Press Inc., 200
Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016,
(212) 889-6330 .
Circle 329

..,•

If reliability
comes first,
what's the smart choice
in a video disc player

..,•

Who was the first
in the world to use
a semiconductor laser
for commercially
produced video
disc players

..,•

The answer is always HITACHI!

Directory presents 120
proiect-planning packages
Project Management Software Directory, compiled by Jack Gido, lists companies that supply computer programs for
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

@HITACHI
HITACHI SALES CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Industrial Division Eastern Regional Office: 1200 Wall Street West. Lyndhurst. NJ 07071 Phone: (201) 935-5300
Western Regional Office: 401 West Artesia Blvd, Compton, CA 90220 Phone: (21 3) 53Hl383
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N EW P RODUCTS .

AMAZING
NEW PRODUCT
SHARPLY REDUCES
CAD/CAM COSTS

LITERATURE

Directory accesses
computer consultants
Providing 2,500 listings of referencequalified professional computer consultants, the third edition of The Directory
of Consultants in Computer Systems contains a keyword index of hardware and
software expertise. Listings are arranged
alphabetically within states and include
computer languages most often used ,
machine-language expertise, number of
client references , years of experience and
number of consultants on the staff. $75.
Research Publications, 12 Lunar Drive ,
Drawer AB , Woodbridge , Conn. 06525,
(203) 397-2600.
Circle 330

Catalog lists
150 software titles

SEE IT FIRST
AT SIGGRAPH '85
Here's your chance to witness a highly advanced
engineering marvel that significantly reduces the
costs of high quality CAD/CAM.
It features 1024 X 1024 viewable resolution, displays
16 to 4096 simultaneous colors, and supports a 60
Hz noninterlaced video display. With drawing speeds
of 40,000 four-hundred pixel lines per second, it
provides the processing power of sophisticated CAD/
CAM systems for less than what you'd pay for most
workstations.
Buy No CAD/CAM System Until You See This First.
We can't tell you everything here, but we will say
that this new product is unlike anything you've ever
seen before. You must witness its performance for
yourself.

~~!'££~~

Vectrix Corporation, 2606 Branchwood Drive
Greensboro, NC 27408 (919) 288-0520

Visit us at Siggraph '85,
Booth No. 256

Listing over 150 software titles for the
Data General/One portable personal
computer, the full-color Data General/
One software catalog contains 80 pages.
A ll of the software listed is available on
3 1h -inch media and runs under the
MS-DOS operating system. Detailed
summaries are provided for the packages , which are organized into 10 application types . The catalog lists over 250
IBM PC-compatible software package s.
which run when used with the optional
51/4-inch disk drive. Data General Corp.,
4400 Computer Drive , Westboro , Mass .
01580, (617) 366-8911.
Circle 331

Document forecasts
export trade trends
The "Export Statistics Profile " for the
computer and peripheral-equipment industry provides information on internationa l competition, the U.S. share of
foreign markets and export trends. Examining the U .S. industry's export performance over the last five years , the
document forecasts 1985 U .S. exports by
product and by country . It assesses the
global market and identifies the best
prospects for American suppliers . A user
guide answers the questions most often
asked by U .S. exporters on their products' potential and main foreign competitors. $70. Office of Trade Information
Services, U.S . Department of Commerce , P. 0 . Box 14207 , Washington ,
D .C. 20044, (202) 377-2432.
Circle 332
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Get results with
.

lli•i·Mi1raly11e•1
CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
SECTION •••
When you advertise in Mini-Micro Systems,
you can be sure of reaching
only the people you are trying to recruit.
Every reader is a potential employee. We
reach the highest percentage of all
significant personnel in our industry. You'll
find us not only effective, but a more
economical magazine.

for space reservation
contact:

Norma Lindahl
617-964-3030
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1986
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REGIONAL SALES OFFICES
BOSTON
Robert K. Singer
National Sales Manager
Norma E. Lindahl
Assistant To The National
Sales Manager
John J. Fahey
Regional Manager
Katie Kress
Sales Coordinator
275 Washington St.
Newton, MA 02158
(617) 964-3030

BENELUX
Etan Marketing Group
Boschdijk 199B
5612 HB Eindhoven
The Netherlands
Tel : 32-40-455724

PHILADELPHIA
Stephen B. Donohue
Regional Manager
1873 Route 70, Suite 302
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
(609) 751-0170

JAPAN
Kaoru Hara
General Manager
Trade Media Japan Inc.
R. 212 Azabu Heights
1-5-10 Roppongi Minato-ku ,
106, Japan
Tel : (03) 587-0581

ATLANTA
Larry Pullman
Regional Manager
6450 Powers Ferry Rd .,
Suite 170
. Atlanta . GA 30339
(404) 955-6500
CHICAGO
Robert D. Wentz
Regional Manager
Marianne Majerus
Sales Coordinator
Cahners Plaza
1350 E. Touhy Ave .
P.O. Box 5080
Des Plaines, IL 60018
(312) 635-8800
DALLAS
Don Ward , Regional Manager
13740 Midway Suite 515
Dallas. TX 75234
(214) 980-0318
DENVER
John Huff
Regional Manager
270 St. Paul St.
Denver, CO 80206
(303) 388-4511
LOS ANGELES
Len Ganz
Regional Manager
12233 West Olympic Blvd .
Suite 236
Los Angeles. CA 90064
(213) 826-5818
ORANGE COUNTY
Debra Huisken
Regiona l Manager
2041 Business Center Dr.
Suite 109
Irvine. CA 92715
(714) 851-9422
SAN FRANCISCO
Frank Barbagallo
Northwestern Region Sales Manager
Rick Jamison
.
Regional Manager
Kathleen Maxwell
Sales Coordinator
Sherman Building. Suite 100
3031 Tisch Way
San Jose , CA 95128
(408) 243-8838
AUSTRIA
Elan Marketing Group
Neutor g. 2
P.O. Box 84
1010 Vienna. Austria
Tel : 43-222-663012 or -638461
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CALENDAR

ISRAEL
Elan Marketing Group
13 Haifa St. , P.O. Box 33439
Tel Aviv, Israel
Tel : 972-3-252967 or -268020
I
Telex : 341667

AUGUST
5-8

"Digital Communications And Computer Network
Systems" Course, Washington , offered by the
George Washington Continuing Engineering Education Program . Contact: Shirley Forlenzo, The George
Washington University, Washington, D.C . 20052 , (202)
676-8530.

7-9

National Computer Training and Education Conference and Exposition (COMTRED '85), Philadelphia
Civic Center , Philadelphia , sponsored by National
Computer Education Expositions Inc. (NCEE). Contact: NCEE. Suite 200, 1411 Walnut St. , Philadelphia ,
Pa. 19102 , (2 15) 972-8792.

TAIWAN
Mr. Donald H. Shapiro
Trade Winds, 2nd Floor
132 Hsin Yi Road , Sec. 2
Taipei, Taiwan
UNITED KINGDOM
Elan Marketing Group
5th Floor, Suite 10
Chesham House
136 Regent St.
London W1 R 5FA
Tel : 437-6900
Telex : 267653
SWEDEN
Elan Marketing Group
Humlegardsgatan Nr. 5
11446 Stockholm , Sweden
Tel : 46-8-677243 or -676243
WEST GERMANY
Elan Marketing Group
Sudring 53
7240 Norb/Neckar, West Germany
Tel : 49-7451-7828
Mini-Micro Marketplace
Norma Lindahl
275 Washington St.
Newton, MA 02158
(617) 964-3030
Direct-Response Postcards
Carol Flanagan
275 Washington St.
Newton, MA 02158
(617) 964-3030
Career Opportunities
Norma Lindahl
Recruitment Advertising Manager
275 Washington St.
Newton , MA 02158
(617) 964-3030
Cahners Magazine Division
J.A. Sheehan , President
William Platt
Executive Vice President
T.M. McDermott, Vice President
Electronics/Computer Group
Tom Dellamaria , VP/Production
Ira Siegel , VP/Research
Promotion Staff
Susan Rapaport
Marketing Communications Director
Mary Gregory
Promotion Manager
Liz Phillips
Promotion Assistant
Circulation
Denver , CO :
(303) 388-4511
Sherri Gronli
Group Manager

12-16 "Fiber and Integrated Optics" Course, San Diego,
offered by The George Washington University Continuing Engineering Education Program . Contact: J. W.
Perkins. The George Washington University. Washington. D.C. 20052, (800) 424-9773.
13-15 Computer Graphics '85 East, Bayside Exposition
Center , Boston , sponsored by the National Computer
Graphics Association (NCGA). Contact: Chris
Radiske. NCGA. Suite 60 1, 8401 Arlington Blvd ..
Fairfax. Ya. 22031. (703) 698-9600 .
14-16 The Second International Forum on Micro-Based
CAD, Colorado State University , Fort Collins, Colo . ,
sponsored by Autodesk Inc . Contact: Colorado State
University. Department of Industrial Sciences, Fort
Collins , Co lo . 80523, (303) 491-7240.
15-16 "Micro/Personal Computer Operating Systems"
Seminar, Washington , held by Digital Consulting Associates Inc . Contact: Software Institute of America, 8
Windsor St., Andover, Mass. 01810, (617) 470-3870 .
20-23 "16-Bit Microprocessors" Course, Toronto, offered
by Integrated Computer Systems. Contact: Integrated
Computer Systems . 6305 Arizona Place, P.O . Box
45405, Los Angeles , Ca lif. 90045 , (213) 417-8888.
21-23 Macworld Exposition, Bayside Exposition Center,
Boston, produced by World Expo Co. Contact:
Macworld Exposition , Mitch H all Associates, P.O . Box
155 . Westwood , Mass. 02090 , (617) 329-7466.
21-23 Seventh Annual Conference on Interactive Videodisc in Education and Training, J. W. Marriott Hotel,
Washington, sponsored by the Society for Applied
Learning Technology. Contact: Society for Applied
Learning Technology, 50 Cu lpeper St., Warrenton , Ya.
22186. (703) 347-0055.
26-29 Integrated Information Technology Conference
and Exposition (INTECH '85), Moscone Ce nter . San
Francisco. Contact: Jill Nieman , National Trade ProMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/July 1985

This Publication
is available in
Microform.

ductions Inc., Suite 400, 2111 Eisenhower Ave . , A lexandria, Va. 223 14, (703) 683-8500 or (800) 638-85 10.

SEPTEMBER
9-11

The Eighth Annual Federal Computer Conference,
Was hi ngton, Conve ntion Center , sponso red by the
National Counci l for Educatio n on Information St ra tegies. Contact: Dallas Kinney, Conference Commu nications, P.O. Box N, Wayland , Mass. 01778, (6 17) 3585356.

10-12 Midcon/85 High-Technology Electronics Exhibition
and Convention, O' Ha re Exposition Cente r, Rosemont, Ill ., sponsored by Electronic Conventio ns Management. Contact: Je rry Fossler or Nancy Hogan,
Electronic Conventions Management, 8110 Airport
Blvd. , Los Angeles, Calif. 90045, (213) 772-2965.
10-13 "Teleconferencing" Seminar, Selfridge Hotel, Lo ndon, sponsored by Frost & Sull ivan Inc. Contact: Carol
Every, Ind ustry Representa tive, Frost & Sullivan Inc.,
106 Fulton St., New Yo rk , N.Y. 10038, (2 12) 2331080.
10-13 "Packet-Switching Networks For Modern Data
Communications" Course, Washington, offered by
The George Was hington University Continuing Engineering Education Progra m. Contact: Ro n Do nais,
The George Washington Uni versity, Washington, D .C.
20052, (202) 676-8523.
16-18 Data Storage 85 International Forum, Red Lio n Inn,
San Jose, Calif., sponsored by Diskffrend Inc. Contact: Cartlidge & Associates Inc., Suite M-259, 11 01 S.
Winchester Blvd ., San Jose, Calif. 95128, (408) 5546644 .

University Microfilms
International

16-20 FOC/LAN '85, The Ninth International Fiber Optic
Communications and Local Area Networks Exposition, Brooks Hall/Civic Auditorium, San Francisco,
organized by Information Gatekeepers Inc . Contact:
Information Gatekeepers Inc., 214 Harvard Ave., Boston, Mass. 02 134, (617) 787-1776.

Please send add itional informa tion
for _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

18-20 The UNIX Operating System Exposition and Conference, the New York Hilton and Sheraton Hotels,
New York, sponsored by Unigroup of New York.
Contact: Don Berey o r Robert P. Birkfeld, National
Expositions Co. Inc. , 14 W. 40th St. , New York, N.Y.
100 18, (212) 39 1-91 11.
30

"Digital Switching" Seminar, Logan Airpor t Hilton,
Boston, sponsorerl by Commu nications and Information Institute . Contact: Da nae Fasano, Conference
Assistant , In fo rmation Gatekeepers Inc., 214 Harvard
Ave., Boston , Mass . 02134, (617) 232-3111.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Institution _ _ _ _ _ _ __
S t r e e ' - - - - -- - -- City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State

Zip _ _

300 North Zeeb Road
Dept . P.R .
A nn Arbor. Mi. 48 106
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES/
RECRUITMENT ADVERTISING
FACTORY AUTOMATION

D.E.C. SPECIALISTS

DA?UEL AUJ'OMATIOl'I SERVICES is a division a a major engineering
company supplying turnkey projects for leading companies In the biotechnology. chemicals. pharmaceuticals. electronics. paper. metals processing and allied Industries. Due to our strong growth. the Manufacturing Information Systems Department has opportunlties for the following
computer systems professionals.

SYSTEMS ENGINEER-VAX

Strong VMS and utilities experience required. Should be knowledgeable
in hardware connguratlon and system sizing. Experience In DecHet Implementation desirable. Exposure to database management pack.ages an
asset Major project experience required.

SYSTEMS ENGINEER-PDP

Strong RSX and utilities experience required. Should be knowledgeable
in hardware conllguratlon Including special purpose peripherals. Experience in system performance tuning desirable. MACRO capability.
Background in real-time projects such as Interfacing to programmable
controllers Is an asset.

Rates
1x
3x
6x
9x
12x
15 x
18 x
24x

Page
3A
$4,475 $3,425
4,235 3,300
4, 105 3,200
3,985 3,100
3,850 3,005
3,735 2,91'5
3,590 2,800
3,525 2, 750

DATABASE ARCHITECT

V3

$2,340 $1,750
2,245 1,690
2, 175 1,625
2,110 1,575
2,050 1,560
1,985 1,510
1,910 1,495
1,875 1,430

.C ol.
Inch
$1,170 $120
1, 105 110
1,075 105
1,040 100
1,015
95
980 . 85
950
80
925
75

Y4

Circulation

SENIOR SYSTEMS ANALYST

Must have broad background In factory applications for either assembly
or process operations. Should have experience with pack.al!ed and
custom systems. Back.l!round Involving network.Jng of micros. mTnls. and
mainframes Is a plus. Some non-DEC experience desirable. Responsible
for writing system development proposals and system functional de·
scriptions. Background in structured analysi s techniques desirab le.
Prqject estimating and scheduling ability required .
·

Y2

Over 136,000 technically sophisticated professionals in computer operations/systems management,
data communications, engineering management,
systems engineering/integrators, educators and
systems programming specialists.

Experience with relational or codasyl pack.ages required . Will be respon sible for Immediate selection and Implementation of a D/B pack.age for a
major manufacturing system. Broad applications background desirable.
Ablllcy to Interface with users to denne and document system require ments Is essential.

Recruitment
Ho~ Line

(617) 964-3030

PROGRAMMERS

FORTRAN. C or equivalent; MACRO desirable. Applications span both
Interactive and real -time programming; maintenance programming
rarely needed . Background using database management pack.ages
benencial. Exposure to graphics work.stations a plus.

Call your ad in- we'll set the type
at no charge.

Selected candidates will have the opportunicy to conceive and i mplement state-of-the-art factory automation projects using any justinable
hardware or software available. All positions require appropriate education and strong project credentials . DAl'llEL offers a nationally competitive salary structure. a comprehensive benefit pack.age. and access to
the adjacent ntness center.
If you are looking for a new challenge and meet the above requirements.
please submit your resume including salary history to: John Ervin,
DA?UEL, Dept. 2-52116, Daniel Building, Greenville, SC 29602.

DANIEL

Mail Film to:

Norma Lindahl
Recruitment Advertising Manager

Mini-MLc_r() Systems
CAHNERS PUBLISHING CO.
275 Washington St.
Newton, MA 02158

Equal Opportunicy Employer

CIRCLE NO. 240 ON INQUIRY CARD

llllnl·Mlaralple••
call or write :
Norma Lindahl
Recruitment Manager

CAHNERS PUBLISHING CO.
275 Washington Street
Newton, MA 02158
(617) 964-3030
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The new, 1911 Local
absolutely no cost or obliga
In it, you'll learn where salanes sreoo
most demand and which new areas of ·...-r;u.•'
The Survey covers sixty-two position cateQortes
to Computing Systems Director in
fifty-three different metropolitan
areas across the U.S. and Canada.
So whether you are interested in
learning what your peers are making all across North America-or
you want to get an idea of what you
can expect to earn as you move up
through the ranks of the professionour new Survey will give you the
most timely, accurate and thorough
information available to computer
professionals.
Simply call the Source Edp office
nearest you, and we will mail a copy
to you in complete confidence.

Call the o"i·ce
I Ii

UOU

nearest ,

•

If you' re unable to call ,
write :

SourceEdp
Dept.MM3

P.O. Box 7100

Mountain View, CA 94039
United Stetea:

Alabame
Birmingham . ... . 205/322-8745

New Haven . ... . 2031787-4595
Stamford .. .... . 2031967-4888
Stratford . . . .. .. . 203/375-7240
Waterbury • . .... 2031574-5633

Columbia .....•.
Greenbelt . . .• . ..
Rockville ... . ••.
Towson . . .. ... . .

Del.wwere

Meaaacllc.tntta

301f730.6833
301/441-8700
301 /258-8800
301/321-7044

Wilmington ..... 3021652-0933 Boston ....•.... 617/482-7613
Burlington ....• . 617/273-5160
District ot Columbia
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The world 's largest recruiting firm
devoted exclusively to the
computer profession.
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SYSTEM INTEGRATORS'
NOTEBOOK

Tips that make dollars and sense

sonwARE COMBINATIONS
SOLVE BACKUP PROBLEMS
Carl Warren, Western Editor

By combining commercial" software
with your own programs and batch
files, you can more easily back up large
volumes of data stored on a Winchester disk drive .
Possibly the simplest method of
backing up data in the IBM Corp. PC
environment is to use its built-in
COPY command . This command allows you to copy single files by entering COPY [file name] and destination.
You can back up complete directories
of files by using the "wildcard" capability-which essentially says "copy
everything"-by entering: COPY *. *
and destination.
Although COPY is useful, it can be
slow if done manually, especially if
you're trying to back up as much as
IOM bytes. But you can automate the
process of copying and switching directories by using batch command files or
by writing a simple program in a highlevel language. For example, you can
create and back up a batch file by
entering:
COPY CON: AUTOCOP.BAT
CD \
COPY *.* A:

The next lines would change the
directories. For example, "CD tools"
would change the directory from the
root to the subdirectory "tools ."
Although this method works, it
doesn't take into account the target
disk eventually getting full. Moreover ,
it also requires detailed knowledge of
all the subdirectories being used.
An alternative to writing code is to
use either the BACKUP utility
provided with MS-DOS and PC-DOS ,
or to rely on a commercial product.
The DOS BACKUP utility provides
a number of switches that allow you to
back up files in subdirectories, files
that have been modified , and to
choose files created on or after a specific date. In addition, BACKUP
checks available space on the target
disk and issues a prompt indicating
when to switch disks. Moreover, you
can append files to existing disks, thus
maximizing available media .
Taking a similar tack as BACKUP is
a product called JET , published by
Talltree Systems . JET handles the
same functions as BACKUP fast'er.
:this copies all console input to
the file AUTOCOP.BAT
:go to the root directory
:copy all the files to drive A

Solved a hardware or software integration problem lately? If so, other
Mini-Micro Systems readers would like to know about it . Please send
your integration notes to Carl Warren , Western Editor, Mini-Micro
Systems, Suite 236 , 12233 W. Olympic Blvd ., Los Angeles , Calif. 90064 .
Phone (213) 826-5818 Ext 307 .
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Interestingly , JET can be used in
combination with Cipher Data Products Inc. 's FloppyTape 1/4-inch tape
cartridge drive . FloppyTape emulates
a standard floppy disk and therefore
allows for directories. However , using
a drive not being expected by the system requires that you reassign the
drive by using the DOS function verb
ASSIGN . Thus ASSIGN A»C mt:ans
that all inquiries tu drive A are directed tu drive C. Typically , tht: drive
assignment for Cipher's FloppyTape is
D. Because JET expects tu read and
write to and from drive A , the assignment would be: ASSIGN A»D.
Major subsystem manufacturers incorporate sophisticated backup utilities into their disk/tape products. Examples include Sysgen Inc. and
Tallgrass Technologies Corp.
A backup solution that is cloaked as
a file-by-file backup utility is BAKUP,
from Infotools Inc . BAKUP is a1.:tually
a full-file managemt:nt system with
management audit trails and reports.
Backup utilities aren't limited to
MS-DOS/PC-DOS environments. Systems that operate under UNIX or Microsoft Corp. 's XENIX can also employ batch techniques to solve the
D
backup problem .
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MARKE T TRACK
Sharon Hassell
Assistant Editor

CAE companies Invade
electronic CAD market
Companies specializing in computeraided design will lose a large portion of
the electronic CAD market to companies making their mark specializing in
computer-aided engineering for electronics , according to a recent research
letter from The Technology Research
Group , Boston .
The electronic-design, market-research company estimates that within
three years the majority of board-design tools will be sold by CAE companies . The se companies , including
Daisy Systems Corp., Mentor Graphics Corp. and Valid Logic Systems
Inc. , are expected to introduce boardlayout systems this year.
According to Technology Research
figures , unit shipments of board-design
tools from CAE companies are expected to reach 1.6 thousand by 1987.

This would equal CAD companies'
predicted shipment figures, giving
CAE companies 50 percent of all shipments.
The layout systems from CAE companies will offer two major advantages
over products from CAD companies ,
says Technology Research . First , engineers will be able to purchase all major
engineering-oriented tools from one
company , and second, board-layout
systems will allow tight coupling of
circuit design and implementation.
This will alleviate problems with dataexchange and back-annotation problems that have plagued the integration
of CAE and CAD systems in the past.
Another advantage CAE companies
have over CAD companies is greater
experience in serving engineers . Technology Research says CAE companies
were the first to recognize and offer
solutions to the problems engineers
face in designing complex circuits. Alternately , CAD companies such as
Applicon, Calma Co. and Computer-

• l".

CAI MASTIRS CAD IN LAYOUT·SYSTIM SHIPMINTS
UNITS SHl'PED (THOUSANDS)
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SOURCE: THE TECHNOLOOY RESEARCH GROUP

Shipments of CAE board-layout systems are expected to soar, leaving
CAD products far behind. By 1987, CAE companies will claim 50 percent
of the units shipped; reflecting a 100 percent increase from their 1985
shipments .
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v1s1on Corp. merely sell tools for
draftsmen to use in laying out electronic circuits on printed circuit boards
after engineers have already designed
them.

~It-mapped

In,
non-graphics out
In software
This will be the last year that nongraphics software will have any significance in the personal computer market , according to a report from
International Resource Development
Inc. (IRD) , Norwalk , Conn. The research company says bit-mapped , integrated software will become so popular that it could lead to an IBM Corp.
introduction of a proprietary 8086based chip family that will include an
embedded graphics instruction set.
By graphics, IRD means the capability to mix font-creation graphics with
word processing to create a typesetting
system for personal computers or the
ability to run a picture-oriented database management system. Although
these products already exist for the
Apple Computer Inc. Macintosh , they
will begin to be available for the IBM
PC family by the year-end , says IRD.
The report also states that the software market is expected to change in
structure several times in the next decade , starting with sharp price reductions and a switch to cooperative programs between now-competing
software houses . IRD says software
houses , making use of the cooperative
environments, will find ways to unbundle their products , thus increasing vari0
ety in available software .
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ARTFUL INTELLIGENC
By John K. Young

46
48
49
50
51
52

ACROSS
1 Power anomaly
5 Logical operation
7 Information going in or out of
computer
11 Teaspoonful (Abb .)
12 Man 's name
15 Another 1-Across
16 Its capital is Little Rock (Abb.)
17 South American Indian

DOWN
1 Pipeline condition when each
pass always references the
same global section
2 Kind of a group
3 Regius Professor (Abb .)
4 Sir Lancelot's Astolat love

19 Musical note
20 Craftier
22 Symbol in scale of 10
23
24
25
27
30
31
32
33
35
37

Money for the waiter
Latin American dance music
Sweetheart
Computer games' way out
You and I
Repetitions of instructions

Turns brown
Are in poor health
Computer lookalike
Program that stores characters
for later printing
Units of energy
Indicated airspeed (Abb .)
Computer problem
Lining up to be served
System operator (Abb .)
Do something

5
6
8
9
10
13
14

Persian poet and mathematican
Unedited
Aluminum (Chem .)
Ankles
Soviet knockoff of Apple II
Greek god of war
Science of converting sounds
into electromagnetic waves
18 1,024 characters
20 Remember information
21 Programming
24 American Physical Society
(Abb.)
26 Monetary unit of Romania
27 Temporary decrease in voltage
28 Full of vigor
29 Individual as aware of himself

Deck post to wind cable around
Reclaimed wool
Old-fashioned guy
Sure of success
Commissioned Navy officer of
lowest rank
45 Yours truly

38
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43
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31
34
35
36
38

Function
Graphic function keys
Transmission entity
Dots composing characters
Becomes stuck in

41 Information stored on disks
44 Witnessed
45 Graphic tablet drawing
473.1417
49 Operate

39 Mighty-- - - - - - 40 Popular operating system

Array
Batch
Bootstrap
Buffet
Bit
Bug
Code
Correlation
Deviation

Dumb
Flag
Integral
Kurtosis
Line
Link
Load
Nest
Parse

Permutation
Port
RAM
Regulator
Relay
ROM
Scatterplot
String
Tap

Thermal
Trace
Translator
Turtle
Upgrade
Vector

L
Solution will be printed next month.
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Answers to June's puzzles
can be found on Page 188.
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MINI-MICRO
MARKETPLACE
A special section for advertisers of hardware, software and services.

Please circle reader service numbers for additional information.
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CP/M-8000'" MULTIBUS'" SYSTEM
The CPIM-8000 operating system is now
available for our IO MHz Z8000 '" Single
Board Computer. This high-performance
system has all the familiar CP/M commands. File compatibility with CP/M-80
and CPiM-86 makes it easy to transport files
to CP'M-8000. A 'C' compiler and MACRO
assembler an: included. Call for further information. CPIM "' Digital Research, Multibus ' " Intel , Z8000 '" Zilog. SINGLE
BOARD SOLUTIONS , 7669 Rainbow
Drive, Cupertmo, CA 95014. (408) 253-0181

CIRCLE NO. 200 ON INQUIRY CARD

•Cipher 5210 Subsystem
• 25MB (formatted) capacity
• Menu Driven Software
• No Additional Card
• $102500 with 6 mos. warranty
Available ·From:

( Microware Inc. )
41711 Joy Road • Canton , Ml 48187
(313) 459-3557

CIRCLE NO. 201 ON INQUIRY CARD

NEW DIGITAL TEMPERATURE TESTER
MODEL383
Complete temperature tester in one compact
hand-held instrument. Features include 3" display, dual type J thermocouple inputs, ditterential/
normal temperature mode, DC millivolt range,
analog output. All these features and more in this
unique instrument. Unit is supplied with 2 type J
glass-braided thermocouples , test lead kit, 9v battery, and operator's manual.
For more information , call 203/359-7613 or write
Omegti Engineering, One Omega Drive, Box
4047, Stamford, CT 06907.

8088 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER IS IBM PC compatible in form and function 4 77 MHz Intel 8088 CPU. 8087
socket . 64K to 640K bytes RAM with parity. two 28 pin
EPROM sockets. 4 OMA channels. 2 software controlled
timers. 5 user available interrupts. floppy controller for
up to 4 drives. TTL compatible video output . IBM PC
compatible keyboard port. 2 RS-232 serial ports. Centronics printer port . speaker & reset ports. 5 IBM PC
compatible 1/0 expansion slots. BIOS ROM supports MSDOS. PC-DOS. CP/M-86. Concurrent CP/M. PC-iRMX.
DAVIDGE CORP . PO Box 1869. Buel lton . CA 93427
(805) 688-9598

CIRCLE NO. 203 ON INQUIRY CARD
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CIRCLE NO. 202 ON INQUIRY CARD

CIRCLE NO. 204 ON INQUIRY CARD
To Advertise: Call Norma Lindahl (617) 964-3030

CIRCLE NO. 205 ON INQUIRY CARD
ZOI

Universal Machine
Independent Assembler

T-310

Telephone

ISOBAR ••• cleans up
your line power! The
most complete computer
protection available!

~l!llP·t

More features to prevent errors, false printout, disc skips! Only Isobar has 3-way spike

T-J10

protection, noise suppression for RF/ plus
isolated filter banks! Prevents components

• " • rn

in your system from interfering with each
other and erratic line power from damaging the system!

Connect the unlimited
capabilities of your computer
to the telephone system

Models $60 to $110. Free brochure.
Call 1-312-648-2191 or write:

INDUS-TOOL,

Dept. MS
730
Lake St., Chicago, IL 60606
CIRCLE NO. 207 ON INQUIRY CARD

•A complete telephone lini
controller
•FCC-approved for direct
connection
• RS-232 compatible
•Provides call following
•Couples audio sources (speech
synthesizers, tape players)
onto the phone line
•Permits remote data entry from
any Touch-Tone phone anywhere
•Offers incoming call securityup to 15 digits
•Priced at less than $375 , including
power supply and phone cord

w.

Micromate
CP/M 3.0 COMPUTER
System or
Board Level
to suit your
application

Use the T-3 10 and your computer to dial and
control outgo ing call s o r receive incoming
ca ll s-automatically! For more information ,
ca ll Teltone today:

•
•
•
•
•

Use with RS 232C terminals
Thousands delivered - in use
128KB RAM and autoboot ROM
Interfaces four 400 KB disks
10·20MB hard drive add-on
Abundant software available
• Excellent price/performance

(206)827-9626, ext.437

\CEL"'CDNE®
Teltone Corporation . P.O. Box 65 7
Ki rkland . WA 98033

Personal Micro Computers, Inc.

In Canada contactTeltone Ltd .. 183 Amber St.. M arkham .

PMf. ~

Ontario L3R 384. (4161475-0837

275 Santa Ana Court
Sunnyvale, CA94086
Phone 408-737-8444
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SURPLUS INVENTORY
PRICED TO SELL
CPUs:
DISK:
TAPE:
PRTRs:
CRTs:
RDRs:
COMM:
MISC:

PE, STRATUS
CDS, CDC, BALL, SHUGART, QUANTUM , SEAGATE
STC, WANGCO
CENTRONICS, GE, ANADEX, Tl , OKIDATA, VERSATEC
PE, KIMTRON, DELTA DATA , MPC
REMEX, PDI , SYS. GEN ' L (tempes ted)
VERSITRON, DATA PRODUCTS OF NE, AIRLAND
LOWBOY CABINETS, 56.75 " CABINETS

MOPI:
A un ique software development
sys tem.
The only assembler capable of generating mac hi ne code for any 8- or 16-bit
mi cro using; a universal set of instructio ns, inc luding proced ural. the manufa ctu rer's or use r defi ned instructions.
The first assemb ler to implement a
proposed AL Standard, applicable to any
computer; simplifies learning AL,
reduces deve lopment time, offers limited portability.
Simple enough fo r a beginning programmer, sop histicated enough for
experienced computer professionals.
For CP /M or PC-DOC - $195

1~1
!~!

~

voes

P.O. Box 3705
Mpls .. MN 55403
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384K RAM/CLOCK
FOR IBM PC & XT
With Lifetime Warranty*

lncnN11&1 your system memory and
provide• a clock/calendar function.
The 384K RAM/CLOCK can increase your memory by
64K. 128K. 192K, 256K, 320K or 384K depending on the
number of banks of RAM chips installed on the card •
RAM expansion is user upgradable • Parity checking
standard on RAM • Electronic Disk • Spooler • Battery
backup Clock/Calendar • Software driver for Clock/
Calendar Function • Swrtch Selectable starting address •
Expands memory to 640K DOS limit.
With 64K RAM . . . . . . . . .

. .. $169

A.,Apparat,lnc.
NJO OH AHO ON N¥J ON NfO ON N«> ON

44-01 So Tamarac Pali<way il"1ver. CO!lllll J0.1-741 -lnB
ORDERJ~G

MU DFMR l~l'ORMATION

800/525· 7674
Store; in Den"" & Chicago

•an all cams sold after June l. 1984
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Promote
New Literature
ata LOW

COST
If you've go t catalogs or literature,
distribute them at a low cost in the

MINI-MICRO MARKETPLACE .

. . . AND MUCH MORE!!
CALL MICHAEL PEACOCK
(703) 471-6000 x 400

C9
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Call Norma Lindahl
(617) 964-3030
CIRCLE NO. 212 ON INQUIRY CARD
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If you buy a TI 855 printer novv,
you vvon't have to upgrade to one later.
Don't tack just any printer on your
new PC for now, thinking that you'll
get what you really need later. Start
with the best, a TI 855 or TI 865
printer. That way you can put the
money you'd have spent on a needless upgrade on some other smart
investment.
You see, our OMNI 800™
Model 855 is actually three printers
in one. For word processing, it delivers letter-quality printing that rivals
the best daisy wheel printers around.
For data processing, it prints at 150
characters per second. And for your
graphics, it reproduces screen or
OMNI 800 is a trademark of Texas lnsttuments, Incorporated.

2822 7
0 1985 TI

monitor images in the finest detail.
Of course, these advantages are
all true of our TI 865 wide-carriage
printer, too.
What's more, since our printers
are among the easiest to use, you
can utilize all the capabilities built
into your PC and software right from
the start. Instead of sometime later.
You even have a choice of over 30
different plug-in type fonts, any
three of which can be printed on the
same page without ever stopping the
printer! Just touch the control panel
and it happens. Simple. So every
document looks just the way you
want it to. Professional.
CIRCLE NO. 101 ON INQUIRY CARD

As for reliability, TI printers are
legendary. Just ask any major airline.
So don't downgrade your PC's
performance with a printer you'll
outgrow in a month. Get yourself
a TI 855 or TI 865 printer now.
It's easy. Just call 1-800-527-3500,
ext. 801, for the TI Dealer near you.

TEXAS .
INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

If the volume of your datacomm traffic demands
9600 bps speed, Universal Data Systems has three
solutions. One of them fits your system needs.
MODEL 9600 - UDS' lowest priced 9600 bps
modem is specifically designed for private line pointto-point applications. It is CCITT V.29 compatible.
MODEL 9600A/B - a strap-adaptable version of the
9600 that operates on either dial-up or dedicated lines.
Enjoy the advantages of 9600 bps communication
now, via the dial-up network; later, when your private
lines become available, a few simple strap changes
will adapt the modem to them.
MODEL 9600FP - the fastpoll version of UDS'
9600bps modem cuts on-line training time to eight
milliseconds. Since that's 1/J quicker than the fastest
competitive unit, this UDS device offers unmatched
efficiency for polled networks.

For detailed specifications and quantity prices,
contact your UDS Sales Office or distributor today !
Universal Data Systems, 5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville,
AL 35805. Phone 205/837-8100. Telex 752602 UDS HTV.

QUANTITY ONE PRICES
9600 .. . .. .. $1",650 9600A/B .. . . "$1 ,995
9600FP .. . .. $1 ,995

Universal Data Systems

®

MOTOAO&.A INC.

lnlonnlltJon Systems Gn>l.f>

Inquiry Hotline: 800/633-2252, ext. 371

UDS modems are offered nationally by leading distributors. Call the nearest UDS office for distributor listings in your area.
DISTRICT OFFICES: Atlanta, GA, 404/998-2715 •Aurora, CO, 303/368-9000 •Blue Bell, PA, 215/643-2336 • Boston, MA, 617/875-8868 • Columbua, OH, 614/895-3025 •East Brunswick, NJ,
2011238-1515 • Glenvlew, IL, 31~180 •Houston, TX, 713/9BB-5506 • Huntevllle, AL, 2051637-11100 •Issaquah, WA, 206/392-9600 •Mesa, AZ, 802/8~11 • Miiwaukee, WI, 414/273-a743
Minnetonka, MN, 612/938-9230 •Mountain View, CA, 4151969-3323 •Richardson, TX, 214/680-0002 •St. Loula, MO, 314/434-4919 •Sliver Spring, MD, 3011942-8558 •Tampa, FL, 813/684-0615
Thousand Oaks, CA, 805/496-3777 • Tustin, CA, 714/669-a001 • Wiiiowdaie, Ont, Can, 4161495-0008 • Ypsllantl, Ml , 313/483-2682
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